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Abstract

In commercial transport aircraft design and operation, safety and reliability are essential.
Safety assessment is an inherent part of the increasingly complex process of aircraft and
on-board systems development. Operational reliability, including for economic reasons -
preventing flight delays or cancellations due to technical problems - is also critical in the
design of aircraft systems.

Most of the state-of-the-art methods for safety and reliability analysis employ a binary
representation of the system. One of these is fault tree analysis (FTA), a manual method
that is still common today. Conducting safety and reliability analyses by means of FTA
or other manual methods involves considerable effort. Consequently, not only are such
analyses performed usually just once or twice during the process of aircraft and systems
development, it is likely that the analyses are not always kept consistent with a design’s
evolutions. In addition, because of the binary, non-physical modelling approach, such safety
analysis methods and tools remain uncoupled or are only loosely coupled to other engineering
tools used in the design process.

Nowadays, an object-oriented approach has become the state-of-the-art in the field of phys-
ical modelling and simulation. Such an approach enables an intuitive method of modelling,
in which the objects and their boundaries and interconnections correspond to real existing
components. This has resulted in an efficient establishing or modification of large-scale, hier-
archically structured multi-domain object-oriented models. It has also led to the appearance
of generic model libraries for various domains, such as mechanics, electrics and hydraulics.
Recently, application specific model libraries, such as flight dynamics and control, transmis-
sion drive trains, robotics, energy systems, and many others, have emerged.

Methods have been developed that integrate safety and reliability analyses with multi-domain
object-oriented modelling and simulation. This is the scope of contribution of this thesis.
At first, the thesis recaps the basics of multi-domain object-oriented modelling. Next, an
approach is devised for categorising failures based on their physical effects. Modelling of
failures is supplemented with component models from generic libraries that typically repre-
sent only normal (intact) behaviour. Using these enhanced component models, the thesis
establishes realistic models of fault-tolerant aircraft systems, an electric power supply net-
work and a flight control and actuation system. Several automated analysis methods are
developed that in essence detect the minimal path set or minimal cut set of a system. These
are based on the representation of a fault-tolerant system as an object-oriented model that
simulates normal behaviour, degradation or failure. Computational efficiency is important
for the viability of the methods in the system design process; thus, in order to substantiate
their viability, analyses are conducted for the implemented realistic models of fault-tolerant
aircraft systems. The results are discussed in terms of typical safety objectives and the
computing effort required. Finally, a multi-disciplinary engineering tool for the conceptual
design of aircraft electric networks is described, including a first realisation of the developed
methods. Further methods specific to the optimisation of electric network designs are also
included.

The ultimate goal of the thesis is to improve the aircraft systems development process, and
to help in mastering the increasing complexity of systems and related engineering tasks.
Despite an aerospace background, these methods are valid and transferable to any technical
area that concerns itself with safety and reliability.
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Zusammenfassung

Sicherheit und Zuverlässigkeit sind für kommerzielle Verkehrsflugzeuge von grundlegender
Bedeutung. Sicherheitsanalysen sind ein integraler Bestandteil im Flugzeug- und Bordsystem-
Entwicklungsprozeß. Die Zuverlässigkeit ist für den ökonomischen Betrieb von Flugzeugen
wichtig. Verspätungen oder Ausfälle von Flügen aufgrund technischer Probleme dürfen nur
selten vorkommen. Dies wird im Entwurf von Flugzeugsystemen ebenfalls berücksichtigt.
Die meisten der gegenwärtigen Sicherheits- und Zuverlässigkeitsanalysemethoden verwenden
eine binäre Darstellung des zu analysierenden Systems. Eine weit verbreitete Methode ist
die manuelle Fehlerbaumanalyse. Die manuelle Durchführung von Analysen ist aufwändig,
und somit werden sie üblicherweise nur ein- oder zweimal im gesamten Flugzeug- und Sys-
tementwicklungsprozeß erstellt. Deshalb sind die Analysen nicht jedesmal auf den neuesten
Stand, wenn das Design weiterentwickelt wurde. Aufgrund des binären, nicht-physikalischen
Ansatzes sind Analysewerkzeuge nicht oder nur lose mit anderen Entwurfswerkzeugen gekop-
pelt.
Im Bereich der Modellierung und Simulation ist ein multi-physikalischer, objekt-orientierter
Ansatz heute Stand der Technik. Er ermöglicht ein intuitives Vorgehen, denn Objekte,
deren Grenzen und Verbindungen entsprechen real existierenden Komponenten und Verbin-
dungen. Somit können große, hierarchisch strukturierte, multi-physikalische Modelle auf
einfache Weise erstellt werden. Grundlegende Modellbibliotheken, u. a. mit mechanischen,
elektrischen und hydraulischen Komponenten sind allgemein verfügbar. Anwendungsspezi-
fische Bibliotheken, wie z. B. für Flugdynamik und Flugregelung, Antriebsstränge, Robo-
tersysteme oder Energieanlagen sind ebenfalls verfügbar oder werden entwickelt.
In dieser Arbeit werden automatisierte Sicherheits- und Zuverlässigkeitsanalysemethoden
entwickelt, die in multi-physikalische, objekt-orientierte Modellierung und Simulation in-
tegriert werden können. Dies ist der wesentliche Beitrag zum Fortschritt in Wissenschaft
und Technik. Zuerst werden die Grundlagen multi-physikalischer, objekt-orientierter Mod-
ellierung kurz erläutert. Anschließend wird eine Klassifizierung von Ausfällen entwickelt, die
auf deren physikalischen Effekten beruht. Allgemein verfügbare Komponentenmodelle, die
nur das normale (intakte) Verhalten darstellen, werden durch die Modellierung von Ausfällen
erweitert. Mithilfe dieser Komponentenmodelle werden realistische Modelle ausfalltoleran-
ter Flugzeugsysteme erstellt. Die entwickelten Analysemethoden sind im wesentlichen eine
Detektion der Minimalpfade oder Minimalschnitte eines Systems. Die Grundlage der Me-
thoden ist die objekt-orientierte Modellierung ausfalltoleranter Systeme, mithilfe derer das
normale oder degradierte Verhalten sowie Ausfälle simuliert werden können. Für die An-
wendbarkeit der Methoden im Entwicklungsprozeß von Bordsystemen ist eine Minimierung
des benötigten Rechenaufwands wichtig. Die Anwendbarkeit wird mittels Analyse der er-
stellten, realistischen Systemmodelle nachgewiesen. Die Ergebnisse der Analysen werden
hinsichtlich typischer Sicherheitsforderungen sowie des benötigten Rechenaufwands disku-
tiert. Schließlich wird ein multi-disziplinäres Entwurfswerkzeug für elektrische Bordnetze
beschrieben, das die entwickelten Analysemethoden enthält. Weitere Methoden, die speziell
für die Optimierung elektrischer Bordnetze benutzt werden, sind ebenfalls enthalten.
Das übergeordnete Ziel ist eine Verbesserung des Entwicklungsprozesses von Flugzeugsyste-
men, sowie die Beherrschung der zunehmenden technischen Komplexität und entsprechender
Ingenieursaufgaben. Die Methoden sind auf alle technischen Bereiche, die sich mit Sicherheit
und Zuverlässigkeit befassen, übertragbar.
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1 Introduction

In recent decades, advances in propulsion, materials and system technologies in commercial
transport aircraft have enabled increased aircraft size, performance and efficiency. To this
end, transport aircraft that are certified according to CS-25 [25] are now equipped with
complex systems and control functions, and thus have become critically dependent on the
proper functioning of multiple on-board systems. Consequently, safety and reliability must
be addressed as integral parts of aircraft and systems development processes.
Certification regulations and safety analysis methods have evolved along with system tech-
nologies. Due to the growth of system complexity and interconnectedness, in the 1960’s the
regulations covering design rules were written to include a definition of acceptable levels of
risk. The new regulations required aircraft designers to develop detailed system requirements
and to use quantitative probabilistic methods, such as fault tree analysis, to demonstrate
the safety of a design.
The availability of affordable computing power has led to advances in modelling and simu-
lation methods. In 1978, an object-oriented approach was invented that supported acausal,
multi-domain modelling in an intuitive way. The apparent advantages of multi-domain
object-oriented modelling have led to its widespread use. Today, the use of modelling and
simulation has become state-of-the-art in the development of aircraft systems. In view of
the technology trends, the expected further increase of system complexity and related engi-
neering tasks, this thesis proposes methods for integration of safety and reliability analysis
with multi-domain object-oriented modelling. This enables the use of multi-disciplinary en-
gineering tools based on modelling and simulation to substantially address aspects of safety
and reliability in aircraft systems.

1.1 Evolution of system technologies, safety analysis
and modelling techniques

1.1.1 Aircraft systems from past to future

The first airplane pioneers controlled flight by warping the airplane’s wings or by the mov-
able surfaces connected through cables and pulleys to control devices in the cockpit. This
simple technique was used for many years. With the advent of jet propulsion, the size and
performance of aircraft increased, which led to higher control surface loads countered by
hydraulically powered actuators. As a result, not only were the flight control systems safety
critical, but also the hydraulic power needed to move the control surfaces. The mechanical
connections between the cockpit and the power boosted control surfaces remained, but now
there existed a separation between a pilot’s feel of the aerodynamic forces operating on the
aircraft. What was required was the introduction of an artificial feel, to provide pilots with
a tactile feedback representative of the demands they imposed on the aircraft.
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Increased maximum airspeeds involved aerodynamically related effects, such as coupled roll
and yaw oscillations. The incorporation of yaw damping and further stability augmentation
functions, as well as introduction of autopilot systems, led to the use of electronics in flight
control, as outlined by Moir and Seabridge in 1.1 of [60]. Advances in microelectronics have
enabled the implementing of more complex functions, such as automatic landing and air-
frame loads alleviation functions. Operating redundancy and the integrity of high-authority
automatic control systems are typically assured by multiple lanes. Technologies have ad-
vanced and matured to the point of the introduction of fully electronic flight control systems
(EFCS, also called “fly-by-wire” FBW). EFCS employ electronic signalling of hydraulically or
electrically powered control surfaces in lieu of the mechanical linkages between cockpit and
control surfaces. The use of EFCS has become widespread nowadays. Highly reliable EFCS
have enabled the adoption of relaxed aerodynamic stability even for commercial transport
aircraft, thus reducing drag and weight and allowing more freedom in the shaping of desired
handling characteristics.
With the introduction of full authority EFCS without mechanical back-up, electric power
became critical. Previously, electric power demands had grown larger as aircraft flew not
only higher and faster, but also farther. This has resulted in an increased need in electric
power for storage and for preparation of meals and beverages in the galleys, as well as
increased demands for passenger comfort (e. g. in-seat power sockets) and entertainment.
The electrification of the environmental control and wing anti-ice systems on the Boeing 787
has led to a further considerable increase in size and criticality of the electric system, as
Dornheim describes in [19].
Clearly, the growth of aircraft size, performance and range has led to an increase of both
system complexity and power demand. This trend is expected to continue in view of fu-
ture aircraft concepts, such as Boeing’s design study [48] of a blended-wing-body subsonic
transport with a carrying capacity of up to 800 passengers.
The aerospace industry is anticipating a further growth of air traffic [98]: from 9.4 millions of
flights in 2011 in Europe to 25 millions in 2050, and in the number of passengers worldwide
from 2.5 to 16 thousand millions; this, despite the finite supply of oil and other resources,
as well as the immediate need to reduce carbon emissions in order to retard global warming.
For an increase of air traffic to occur, environmentally friendly energy sources must become
available and affordable. Additionally, more efficient and less polluting aircraft are required,
as well as an improvement in flight safety beyond today’s level. Society will demand mea-
sures to further limit aircraft accidents and fatalities. Among these measures is the further
improvement of aircraft systems safety.
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1.1.2 Evolution of safety analysis methods and certification

With the increase of the application of complex systems on aircraft, flight safety has become
critically dependent on many of these systems.
Transport aircraft of the 1940’s and 1950’s also had many systems, but these were compar-
atively simple and self-contained. In this period, airworthiness regulations were devised to
suit technical circumstances, and detailed engineering requirements were stipulated for each
type of system or application. If a failure might lead to a serious hazard, the regulations de-
termined the degree of redundancy, e. g. multiplication of systems or provision of emergency
systems. Engineering judgement and, where necessary, an analysis of single fault effects were
sufficient to indicate a design’s compliance with the regulations. Neither analysis of failure
combinations nor estimation of probability were required.
The advent of more complex and interconnected systems, such as automatic landing, auto-
matic engine control, stabilisation, stall warning and protection, necessitated quantitative
probabilistic methods for analysing single and combinations of failures. Technical advances
led to the introduction of fault tree analysis in the 1960’s, as Ericson describes in [24]. It
was now critical not just to analyse each system on its own, but to analyse the combination
of functions performed by the interconnected systems and aircraft level effects of failures.
Earlier regulations stipulating duplication or triplication of certain systems were replaced
by the setting of acceptable levels of risk. Aircraft designers were now required to develop
detailed system requirements, to use redundancy where necessary and to predict by quanti-
tative probabilistic analysis that the risk of accident was lower than the respective acceptable
risk, as Lloyd and Tye explain in section 1 of [50].
About 10% of all fatal accidents are attributed to technical causes. The others are imputed
to, for instance, crew error or poor maintenance. Consideration of human factors, such as the
ergonomical design of man-machine interface, is a different matter. This thesis confines itself
to aspects related to the design, modelling and analysis of safety critical aircraft systems.
In summary, regulations and safety analysis techniques have emerged and evolved with
system technologies, and the process is on-going as technological advances continue to lead
to further integration of even more complex functions on aircraft.

1.1.3 Advances in modelling and simulation methods

Modelling and simulation are key elements in the development of technical systems, because
they can be used to predict performances, to test and optimise system designs without the
need to actually build them. Modelling and simulation assist in the selection and opti-
misation of a system design, to the extent that it is mature at the time of manufacture,
implementation and integration. Modelling and simulation methods have evolved over the
years, as described in the following.
The first approaches to modelling and simulation on early digital computers were block
diagrams or programming languages like C or FORTRAN. The concept of block diagrams
originated from analogue computers that used integrators, summers and potentiometers.
Block diagram oriented modelling is still popular today, and Matlab-Simulink [55] is one of
a number of tools dedicated to this approach. The approach requires the user to establish
a set of differential or algebraic equations as a system model and to solve for the unknown
variables. The set of equations is then realised by means of a block diagram tool, such
that graphical connections represent the variable assignments needed to calculate the state
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derivatives. Inputs and outputs are explicitly identified, for this reason the approach is
referred to as “causal” modelling.
The idea of object-oriented physical modelling was formulated in 1978 by Elmqvist [23], who
proposed a new language called Dymola (Dynamic Modelling Language). In object-oriented
physical modelling, model objects, their boundaries and interconnections correspond to ex-
isting equipment. Equations must be established (or understood, if models of a library are
used) only for each object. By connecting objects with one another, further model equa-
tions are introduced, as explained in section 2.1. A translator then automatically transforms
the model equations into a simulation ready runtime model. This approach has advantages
over block diagrams, as will become apparent from the example of two corresponding model
implementations of a small electronic circuit that consists of two resistors, a capacitor, an
inductor and a voltage source.

Figure 1.1: Small electronic circuit (a) and its block diagram representation (b). Taken
from [58].

As Figure 1.1 shows, the block diagram representation (b) of the electronic circuit does
not retain its physical structure. Changing or adding components to the circuit model
is a complicated process that involves an updating of the entire set of model equations
and the corresponding block diagram. In contrast, the object-oriented model (a) can be
changed intuitively by removing or adding components and connecting them with the other
components of the circuit model. The causality of the model is not yet fixed, so that runtime
models with different sets of (inverse) inputs and outputs can be generated. Thus, the
object-oriented, “acausal” approach is more versatile since models are reusable in different
contexts. Components from different domains can also be combined in a single model. This
is a prerequisite for efficiently creating and maintaining large-scale multi-domain models,
for instance, the dynamic physical models of flight control and actuation systems shown
in sections 2.4 and 6.3 that include mechanical, hydraulic and electrical effects, as well
as signal processing. For this thesis, another important aspect is that the object-oriented
model structure resembles the functional paths that cause a technical system to operate in
the intended manner. This thesis proposes new safety and reliability analysis methods based
on object-oriented modelling.
Since the formulation of the idea in 1978, object-oriented modelling has gained considerable
significance and acceptance. The first release of a modelling and simulation tool founded
on the Dymola language, also called Dymola (but in case of the tool, it means Dynamic
Modelling Laboratory) [20], appeared in 1991. In 1996, development began on a common
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modelling language standard named Modelica, which led to the foundation of the non-profit
Modelica association in 2000. The Modelica association continues to develop, maintain and
disseminate the language. Since then, a variety of domain and application specific model
libraries (e. g. vehicle or flight dynamics and control [51], transmission drive trains, energy
systems, thermodynamics, multi-body systems) have been developed for applications in re-
search and industry. For instance, in the case of the European Power Optimised Aircraft
project [26] that ran from 2002 to 2006, a multi-domain modelling and simulation platform
representing all on-board energy systems was developed [5]. This platform enabled analysis
of existing architectures and the optimisation of new (more-electric) energy system archi-
tectures. At the time of this writing, diverse platforms have been established in the case
of the European CleanSky (2008 - 2017) project [15]. Various aspects of aircraft energy
systems design and optimisation are addressed, as well as others, including environmen-
tal control, electric network architectures, electric loads management and detailed effects
related to electric network stability and power quality [41, 46, 91]. By bringing together
models from different engineering disciplines, these multi-domain platforms enable analysis
and optimisation at aircraft level, and not only at individual systems level.

1.1.4 What this thesis proposes in view of the observed trends

The development of aircraft systems is a complex and multi-disciplinary undertaking (see 1.2.1).
Many different and, often competing design aspects have to be considered. Several iterations
for trade-off and optimisation are usually performed until a system design converges in a so-
lution that is both technically and economically efficient. If traditional methods are used,
each design aspect (e. g. system architecture, power demands, maximum loads, static and
dynamic performances, weight) is addressed using different stand-alone methods and tools.
Obviously, a traditional approach carries implications regarding the effort required and the
consistency of the different analyses and flexibility, especially when design changes occur.
The high computing power available in standard PCs, along with advances of modelling
methods, enables covering an increasing number of system design aspects with engineer-
ing tools based on modelling and simulation. Since it uses an acausal physical approach,
multi-domain object-oriented modelling is well suited for establishing such multi-disciplinary
engineering tools.
Technological advances have also lead to the implementation of increasingly complex systems
and control functions on aircraft. The growth of complexity and the accelerated development
cycles are another reason for adopting modelling and simulation in the systems development
process.
Safety and reliability must be an inherent part in the development of aircraft systems
(see 1.2.4). This thesis proposes safety and reliability analysis methods that are integrated
with multi-domain object-oriented modelling. Hence, the substantial aspect of safety and
reliability can be covered as well by engineering tools that are based on modelling and simu-
lation. The aim is to improve coherence and efficiency of the systems development process.
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1.2 Safety and reliability in aircraft systems
development

This section describes in brief the development process of aircraft systems and how they
assure safety and reliability.

1.2.1 Development process

Modern aircraft have become critically dependent on the safe operation of complex systems
that have to be considered as an integral part of the aircraft. The development of complex,
safety critical systems must therefore be an inherent part of the overall aircraft development
process, as explained in section 21 of [11].
Figure 1.2 provides a general overview of the systems development as part of the aircraft
development process. This representation is known as the V-model. The left branch reflects
design and analytic activities, such as establishing specifications. The right branch shows
the steps of system synthesis and integration.

Figure 1.2: Aircraft and systems development process acc. to the V-model. From [11].

Requirements are first established starting at the aircraft level and then, in a top-down
manner, by deriving systems and equipment requirements. The top level aircraft specification
is broken down and refined into more detailed system specifications, which in turn leads to
defining lower level specifications for equipment and components. These activities are carried
out in parallel for all aircraft systems, typically with several iterations for each system.
Equipment specifications are usually the contractual basis between the aircraft manufacturer
and equipment supplier companies. In case of electronic equipment, specifications are often
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subdivided into hardware and software. Manufacturing of hardware and coding of software
at the equipment suppliers is reflected by the lower portion of the V-model. The right branch
depicts how components and equipment are integrated into systems, while performing tests
at each level to verify integrity. Simulator, ground and flight testing leads to a validation of
the performances at aircraft level.
Risk of error is an inherent factor in the development of complex, highly integrated systems.
Requirements specification and then realisation of the requirements by manufacture or code
implementation can expose errors or other unwanted and unforeseeable side effects. It is
difficult to detect errors early, since analysis or even comprehensive testing cannot completely
prove that a complex system is free of error. Instead, conducting the development in a
structured and disciplined manner shall ensure that the number of deficiencies or errors
of a system design are minimal. Recommendations for the structuring of the development
process of highly-integrated or complex aircraft systems are made by SAE ARP 4754 [82].
A couple of sub-processes are described, of which the safety assessment process is intended
to demonstrate that an aircraft type and its systems achieve the mandated safety objectives.
The steps of this process and its interactions with the development process are explained in
subsection 1.2.4.

1.2.2 Safety objectives

Commercial air transport is well-known for setting extremely high safety standards. A
quantitative definition of safety in air transport is available from SAE ARP 4754 annex
B.1 [82]: Safety is the state at which risk is lower than the boundary risk. The boundary risk
is the upper limit of acceptable risk. It is specific for a technical process or state.
Civilian airworthiness authorities have stipulated in the “Certification Specifications for Large
Aeroplanes - CS-25” [25] that an acceptable level of risk is equivalent to the probability of
a serious accident, resulting from operational or airframe-related (technical) causes, being
equal or less than approximately one per million hours of flight. New designs of large
transport aircraft should be able to achieve or exceed this safety objective. Technical causes
account for about 10 percent of all fatal accidents, others are related to poor maintenance
or errors made by the crew. This leads to the safety objective of a fatal accident rate from
all technical causes of less than one in 10 million flight hours.
It is assumed that as many as 100 individual system failure conditions may exist that could
prevent continued safe flight and landing. The target probability of 1 · 10−7 per flight hour
is thus allocated equally among these conditions, resulting in a probability of each of not
greater than 1 ·10−9 per flight hour. This upper limit establishes an approximate probability
value for the term “extremely improbable”, as can be referred to in AMC25.1309 that is part
of “CS-25” [25]. Failure conditions having less severe effects may, however, be relatively more
likely to occur, as Figure 1.3 shows. Further explanations are provided in appendix B.3.
In addition, AMC25.1309 stipulates that a failure condition identified as prone to cause a
catastrophe must not result from malfunction or loss of any single element, regardless of
probability. Subsequent failures during the same flight, whether detected or latent, and
combinations of the two must be considered as well. This requires the system designer to
incorporate fail-safe features.
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Figure 1.3: Probability versus severity of failure condition effects, acc. to AMC25.1309

Safety is important too in other domains or industries that operate complex technical sys-
tems, for instance ground or marine transportation, nuclear power plants, or offshore oil
rigs. A general definition of safety is provided by the standard IEC 61508 [35]: Safety is
characterised as the absence of unjustifiable risks, or as a state that is perceived to be without
danger to life, property or the environment. This non-deterministic, non-measurable defini-
tion of safety relates to individuals, or to operation of technical systems or other inanimate
items. The justifiable risk for any kind of adverse effect or damage depends on many factors.
In general, a higher risk is accepted if the expected benefit is correspondingly higher, e. g.
speculation in shares on the stock market or driving in heavy traffic.

1.2.3 Operational reliability

The term reliability applies, if the effects of failures do not cause any hazard to life, property
or the environment. Reliability is important for economical operation of technical systems.
In commercial air transport, operational reliability is synonymous with availability or dis-
patch reliability. It is a measure of the likelihood of an aircraft fulfilling its mission, that is to
make revenue flights on time with passengers or cargo. More precisely, dispatch reliability is
defined as the percentage of scheduled flights that depart without being delayed by more than
15 minutes or cancelled due to technical reasons [8]. A low dispatch reliability will impair
both the revenues of the aircraft operator and his reputation. Given commercial pressure,
in addition to safety of flight reliability is accounted for in the design of aircraft systems.
Many aircraft can be continued to be dispatched even after system failures have occurred,
provided that sufficient safety margins and particular conditions are met, e. g. additional
pre-flight checks, limiting number of flights or flight duration.
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1.2.4 Safety assessment process

The V-model in Figure 1.2 shows a simplified representation of the system development
process. The interactions of the development process and the safety assessment process are
described in SAE ARP 4754 [82]. Figure 1.4 (taken from section 11.3 of [60]) visualises the
processes and interactions.

Figure 1.4: Safety assessment process in aircraft systems development [60]

Design activities are displayed by the right part of the diagram and analyses by the left
part. Aircraft functions are derived from aircraft level requirements, which in turn leads to
the definition of system architectures, sub-systems, units and software requirements, and to
production and implementation. At several corresponding stages, the design is examined
by Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) and Preliminary System Safety Analysis (PSSA).
Analyses and design shall interact in an evolutionary manner to ensure that the design is
both efficient and meets safety and operational reliability requirements. Finally, a thorough
substantiation of the design by System Safety Analysis (SSA) and Common Cause Analysis
(CCA) leads to certification.
Designers have to be aware that safety is not an add-on, it is a built-in property. At the
conceptual stage, designers have great freedom and the cost of design changes is minimal.
As the design matures, freedom decreases as the cost of design changes increases. In other
words, problems experienced downstream are symptoms of neglect upstream, as Kritzinger
states in section 8.5 of [45]. Therefore, the safety assessment process must be an inherent
part of the system development process, beginning with the concept design stage.
The following subsections describe the main activities of the safety assessment process. For
further details, the reader is referred to the guideline SAE ARP 4761 [83].
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Functional Hazard Analysis

As the first step of the assessment process, Functional Hazard Analyses (FHA) are carried
out at both aircraft level and at systems level. The purpose is to identify system failures
and the resulting effects. Identified failures are then tabulated and classified with regard
to the severity of effects that a failure condition might cause. Safety objectives are then
assigned according to the general principle that an inverse relationship should exist between
the probability of a failure and the degree of hazard to the aeroplane and its occupants
resulting from the failure, as depicted by Figure 1.3 and as explained in appendix B.3.
For illustration, Table 1.1 gives a conceivable, albeit non-exhaustive, example of system
level FHAs for the flight control and electric power systems of a typical twin-jet aeroplane,
assuming that it is equipped with fully electronic flight control and hydraulic actuation, as
well as with electrically powered wing ice protection.

System failure
condition

Aggravating
event Consequence Classification Safety

objective
loss of control of
rudder surface

reduced cross wind
capability Major < 10−5/fh

engine
failure

unable to compensate
roll and yaw moments
due to unsymmetrical

thrust

Catastrophic < 10−9/fh

loss of voltage on
a single busbar

some consumer loads
inoperative Minor < 10−3/fh

complete loss of
AC power

loss of air conditioning
and ice protection

functions
Major < 10−5/fh

flight in
icing

conditions

ice accretion on wings,
danger of loss of

control
Hazardous < 10−7/fh

complete loss of
DC power (incl.

batteries)

cockpit instruments
and flight controls
inoperative, loss of

control

Catastrophic < 10−9/fh

Table 1.1: Example of system level Functional Hazard Analyses

Preliminary System Safety Analysis

The safety objectives determined by the FHA lead to establishing system design require-
ments. After system design concepts are prepared, the next step in the assessment process is
to conduct a Preliminary System Safety Analysis (PSSA) in order to examine how a system
design counters the effects of potential failures, thus demonstrating that it meets the safety
objectives specified by the FHA.
The PSSA may indicate design strategies that need to be incorporated in the system to
meet the safety objectives. This may include the identification of necessary redundancy or
dissimilarity. With regard to designing for adequate operational reliability, the PSSA is used
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to check if safety margins will suffice when system deficiencies are permitted for aircraft
dispatch. As stated in section 11.3.2 of [60], the PSSA assists the designers in allocating and
meeting risk budgets for one or multiple systems. Due to the increasing degree of integration
and interactions of major aircraft systems, inputs from many engineering disciplines have to
be considered in the iterative process of drafting and analysing system designs.
Techniques such as manual Reliability Block Diagram Analysis (RBDA) or Fault Tree Anal-
ysis (FTA) may be employed for PSSA. These techniques are briefly described in section 1.3.

System Safety Analysis

In an SSA, a system design is systematically and comprehensively evaluated to verify that it
meets the safety objectives, as identified before by FHA and PSSA. Techniques are employed
for SSA that are similar to those used during PSSA.
As Figure 1.4 shows, the SSA is performed at the point in the development process where
the system implementation is completed and prior to certification.

Common Cause Analysis

The purpose of a CCA is to identify common cause or common mode failures of a system
design that have the potential to affect more than one channel or safety function, therefore by-
passing or invalidating redundancy and independency assertions. As depicted in Figure 1.4,
the CCA shall begin concurrently with establishing the system level FHAs and interact with
the subsequent PSSAs and SSAs. The occurrence of common cause failure events cannot be
predicted statistically. However, the CCA is a means of identifying specific dependencies of
failures and therefore assists in directing the designers towards strategies that prevent the
possibility of such failure events. Typically, segregation of redundant systems or channels
and dissimilar redundancy are adopted for this purpose. Further detail can be obtained
from paragraph 11.c of AMC25.1309 [25] where a listing of potential common cause events
is provided.

1.3 State-of-the-art in safety and reliability analysis

Different safety and reliability analysis methods exist. Some enable automation and can
be used with multi-domain object-oriented modelling. The most common today is still the
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), a manual method of the class of combinatorial models.

1.3.1 Combinatorial models

Combinatorial models express the logical relations of component failures or other causes that
lead to a particular system failure condition (top event). Examples of top events are listed
in Table 1.1.
The FTA was developed in 1961 by H.A. Watson [106] along with A. Mearns [56] to study
the Minuteman I missile launch control system. Following this initial application, the use of
FTA expanded quickly, as Ericson outlines in [24]. FTA was first adopted for civil aircraft
design in 1966 at Boeing. Also in 1966, a computer program was developed for the evaluation
and plotting of fault trees [24]. The nuclear power industry began using FTA in 1975 [24].
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Various contributions, e. g. refined fault tree evaluation algorithms, have led to the present
broad availability of fault tree graphical construction and evaluation software that operates
on common PCs. SAE ARP 4761 [83] specifies FTA as an accepted method for safety
analysis of civil airborne systems. The deductive, top-down method starts from a top-event to
determine which single or multiple failures cause occurrence of the top-event. Appendix A.1
provides an example and further explanation of the method. In a complementary sense, the
same applies to the Reliability Block Diagram Analysis (RBDA) method. This method is
used to graphically express the logical relations between minimal sets of components that
must be intact in order to fulfill a specified system function. Further detail and an example
are provided in appendix A.2. Both FTA and RBDA rely on probability calculation to assess
if a particular system configuration or architecture complies with the predetermined safety
objectives.

One implementation of the RBDA method has been described by Vahl [105]. The coupling
of RBDs with concurrent finite state machines (CFSMs) has been proposed by Rehage et
al. [75] for analysing not only the fully intact but also the degraded operation of a fault-
tolerant system. Based on this approach, Raksch and Thielecke [69, 70] have proposed a
redundancy allocation method for fault-tolerant systems that uses optimisation.

1.3.2 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

FMEA is an inductive, bottom-up method that considers the effects of single failures at
equipment or subsystem level. The method is a means to exhaustively find single faults
and their local effects, but multiple failures and the resulting system level effects are not
evaluated. SAE ARP 4761 [83] quotes the FMEA for use in civil aircraft design along
with FTA to ensure that all potential single faults are accounted for, that might otherwise
be overlooked in the FTA. Failure Modes and Effects Summaries (FMES) are the typical
exchange format between FTA and FMEA.

1.3.3 Network Reliability Analysis

Many systems are so large that manual analysis methods, such as FTA or RBDA, become un-
feasible. Instead, network reliability analysis (NRA) methods are used to enable automation.
To this end, a large system, for instance a telecommunication or transportation network, is
modelled as a probabilistic graph, also known as a stochastic binary system, of non-directed
or directed type. The graph includes at least one source node and one target node. NRA
determines the probability of connection established between the source node(s) and target
node(s). Various NRA methods exist that rely on network reduction and minimal path set
detection algorithms. In 1972, Kim et al. [44] published a method that first reduces the size
of the network by replacing every series or parallel structure with a single equivalent element.
A recursive algorithm then generates all source-to-target (S-T) paths. For the same purpose,
more refined algorithms that spend less computing effort were described in 1978 by Suresh
Rai and Aggarwal [99], by Jasmon and Kai [40] in 1985, as well as Yeh [109] in 2007. Other
methods rely on minimal cut set detection, such as those published by Yan et al. [108] in
1994, and Rebaiaia and Ait-Kadi [74] in 2013. Appendix A.3 provides an overview of the
different methods and an illustrative example.
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1.3.4 State-event methods and guarded transition systems

State-event methods are also used in safety and reliability analysis, as Birolini describes in
subsection 6.9 of [9]. The approach is to regard components and systems as mode automata,
with Boolean expressions for states, events and transitions. Expanding mode automata
by a definition of flow that circulates around a network, as well as operations for parallel
composition, connection and synchronisation of the mode automata leads to the concept of
guarded transition systems (GTS) formulated by Rauzy [72] in 2008. The concept of GTS
allows for the creation of interconnected and hierarchical models of systems with diverse
components. The models are expanded mode automata that describe the behaviour of a
system in terms of Boolean states, events, transitions and flows. Appendix A.4 further
explains this concept. To perform a safety analysis, the mode automata are evaluated by
specific compilation algorithms to generate fault trees, as described by Rauzy [71].

1.3.5 Model-based diagnosis

Model-based diagnosis (MBD) is a technique for fault detection and isolation that is based
on comparisons between a test item, i. e. the system under diagnosis, and a correspond-
ing simulation model. The theory of MBD was formulated by Reiter [76], de Kleer and
Williams [17] in 1987. MBD aims to use the knowledge incorporated in a model in order to
derive the correlations between the observed fault symptoms of a system and the defective
components causing the fault symptoms. In 2000, K. Lunde [52] described the application
of object-oriented modelling in MBD by using constraints instead of differential equations,
citing a concept that originates with ideas published by Seibold [95] in 1992. Simulation
models developed for MBD describe the normal, degraded and failure behaviour of a system
and are hence suited to support a reliability or safety analysis. This includes a FMEA-like
investigation of the effects of single faults, as well as FTA that searches for single or multiple
component faults leading to system failure. The approach of MBD is further explained in
appendix A.5.

1.3.6 Semi-automatic fault tree synthesis

First proposals for automated fault tree construction were made by Salem et al. [84] in 1978,
and by Taylor [101] in 1982. Newer applications of semi-automatic fault tree synthesis based
on object-oriented modelling of technical systems were published by Hamann et al. [31] in
2008, and by Uhlig and Rüde [104] in 2010. Fault trees are produced by a synthesis algorithm
that exploits component failure data and the system model topology. Appendix A.6 further
explains this approach. The most probable, different kinds of malfunction of a component
have to be stored as local fault annotations in the corresponding component model. A
fault annotation effectively describes output deviations as a cause of input deviations or
component malfunction in the form of a local mini fault tree. The propagation of faults
across a system is determined by evaluating the connections between model components or
sub-systems. A synthesis algorithm described by Papadopoulos et al. [63] in 2001 uses this
information to generate fault trees.
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1.3.7 Summary of state-of-the-art methods

The different state-of-the-art approaches to safety and reliability analysis have been outlined.
A detailed appraisal of the state-of-the-art is provided in appendix A.
Four of the described approaches permit automation, namely NRA, state-event methods,
MBD and fault tree synthesis. MBD and fault tree synthesis are based on multi-domain
object-oriented modelling. In performing troubleshooting and reducing repair times, the
detailed diagnostic capabilities of MBD require a constraint based modelling approach that
uses algebraic equations or inequalities (see appendix A.5). This rules out dynamic simula-
tion. (As will be explained in 1.4.1, differential algebraic modelling and simulation are used
as a basis for the automated safety and reliability analysis methods developed in this thesis.)
In addition, the conflict-directed search of constraint solvers used in MBD imposes a speed
penalty compared to pure simulation engines, as stated by Lunde et al. in [53]. The fault
tree synthesis method can be used along with differential algebraic modelling. However,
faults are only annotated (not physically modelled), which excludes fault simulation and
raises concerns regarding the consistency and reuse of models. This is further explained in
appendix A.6.
The FTA, RBDA, NRA and state-event methods employ a binary, non-physical represen-
tation of the system under analysis. With such non-automated, traditional FTA, RBDA
or FMEA, the engineering tasks involved are to figure out which combinations of intact
or failed components lead to functioning or failure at system level, as well as establishing
lists of single faults and effects. Computer programs merely assist in maintaining extensive
lists and evaluating the manually constructed fault trees or reliability block diagrams. Con-
ducting traditional FTA, RBDA or FMEA hence involves considerable effort, and they are
usually carried out just once or twice during the entire system development process (see 1.2.1
and 1.2.4). Failing to keep the analyses consistent with design evolutions entails a risk of
problems revealed late.
NRA automates the analysis tasks by means of minimal path set or minimal cut set detection
algorithms. The state-event method permits automatic fault tree generation based on a
mode automaton that represents the system. Fault trees, either manually or synthetically
produced, are evaluated by reduction algorithms to compute those failure combinations
(minimal cuts) that cause a top-event to occur and its related probability.
To conclude, none of the methods employing a binary representation of the system is suitable
for use with multi-domain object-oriented modelling. MBD or fault tree synthesis can be
used, but they are limited in terms of simulation of dynamic effects or failures, respectively.
This thesis proposes an approach that goes beyond the state-of-the-art: the integration of
safety and reliability analysis with multi-domain object-oriented modelling that uses differ-
ential algebraic equations to reflect normal operation or failure.
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1.4 Objective and overview of the thesis

1.4.1 Objective and selected approach

The general objective of this thesis is to develop automated safety and reliability analysis
methods for integration with multi-domain object-oriented modelling that employs differ-
ential and algebraic equations. The developed analysis methods enable establishing multi-
disciplinary engineering tools that are intended for, but are not limited to, use in the devel-
opment of aircraft systems.
Multi-domain object-oriented modelling and simulation offers the most expressive power
and flexibility for establishing multi-disciplinary engineering tools. In addition, the object-
oriented structure resembles the functional paths that cause a modelled technical system to
operate. This property is exploited by the minimal path set detection described in section 3.
Physical modelling by differential and algebraic equations is employed because it enables
a broad scope of applications: simulation of static or dynamic performances, parameter
tuning, control law design etc. In addition, fault modelling is implemented for simulation of
performances in the normal, abnormal or degraded state of a system. This requires physical
modelling, and not just annotating, of failures. Fault modelling and simulation is also the
basis of the automated safety analyses that in essence are minimal path set and minimal cut
set detection methods (see section 5).
The modelling of failures is not dedicated solely to safety or reliability analysis, as its im-
plementation would be too costly for only this purpose. The selected modelling approach
enables the study and optimisation of the performances of a fault-tolerant system for dif-
ferent states (e. g. normal, abnormal, degraded), as described. For instance, in the case of
aircraft electric networks, it enables conducting an electric loads analysis that determines
the most demanding operating cases for the components of the network. These cases dictate
the dimensioning and in turn the weight of components. An engineering tool that offers
such a method for estimation and minimisation of weight of electric networks is described in
section 7. Further benefit from the investment in the modelling of failures is gained by the
automated safety and reliability analyses.
In general, a safety or reliability analysis infers how the intact or failed states of components
lead to operation or failure of a complex system, as do the developed methods. It is thus
meaningful to select a simulation rather than a constraint based approach. The latter is
dedicated to MBD (see 1.3.5) that evaluates fault symptoms observed at system level in order
to isolate the causing defective components. A simulation based approach is less capable
with respect to diagnosis, but the objective is to develop new safety analysis methods, and
not a troubleshooting method. Thus, the selected approach is a suitable compromise between
the expressiveness and detail of modelling, simulation capabilities and the viability of the
developed analysis methods.
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1.4.2 Overview of the thesis

Figure 1.5 shows a schematic overview of the thesis structure.

Figure 1.5: Overview scheme of the thesis

Section 2 explains the basics of multi-domain object-oriented modelling, describes the mod-
elling additions required for the safety analysis methods, and the implementation of two
aircraft system models.
Section 3 describes two methods for automated safety analysis by minimal path set detection.
Section 4 is dedicated to an operational reliability analysis method that can be used in
conjunction with the safety analysis methods.
Section 5 explains three methods for automated safety analysis by minimal cut set detection
that differ in terms of analysis detail.
Section 6 shows viability of the developed analysis methods by means of realistic application
examples.
Section 7 describes an engineering tool for aircraft electric networks that integrates the de-
veloped analysis methods and further techniques specific to the conceptual design of electric
networks.
Section 8 concludes the thesis by summarising its contributions and makes recommendations
for future research.
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2 Multi-domain object-oriented
modelling of safety relevant aircraft
systems

Much of the information required for conducting safety or reliability analysis is already
included in multi-domain object-oriented models. This section explains the modelling of
failures at component and at system level that needs to be supplemented to the usual mod-
elling of normal (intact) behaviour. Simulation of normal, abnormal, degraded, or failure
behaviour is a basis of the safety analysis methods described in sections 3 and 5.
At first, this section recaps the existing basics of multi-domain object-oriented modelling.
Then, a uniform categorisation of component failures is established that is motivated by
their physical effects. The description of two safety relevant aircraft system models that
are developed to serve as test cases for the proposed safety and reliability analysis methods
concludes the section.

2.1 Basics of multi-domain object-oriented modelling

The basic principles of multi-domain object-oriented modelling are explained hereafter by
the example of a simple electronic circuit. Common features of object-oriented modelling
languages are exemplified by definitions related to the Modelica language. More detailed
information is available in the following references: section 1 of [58] by the Modelica asso-
ciation, section 36 of [62] by Otter, Elmqvist and Mattsson, [102] by Tiller, and section 2
of [27] by Fritzson.

2.1.1 Synthesis and transformation of an object-oriented electronic
circuit model

The small electronic circuit model shown in Figure 1.1 is composed of five different component
types: voltage source, resistor, inductor, capacitor and ground. Models of these simple
components are available in standard model libraries. The circuit model is established by
means of a graphical model editor, using common “drag-and-drop” techniques for selecting,
placing and connecting components. Several tools for the development of Modelica models
exist that offer such an editor; to name a few of them: Dymola [20], SimulationX [38] (both
commercial) and OpenModelica [61] (non-profit). Each model editor produces the following
Modelica code of the circuit model (taken from [58]):
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model Circuit
SineVoltage AC(V = 230, freq = 50); Ground Gnd;
Resistor RA(R = 10); Capacitor C(C = 0.01);
Resistor RB(R = 100); Inductor L(L = 0.1);

equation
connect(AC.p, RA.p); connect(RA.n, C.p);
connect(C.n, AC.n); connect(RA.p, RB.p);
connect(RB.n, L.p); connect(L.n, C.n);
connect(AC.n, Gnd.p);

end Circuit;

In the first part of the model code, the used components (objects) and their parameters are
declared, e. g. instance RA of the component model class Resistor with a parameter value of
R = 10Ω. The second part, below the keyword equation, specifies the connections between
the objects, such as connect(RA.n, C.p). This means that the interface n of component
RA is connected with interface p of component C. The graphical layout of the model, as
shown in Figure 1.1 (a), is handled by so called annotations that are not explained here.
The connect() statement generates model equations, dependent on which variables are
contained in the model interfaces. This is illustrated by the following. Each object of the
circuit model uses one or two electrical connector pins that are declared by

connector Pin
Real v “voltage”;

flow Real i “current”;
end Pin;

The connector pins are named p or n and appear as filled or non-filled blue squares in the
circuit model image. The statement connect(RA.n, C.p) adds two equations to the circuit
model: vRA.n = vC.p and iRA.n + iC.p = 0. In modelling language syntax, the equations read:
RA.n.v = C.p.v and RA.n.i + C.p.i = 0. The first equation means that the voltages at the two
connectors are the same. The second equation reflects that the sum of currents equals zero,
according to Kirchhoff’s node rule. In general, “sum equals zero” equations are generated
if the prefix “flow” is used for a variable. “All the same value” equations are produced for
potential variables, i. e. if there is no prefix in the defining connector. Connector classes
and equations for mechanical (forces or torques, translational or rotational displacements),
hydraulic (flow rate, pressure), or other quantities are established in the same manner.

A common property of many electric components is that they have two connector pins. It
is thus meaningful to specify the common properties of the resistor, capacitor, inductor,
voltage source (and many other) models in a base class:

partial model TwoPins
Pin p “positive”, n “negative”;
Voltage v;
Current i;

equation
v = p.v - n.v;
0 = p.i + n.i;
i = p.i;

end TwoPins;

Using this base class, the resistor model is defined as follows:
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model Resistor
extends TwoPins;
parameter Real R(unit = “Ohm”) = 1 “nominal resistance”;

equation
v = R * i;

end Resistor;

The line extends TwoPins effects that all declarations of the partial model TwoPins are
assigned to the resistor model. This mechanism is called inheritance. It applies as well to
the inductor model that is defined by

model Inductor
extends TwoPins;
parameter Real L(unit = “Henry”) = 1 “nominal inductance”;

equation
v = L * der(i);

end Inductor;

where der(i) is the derivative di/dt. The capacitor model is declared accordingly by the
equation i = C * der(v). The component models are scalable by parameters for resistance R,
inductance L and capacitance C, as applicable. Specific parameter values can be assigned to
each component of a system model, as explained. If no parameter values are set, then the
default values of each component model apply. The voltage source model is defined by

model SineVoltage
extends TwoPins;
parameter Voltage V = 230;
parameter freq = 50;

equation
v = V * sin(2 * pi * freq * time);

end SineVoltage;

with the constant pi ≈ 3.1415. The ground model introduces a voltage reference point:

model Ground
Pin p;

equation
p.v = 0;

end Ground;

To summarise, the circuit model is composed of the equations of each object (electrical
component), plus the equations imposed by the connections between objects as follows (refer
to Figure 1.1 for the variable indices):

v1 − v2 = vAC , v3 − v4 = RA · i3, v7 − v8 = RB · i7,
v2 = 0, i3 + i4 = 0, i7 + i8 = 0,

i1 + i2 = 0. (2.1)

dv5
dt

− dv6
dt

=
1

C
· i5, v9 − v10 = L · di9

dt
,

i5 + i6 = 0, i9 + i10 = 0. (2.2)

v1 = v3 = v7, v2 = v6 = v10 = 0, v4 = v5, v8 = v9,

i1 + i3 + i7 = 0, i2 + i6 + i10 = 0, i4 + i5 = 0, i8 + i9 = 0. (2.3)
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Equations (2.1) and (2.2) hold for the objects, whereas (2.3) holds for the connections of
the circuit model. Note that the voltages vj are potential and that the currents ik are flow
variables. (All of them are time-dependent: vj = vj (t) and ik = ik (t).) By convention, a
current ik is greater than zero if it flows from a pin into the component. The set of equations
can be transformed into the general state space form

ẋ (t) = A · x (t) + b · u (t)
y (t) = C · x (t) + d · u (t) , (2.4)

which yields(
v̇C
v̇RB

)
=

( −1/(RA·C) 0
0 −RB/L

)
·
(

vC
vRB

)
+

(
1/(RA·C)

RB/L

)
· vAC(

i3
i7

)
=

( −1/RA 0
0 1/RB

)
·
(

vC
vRB

)
+

(
1/RA

0

)
· vAC ,

with x (t) =
(
vC vRB

)T , y (t) =
(
i3 i7

)T , vC = v5 − v6, vRB
= v7 − v8 and i = i3 + i7.

Here, the model equations were established and transformed manually for illustration. Au-
tomatic symbolic processing of the set of equations into a simulation ready runtime model
is performed using a translation routine offered by the mentioned development tools. A
precondition for successful translation is that the total number of model equations is the
same as the number of unknowns and that one equation is specified for each unknown.
The transformed set of differential algebraic equations is then solved numerically during the
simulation.

2.1.2 Interface classes for multi-domain modelling

The described circuit model uses generic components that are available in common model
libraries, such as the Modelica standard library [59]. Beyond that, own customised models
and connectors can be created. For instance, two electric pins are grouped into a single
connector called electric plug:

connector ElectricPlug
Pin p, n;

end Pin;

Figure 2.1: Connection by electric plugs

Figure 2.1 depicts the electrical connection of two components C1 and C2. In the upper part
of the figure, both components are linked via a single connection between the electric plugs
named B and A. This single connection is equivalent to two connections between the pairs
of electric pins p and n of the components C1 and C2, as the lower part of the figure shows.
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connect(C1.B, C2.A); =̂
connect(C1.p, C2.p);
connect(C1.n, C2.n);

The following equations for voltage and current are imposed by either type of connection:

vC1.p = vC2.p, iC1.p + iC2.p = 0,
vC1.n = vC2.n, iC1.n + iC2.n = 0.

Connections between electric plugs appear many times in the electric network model devel-
oped in section 2.5.
The multi-domain flight control and actuation system model established in section 2.4 in-
cludes mechanical and hydraulic effects as well as control and feedback signals, so according
model interfaces are needed. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the interface definitions used
for the different kinds of system models in this thesis.

connector variables icon
potential flow

electric pin voltage v current i

electric plug
(groups two pins) voltages vp, vn currents ip, in

translational
mech. flange position s force f

rotational mech.
flange angle ϕ torque τ

hydraulic port pressure p flow rate q

real signal input u, output y

Boolean signal input u, output y

databus {real}, {Boolean}

Table 2.1: Overview of model interfaces and icons

In the system model images (e. g. Figures 2.13, 2.14 and 2.22), connections between objects
always have the same colour as the according connector icons. The object (component)
colour can change dependent on operating state, which is a feature developed in this thesis
for visualisation purposes (appendix B.5).

2.2 Modelling additions for system safety analysis

2.2.1 Simulation of failures

Many models only reflect the normal, intact behaviour. The proposed safety and reliability
analysis methods require that abnormal, degraded or failed conditions of a system can be
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simulated in addition to normal behaviour. Thus, the models have to be supplemented by
equations that reflect failures and, if applicable, operating logics that determine how a system
reacts to the occurrence of component failures. (For example, subsection 2.5.4 describes the
reconfiguration logics of an electric network model of the Airbus A320 aircraft.) In case of
the small electric circuit model (Figure 1.1), the modelling additions are to provide equations
for open circuit (O/C) and possibly short circuit (S/C) failures of the resistor, capacitor,
inductor and voltage source. Then, the circuit model can be simulated to examine the effects
if a single or several components fail.

2.2.2 Indication of system status

Safety or reliability assessment requires the analyst to define criteria that distinguish normal
operation and failure of a system. This corresponds to determining the system failure condi-
tions in the preparation of a FHA. (Table 1.1 provides an example.) The criteria have to be
implemented in a system model, to compute an output signal that indicates the system sta-
tus (normal operation or failure). In case of the small electric circuit model, the system can
be declared as operating or failed dependent on the current that flows in the two branches.
In case of a flight control and actuation system, such as described in section 2.4, the system
status is computed by comparing the actual position or rate of the controlled surface with
the command (model input). A system model is simulated by the safety analysis methods
for various combinations of intact and failed components, and the system status is evaluated
for correlation with the respective component states.

2.3 Component fault modelling

Before the modelling of failures is realised (in subsections 2.4.2 and 2.5.2), this section
provides definitions that are common to all component models. A classification of different
failure modes is established. Then, it is explained how the operating and failure modes of a
component model are set. As well, the insertion of failure rate and probability parameters
is described.
Failures are modelled in a simple way but as detailed as necessary for the purpose of failure
simulation and safety analysis. This ensures that even large system models including many
components can be simulated efficiently and stably for numerous combinations of intact and
failed components.
Deterioration that progresses gradually over time, such as mechanical cracks or pittings, is
not considered. Health monitoring aims to detect such defects before they cause a failure.
It cannot prevent occurrence of failures, but it reduces failure probability, effectively by
shortening the inspection interval. This approach requires a very detailed classification of
defects. Yet, it is generally unfeasible to model all possible kinds of defects.
A catalogue of component failures is established for the purpose of system safety analy-
sis. This catalogue is limited to three failure modes per component to avoid unnecessary
modelling detail and an excessive amount of failure combinations.

2.3.1 Classification of component failures

The following categories are established for the different states (modes) of a component:
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• mode = 0 reflects the intact state or “normal function”.
• mode = 1 and
• mode = 2 represent different kinds of a “loss of (normal) function”.
• mode = 3 means incorrect, unwanted activation of a component or function.

If a component model is supplemented with failure behaviour, modes 0 and 1 are covered
at least. Modes 2 or 3 are included dependent on the type of component and possible
malfunction. A summary of the considered failure modes for all components is provided in
Table B.1 of appendix B.2.
In general, a safety assessment by means of a minimal path set analysis (MPSA) considers
two states (intact or failure) at component and at system level. All different failure modes
are regarded, if necessary, by a minimal cut set analysis (MCSA), as Table 2.2 indicates.
This holds true also for the automated analysis methods described in sections 3 and 5.

mode 0 1 2 3
normal
function loss of function loss of function inadvertent function

MPSA • •
MCSA • • • •

electrics
flow var. → 0

i → 0
pot. var. → 0

v → 0
O/C S/C to ground S/C 1

mechanics

flow var. → 0
f → 0
τ → 0

pot. var. → 0
s, ṡ, s̈ → 0
ϕ, ϕ̇, ϕ̈ → 0

disconnection jam

hydraulics
pot. var. → 0

p → 0
flow var. → 0

q → 0
loss of pressure 2 blocked unwanted activation

transferred
power P → 0 P → 0 |P | ≥ 0

signal &
control

loss of signal,
passivation

loss of failure
detection

false but valid signal3,
unwanted activation

system level
effects

normal
function

de-energised,
no active motion

de-energised,
jam or overload uncommanded motion

Table 2.2: Overview of component failures classification

Analogies and relations between the different physical domains are considered in the clas-
sification of component failures. An overview is provided by Table 2.2. For an electrical,
mechanical or hydraulic component, a loss of function (mode = 1 or mode = 2) means that
the power transferred by the component tends to zero (P → 0). The power P is computed
from the flow variable and potential variable (or their derivatives) of the respective physical
domain, as Table 2.3 explains. For instance, it is P = i · v for the electrical domain. Failure
modes 1 and 2 are distinguished by the vanishing of either flow or potential variables, or
their derivatives.

1or stuck closed contactor
2due to excessive leakage, for instance
3including drift, intermittent or oscillating failures
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component
type

flow
variable

relation of flow and
potential variables

potential
variable

power

electrics resistor i i = 1
R
· v v P = i · v

mechanics damper f f = dT · ṡ s, ṡ, s̈ P = f · ṡ
damper τ τ = dR · ϕ̇ ϕ, ϕ̇, ϕ̈ P = τ · ϕ̇

hydraulics orifice q q = G · p p P = q · p
Table 2.3: Relations of flow and potential for resistive components in each physical domain

For the electrical and mechanical domains, mode 1 failures are those described by the van-
ishing of flow variables. This includes electrical O/C (i → 0) and mechanical disconnection
(f → 0 or τ → 0). For the hydraulic domain, a mode 1 failure means that the potential
variables (p → 0) vanish, which can be caused by excessive leakage. As Table 2.4 explains,
mechanical forces or torques are related to electrical current via force or torque coefficients
kT and kR, or respectively to hydraulic pressure via piston areas A or machine (motor or
pump) displacements V. For a sensor, data cable or control unit, mode = 1 means “loss of
signal” or passivation. Thus, mode = 1 gathers those component failures that are prone to
cause inability to energise (P → 0) or to actively move a system, due to the inability of
producing a driving force or torque.

translational mechanics rotational mechanics
force velocity torque velocity

electrics f = kT · i ṡ = 1
kT

· v τ = kR · i ϕ̇ = 1
kR

· v
linear magnet motor or generator

hydraulics f = A · p ṡ = 1
A
· q τ = V

2π
· p ϕ̇ = 1

V
· q

cylinder motor or pump

Table 2.4: Relations between physical domains

A mode 2 failure implies vanishing of potential variables or their derivatives in the electrical
(v → 0) and mechanical domains (ṡ → 0 or ϕ̇ → 0), and respectively flow variables (q → 0)
in the hydraulic domain. This includes electrical S/C to ground that can cause high fault
current and loss of voltage, mechanical jamming that can involve high forces or torques, and,
for instance, a blocked hydraulic valve which can lead to overpressure. Mechanical velocities
(ṡ, ϕ̇) are related to electrical voltage or hydraulic flow, as Table 2.4 indicates. Thus, the
likely effects of mode 2 failures at system level are (P → 0): inability to energise or drive a
system, jamming or overload. Mode 2 also covers “loss of failure detection” of a control unit
that could possibly lead, if further failures occur in a system, to uncommanded motion.

Mode 3 gathers failures of inadvertent activation. Such failures are, for instance, a S/C of
a diode, an inadvertently (stuck) closed contactor, or a false but valid sensor signal. This
intends to also cover drift, intermittent or oscillating failures. Such failures have to be, e. g.
in case of a flight control system, considered in respect of uncommanded motion.

Relations between the mechanical and electrical, respectively mechanical and hydraulic do-
mains are shown in Table 2.4. The equations refer to a linear magnet, an electric motor
or generator, a hydraulic cylinder, motor or pump, as indicated. Technically, a conversion
between electrics and hydraulics always goes via the mechanical domain.
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Figure 2.2: Flow and potential variables at nodes

Different tendencies of the effects of a
component failure to propagate across a
system are implied by the vanishing of
either flow or potential, as summarised
in Table 2.2. For illustration, the elec-
tric nodes shown in Figure 2.2 consti-
tute the equalities i1 + i2 + i3 = i4 and
i4 = i5 + i6 for current, and v1 = v2 =
v3 = v4 = v5 = v6 for voltage. Obvi-
ously, if the potential (voltage) tends to
zero in one branch, then the other con-
nected branches are just as affected. The vanishing of flow (current) in one branch does not
constrain the flows in other connected branches. The same applies to flow and potential in
other domains, e. g. mechanics and hydraulics.

2.3.2 Insertion of failure rates and probabilities

Failure rates λ, probabilities pfail and time at risk trisk are stored as parameters in each
component model that includes fault modelling. The relevant definitions are provided in
appendix B.1. The parameters are inserted into a model as follows:

model Cable ...
parameter Integer MODE = 0 "failure mode";
parameter Boolean latent = false "true if latent failure possible";
parameter Boolean stressed = not latent "true for normal use of cable";
parameter Real kappa = 0.01 "failure rate reduction factor";
parameter Real k_l = if stressed then 1 else kappa;
parameter Real lambda[2](unit="1/h") = k_l*{2e-5, 1e-5}

"{open circuit, short circuit to ground} failure rates";
parameter Real k_p = if not latent then 1 else 0.5;
outer parameter Real T_risk;
parameter Real t_risk(unit="h") = T_risk "duration of exposure to risk

(usually flight time)";
parameter Real p_fail[2] = k_p*{1-exp(-lambda[1]*t_risk),

1-exp(-lambda[2]*t_risk)} "failure
probability";

equation ... end Cable;

The vectorised definitions of λ and pfail correspond to the failure modes included in a model
(two in case of a cable). Default λ values are summarised in Table B.1. A reduction factor κ
is used to decrease λ for passive, non-stressed components. stressed is a Boolean parameter
that is set dependent on the utilisation ratio (load versus capability) of the component. (This
has to be done either manually, as indicated, or the actual utilisation ratio is computed
during the simulation. Then, stressed has to be defined as a Boolean variable. This
enables consideration of the dependency of the failure rate of a component on its operating
state.) The parameter latent is set to mark stand-by components that are not frequently
operated or tested, also see appendix B.1.3. Thus, for simplicity, stressed can be defined
by stressed = not latent, as shown.
trisk, λ and pfail are not used during the simulation. Instead, they are used by the safety
and reliability analysis methods to compute probability of system function or failure. Since
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the exposure time is the same for many components of a system, trisk is defined as an outer
parameter that is used globally in a system model. Default values of trisk, κ and λ can be
replaced as needed.

2.3.3 Control of operating and failure modes

The mode of a component model, i. e. intact or failure, is controlled in two different ways:
1. by setting the MODE parameter (introduced in 2.3.2) to > 0, which effects that the

according component is constantly failed during a simulation run, or
2. interactively by mouse-click using a mode button, as shown in Figure 2.5. (sm denotes

the output variable of the state machine defined by equation (2.6).)

mode =

{
MODE

sm

if MODE > 0 (by parameter)
else (interactive control).

(2.5)

Figure 2.3: Time history plot of state machine output
sm (equation (2.6)) for smmax = 2

The automated safety analysis
uses the MODE parameter to set the
respective mode of each compo-
nent of a system model. A sys-
tem model is simulated for various
combinations of intact or failed
components to determine the re-
sulting system status. Compo-
nent failures can also be set man-
ually in a system model, for in-
stance to consider aircraft dis-
patch with deficiencies.
In addition, the mode of a compo-
nent can be shifted interactively
by means of a mode button (trig-
ger u). To this end, the output sm
of the state machine defined be-
low is used in equation (2.5). The

parameter smmax denotes the maximum output (highest mode) of the state machine. The
pre (y) operator (equation (2.7)) is employed to render the left limit of an integer or Boolean
variable y (t) at the time instant t�.

sm =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0

1

2

3

pre (sm)

u ∧ pre (statemax)

u ∧ (pre (sm) = 0) ∧ ¬pre (statemax)

u ∧ (pre (sm) = 1) ∧ ¬pre (statemax)

u ∧ (pre (sm) = 2) ∧ ¬pre (statemax)

else

(2.6)

statemax =

{
true

false

if sm = smmax

else
, y = y (t�) , pre (y) = lim

t↗t�
y (t) . (2.7)
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2.4 Stabiliser trim control and actuation system

This section describes the model implementation of a stabiliser trim control and actuation
system. The developed model serves as a test case for showing viability of the proposed
safety analysis methods in section 6.
A system description is provided at first. Requirements and system features are considered
that are common to many transport aircraft. This is based on generally available information
in [2], [10] and [66]. Then, the multi-domain object-oriented model implementation that
includes the behaviour of mechanical, hydraulic and electrical components, as well as control
computers, is explained. The model described in 2.4.3 reflects a system design that is not yet
technically mature. It may be representative of an intermediate stage in the development
process.

2.4.1 System description

Longitudinal control is typically achieved by elevator surfaces and a horizontal stabiliser sur-
face. The horizontal stabiliser surface is positioned by a stabiliser trim control and actuation
system (Figure 2.4). A main part of this system is a ballscrew type actuator. It is equipped
with two hydraulic motors that rotate the ballscrew through a mechanical reduction gear,
thus slowly inclining the stabiliser surface. If the stabiliser surface is not moved, it is held
in place by the actuator. To this end, an electromechanical, power-off engaged brake is
mounted to each motor shaft. The brakes are engaged if the associated motor is shut off or
if the system has to be stopped after a failure is detected, in order to prevent any critical
malfunction.
The pilots operate the system via pairs of trim switches that are mounted to each control
wheel (or centre pedestal). The trim switches are spring-loaded to the neutral position. To
command trimming, the two switches of a pair have to be pushed up or down simultaneously.
A valid trim command causes the active system channel to release the associated brake and
energise a hydraulic valve to direct fluid to the motor. The actuator moves the stabiliser
surface until the trim switches are released, the end of the stroke is reached, or a fault is
detected. Faults, such as jamming, loss of pressure, valve or motor failure, are detected by
comparing the sensed motion rate with the actual trim command.

Figure 2.4: Horizontal stabiliser trim control and actuation system

The system also receives autopilot trim or airspeed dependent commands for stability aug-
mentation via a databus interface. For simplification, only manual trimming is considered
for this system description and the corresponding model described in subsection 2.4.3.
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The system design has to consider that it is safer to stop motion of the horizontal stabiliser,
rather than producing any inadvertent motion. More precisely, the system has to comply
with the following typical safety objectives (see 1.2.2 and Figure 1.3):

• Disconnection or runaway of the stabiliser surface must be extremely improbable.
• Loss of system operation (does not move when commanded) must be remote.

Consequently, the stabiliser actuator is constructed for critical structural integrity (fail-safe
by means of a dual mechanical load path design). Operational redundancy is achieved by
splitting the system into two separate, independent drive channels that are connected to
different electric and hydraulic supplies. Each channel is capable of actuating the stabiliser,
and just one channel is operating at a time. This active / stand-by operation is coordinated
by cross-communication of the computers of each channel. If one channel is shut down,
the other channel is activated to resume system operation. In addition, the active mode is
alternated regularly to minimise the risk of latent failures.
The computer of each channel is subdivided into dissimilar control and monitor lanes. Both
lanes receive the trim commands for independent computation of the surface motion demand.
The control lane actually moves the actuator and surface by applying power to the associated
brake and hydraulic valve. If the monitor lane finds any discrepancy, then it inhibits motion
by deenergising the valve and engaging the brake. This way it is prevented that a common
hardware or software fault could cause critical malfunctions.

2.4.2 Component models

The components developed for the stabiliser trim system model (subsection 2.4.3) are de-
scribed in the following. The modelling includes one-dimensional rotational and translational
mechanics with elasticity, damping, inertia and friction; hydraulics with bulk modulus, fluid
density, turbulent and laminar flow; and resistive electrics. Some components are based on
models from the Modelica standard library [59]. They are modified for inclusion of failure
modes.

2.4.2.1 Spur gear

Figure 2.5: Spur gear model including disconnection and jam failures

A spur gear is essentially described by the ratio of input and output angles ϕa, ϕb and torques
τa, τb:

0 = ISG · τa + τb, ϕa = ISG · ϕb. (2.8)
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The “IdealGear” element in Figure 2.5 introduces these equations to the spur gear model.
The elements named “Disconnect” and “Jam” are both a combined rotational stiffness and
damping (spring damper) that are inserted to represent failures of the spur gear. The spring
damper element is available as a standard library model. It is modified to accept the spring
and damping coefficients c and d as variable inputs. The reaction torque τ depends on c and
d, the relative angle ϕrel and its derivative:

τ = c · ϕrel + d · ϕ̇rel, τb = τ , τa = −τ , ϕrel = ϕb − ϕa. (2.9)

In equations (2.9) and (2.10), indices a and b denote the flanges of the spring damper and
inertia elements that are part of the spur gear model.
Normal operation, disconnection or jamming of the spur gear model is effected by the fol-
lowing coefficients for the “Disconnect” and “Jam” elements:

mode cdscnct ddscnct cjam djam

normal operation 0 104 Nm/rad 104 Nms/rad 0 dG-drag

disconnection 1 0 0 0 dG-drag

jamming 2 104 Nm/rad 104 Nms/rad 0 104 Nms/rad

A quasi-rigid connection is established across the “Disconnect” element for normal operation
of the spur gear. To represent spur gear disconnection, this element is broken. Jamming
is modelled by a quasi-rigid connection to the “fixed” across the “Jam” element. Elasticity
is not considered for jamming failures, i. e. cjam = 0. The coefficient values implicate very
small relative rotations, in the order of ϕrel = 10−3 rad for a transferred torque of 10Nm,
which is negligible for the intended technical application. For applications of different scale
(and torque), the coefficient values have to be adapted accordingly. The “Jam” element is
used also to account for the drag of the intact spur gear, e. g. by dG-drag = 2 · 10−4 Nms/rad.
As the figure shows, inertias are placed at both sides of the “Disconnect” element. An inertia
is described by

J · ϕ̈ = τa + τb, ϕ = ϕa = ϕb. (2.10)

They represent the inertias of the rotating parts (parameter value of each: J = JSG/2) of
the spur gear. In addition, they avoid problems during the simulation, which otherwise can
result from computing infinite angular accelerations, i. e. limJ→0 ϕ̈ = ∞ with ϕ̈ = τ/J.

2.4.2.2 Planetary gear

Figure 2.6: Planetary gear

A planetary gear has three mechanical flanges: sun (S),
carrier (C) and ring (R). An ideal planetary gear is de-
scribed by

(1 + IPG) · ϕC = ϕS + IPG · ϕR, (2.11)

τR = IPG · τS, τC = − (1 + IPG) · τS.
Apart from this, the modelling is identical with that of
the spur gear, including disconnection and jam failures.
Jamming is effected by arresting two shafts, e. g. carrier
and sun. If just one shaft is fixed, the other two shafts are free to rotate, as can be understood
by means of equation (2.11).
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2.4.2.3 Brake

Figure 2.7: Brake model (a) and friction curve (b)

Figure 2.7 (a) shows the icon
of a brake model that has two
flange and two electric pin in-
terfaces. The pins are con-
nected to an electric coil (resis-
tance Rcoil) for control of the
brake. Release, i. e. normal
force fN = 0, is effected by en-
ergising the coil.
The brake model (taken from
Modelica standard library) is
based on so called Coulomb
friction. It distinguishes static

friction (sticktion) and sliding friction. Part (b) of the figure depicts the friction torque τFric

versus the relative angular speed ωrel for a constant normal force fN > 0. This behaviour
is described by mixed continuous and discrete equations, i. e. a structural variable model.
More detail can be found in [94]. With the geometric factor kgeo, friction coefficient μ (ωrel),
radii ro, ri and number of friction surfaces N , the friction torque is defined by

τFric = kgeo · μ (ωrel) · fN , kgeo = N · ro − ri
2

. (2.12)

The Coulomb definition of friction is more complex than the variable damper described by
equation (2.9). It is thus used only for those components of the stabiliser trim system model
that actually include friction discs or packages, to enable accurate simulation of the dynamics
of braking. This is not required for the simulation of mechanical failures, where priority is
given to the described simple and numerically robust approach.
The failure modes considered for the brake model are disconnection (mode = 1) that is
realised in the same manner as for the gears, and inadvertent braking (mode = 2).

2.4.2.4 Ballscrew

Figure 2.8: Ballscrew

Figure 2.8 shows the icon of a ballscrew and nut model of the
stabiliser trim actuator. The ballscrew is driven by the input
shaft interface (flange_a) and converts the fast, low torque
rotation into a slow, high force translational motion of the nut.
This is described by

ϕa = IBS · sb, 0 = IBS · τa + fb. (2.13)

The nut is connected to the stabiliser surface via the trans-
lational interface (flange_b). The model also represents the
inertia of the ballscrew (equation (2.10)). The stabiliser trim

actuator ballscrew is a fail-safe design (due to critical structural integrity). Consequently,
only jamming (mode = 2) is considered, which is implemented in the same manner as for
the spur gear model.
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2.4.2.5 Hydraulic motor

Figure 2.9: Hydr. motor

Figure 2.9 depicts the icon of a constant displacement hy-
draulic motor that can rotate in two directions. The related
model describes the torque τ delivered at the mechanical
flange, dependent on the displacement per revolution VM ,
pressure difference between the hydraulic ports a and b, speed
dependent drag dM -drag and inertia JM :

τ =
VM · (pa − pb)

2 · π − dM -drag · ωM − JM · ω̇M . (2.14)

The speed ωM = ϕ̇flange is an output signal of the motor
model, to be used for monitoring purposes.
The volume flow rate q at the inlet port, that is either port a
or b dependent on the direction of the pressure difference, is described by:

q =
VM · ωM

2 · π + qleak, qleak = Gleak-int · |pa − pb| . (2.15)

If pa > pb, then port a is the inlet, i. e. qa = q. Leakage adds to the theoretical flow
rate calculated from the displacement VM and actual speed ωM . The overall motor leakage
is represented by an internal leakage modelled as a laminar flow (hydraulic conductance
Gleak-int), dependent on the absolute pressure difference between ports a and b. Further
detail can be found in section 3.1 of [6]. Gleak-int is typically in the order of 5 · 10−12 m3/s.Pa,
causing a leakage flow of 0.025 l/s for |pa − pb| = 5 · 106 Pa (= 50 bar, 1 bar = 105 Pa). The
theoretical flow rate for a displacement VM = 3·10−6 m3 and speed ωM = 628 rad/s (6000 1/min)
is 0.3 l/s. The related hydraulic torque is 2.4Nm (without drag).
The hydraulic compressibility is modelled by volume elements that are connected to the
hydraulic ports of each component, as Figure 2.9 depicts for the motor, and likewise for
other hydraulic component models (valve, pressure source). The pressure build-up at a
volume Vi depends on the fluid bulk modulus K and flow rate qV i (t) (see section 2.2.2
of [6]):

ṗi (t) =
K

Vi

· qV i (t) , ∀i = a, b, ... (2.16)

The failure modes considered in the motor model are excessive leakage (mode = 1), leading
to a loss of pressure and torque, and jamming (mode = 2) that is implemented in the same
manner as for the spur gear model.

2.4.2.6 Hydraulic valve

Figure 2.10: Cross section (a), schematic (b) and graphic symbol (c) of a hydraulic valve
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Figure 2.10 shows a valve often used for control of hydraulic drives. Two subtypes of this
so called 4/3 valve exist: a servo valve for continuous control, and a shift valve that can
be switched to three discrete positions (left, centre, right). The valve has four ports: P is
for connection to a pressure supply, T is for connection to low pressure (tank), A and B
are for connection to the controlled drive, e. g. the two chambers of a cylinder or the two
ports of a motor (as is the case for the stabiliser trim system). The valve guides hydraulic
flow by means of variable control edges (orifices). The control edges are opened or closed by
displacement of the spring-centered (xnorm = 0) valve spool. APA is the effective area of the
control edge connecting ports P and A. Similarly, ABT relates to ports B and T, and so on.
The areas depend on the normalised spool position xnorm = x

xmax
as follows:

APA, ABT APB, AAT

xnorm ≥ 0 |xnorm| · Amax + Aleak Aleak

xnorm < 0 Aleak |xnorm| · Amax + Aleak

Amax is the maximum area, and Aleak is a constant leakage area. APA and ABT are opened
for increasing x (white arrowheads in part (b) of the figure), while APB and AAT are closed
(black arrowheads). The spool position is controlled by means of a torque motor, represented
in the model by 2nd order dynamics:

ẍnorm + 2 · dV · ωV · ẋnorm + ω2
V · xnorm = u · ω2

V . (2.17)

ωV and dV are the natural frequency and damping of the connected torque motor and spool.
For a servo valve, u equals to the normalised motor current, i. e. u = inorm. The behaviour
of a shift valve (used in stabiliser trim system model) is modelled by

u = if |inorm| > 0.5 then sign (inorm) else 0. (2.18)

The turbulent flow q across the effective area A of an orifice or control edge is described by

q = A · αD ·
√

2

ρ
· |� p| · sign (� p) . (2.19)

αD, ρ and � p are the flow coefficient, fluid density and pressure difference across the control
edge, respectively. In the valve model, actually a variant of equation (2.19) is used that is
linearised around � p = 0. This is to avoid that the flow amplification dq

d(�p) becomes infinite.
Further detail can be obtained from sections 2.1.4, 2.1.5 and 4.2 of [6].
Fault modelling of the valve includes excessive leakage (raised Aleak) leading to a loss of
pressure (mode = 1). A false activation (mode = 3) is effected by an inadvertent out of
centre spool displacement.

Figure 2.11: Hydr. pressure source (a), electric switch (b), wire (c) and voltage source (d)
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2.4.2.7 Hydraulic pressure source

The ideal hydraulic pressure source shown in Figure 2.11 (a) is described by

p = if mode = 0 then pS else
1

100
· pS, mode ∈ {0, 1} . (2.20)

If the source is intact (mode = 0), the pressure p at the port is the nominal pressure pS,
irrespective of the delivered flow rate. Pressure is lost in case of failure (mode = 1).

2.4.2.8 Electric switch and wire

The switch and wire have two electric pin interfaces as described in subsection 2.1.1. The
voltage drop between the pins is v = R · i. A variable resistance R models the open or closed
status of the switch, which is set by the Boolean input control :

R =

{
Rc

104 Ω

if (control ∧ (mode = 0)) ∨ (mode = 3)

else.
(2.21)

If the switch is closed or failed “stuck closed” (mode = 3), the resistance is Rc = 10−4 Ω. It
is considerably larger if the switch is open or failed O/C (mode = 1).
The wire is modelled just as the switch, except that there is no control input. The resistance
Rc of an intact wire is a model parameter that depends on the length, cross section and
material of the wire.

2.4.2.9 Electric voltage source

A linear voltage source is modelled as a series connection of an ideal voltage source v0 with
an ohmic internal resistance Rint. The voltage v at the pins is

v = v0 −Rint · i, Rint =

{
10−4 Ω

104 Ω

if mode = 0

else.
(2.22)

An O/C failure (mode = 1) is modelled by shifting the internal resistance to a large value,
the same way as for the switch and wire.

2.4.2.10 Stabiliser trim computer

The model reflects the basic functionality of a stabiliser trim computer as follows:
• sensing of trim switch states (open or closed) to identify trim command (up or down),

command mismatch or switch failures;
• electric control of hydraulic valve and brake (energise to release);
• monitoring of motor speed ωM for failure detection;
• coordination of operating mode (active or stand-by) with other trim system channel.

Further assumptions and simplifications are:
• time-discrete digital processing approximated by continuously modelled delays;
• databus interfaces (for autopilot trim, airspeed etc.) not regarded;
• functions of dissimilar control and monitor lanes combined in one model of the com-

puter;
• considering loss of operation (mode = 1) and loss of failure detection (mode = 2).
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Figure 2.12: Interfaces of stabiliser
trim computer model

Figure 2.12 depicts the interfaces of the stabiliser trim
computer model. More detail regarding functionality
and interfaces can be obtained from [66].
Trim commands are identified from the trim switch
states. The computer senses the current across each
switch to determine the up1, up2, down1 and down2

states (Boolean variables), for instance

up1 =
(
îup1 > 10mA

)
,

d̂iup1
dt

=
iup1 − îup1

TCD
(2.23)

and likewise for the other trim switches. The com-
puting delay is represented by the time constant
TCD = 0.05 s, as described. The two switches of a
pair have to be pressed simultaneously into the up or
down direction to command trimming. UP trim is

commanded if both up1 and up2 states are true and if no fault F is detected:

UP = up1 ∧ up2 ∧ ¬F , DOWN = down1 ∧ down2 ∧ ¬F. (2.24)

The computer energises the valve and brake coils to move the stabiliser trim actuator if a
valid trim command (UP or DOWN) is identified from two matching switch states. This is
to prevent that a single stuck switch could cause uncommanded motion. Therefore, fault F
is declared if inconsistent trim switch states (command mismatch cm or switch failure sf)
occur and persist for a latency of TLF = 1 s:

cm = (up1 ∧ down2) ∨ (up2 ∧ down1) ,

sf = (up1 ∧ ¬up2) ∨ (¬up1 ∧ up2) ∨ (down1 ∧ ¬down2) ∨ (¬down1 ∧ down2) ,

when edge (cm ∨ sf) then tF := time, edge (u) = u ∧ ¬pre (u) , (2.25)

F = ((cm ∨ sf) ∧ (time− tF ≥ TLF )) ∨ pre (F ) . (2.26)

The edge (y) operator (equation (2.25)) is employed to indicate rising edges (false → true)
of a Boolean variable y (t). The pre (y) operator is defined by equation (2.7).
The motor speed is monitored to detect any faults of the hydromechanical part of the trim
system. Since there is no closed-loop control of the motor speed, it is solely checked if the
motor actually rotates in the commanded direction and if the speed does not differ too much
from the nominal motor speed |ωM -nom| = 628 rad/s. Motor fault MF is declared if the checks
are not met for a latency of TLMF = 0.25 s:

mf =

{
(ωM < −0.01 · ωM -nom) ∨ (|ωM -nom − ωM | > 0.5 · ωM -nom)

(ωM > 0.01 · ωM -nom) ∨ (|−ωM -nom − ωM | > 0.5 · ωM -nom)

if UP

if DOWN
,

when edge (mf) then tMF := time,

MF = (mf ∧ (time− tMF > TLMF )) ∨ pre (MF ) . (2.27)

In case of command mismatch, switch or motor fault, the computer stops operation of the
channel (deenergises valve and brake coils) and reverts to the stand-by mode.
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The stabiliser trim system consists of two channels, one channel being active at a time. The
computer of each channel sets the Active or stand-by (¬Active) mode as follows:

fault = ¬power ∨ (mode = 1) ∨ ((F ∨MF ) ∧ (mode 
= 2)) ,
enable = ¬fault ∧ ¬otherActive, (2.28)

when edge (enable) then tE := time,

Active = (enable ∧ (time− tE ≥ TLE)) ∨ (pre (Active) ∧ ¬fault) . (2.29)

If the enable conditions are fulfilled, i. e. no failures detected and other channel in stand-
by mode (¬otherActive), then the computer shifts to the Active mode after a latency of
TLE = 0.1 s. In initial state, one channel is the active per default. This is shifted regularly
in reality (at system power-on) to minimise the risk of latent failures being present.

2.4.3 System model

Figure 2.13: Stabiliser trim control and actuation system model
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Figure 2.13 shows the image of a stabiliser trim control and actuation system model that
comprises the introduced components. The system model contains two identical instances
(Channel1, 2) of the drive channel model depicted by Figure 2.14. Each drive channel
consists of a computer, as described, a hydraulic valve, motor and power-off brake (POB)
that are electrically activated by the computer. The channels are connected to different
electric (DC1, 2) and hydraulic (Pressure1, 2) sources for redundancy. The computer of
each channel is connected to the pair of trim switches (Up1, 2 and Down1, 2), and also to
the computer of the other channel for coordination of the active or stand-by status. The
colours of the interface icons and of the lines between them represent the different physical
connections, as explained in 2.1.2.

Figure 2.14: Model of a drive channel of the stabiliser trim system

The hydraulic motor of each channel drives the ballscrew through the planetary and reduction
spur gear, thus moving the stabiliser surface. If the stabiliser is not moved, it is held in place
by the engaged brakes. The airload is modelled as a force acting on the stabiliser surface
that in turn is reacted by the translational flange (nut) of the ballscrew.
Figure 2.15 depicts the simulated behaviour of the trim system for an UP command from
0.5 s to 2.5 s and a subsequent DOWN command from 3.5 s to 5.5 s. Normal operation is
indicated by the solid lines. The system reaction to failures is depicted by the dashed lines.
The plots show the results of three simulations that are merged for reasons of space.
In response to a trim command, the active channel computer energises the associated valve
and brake (POB), as subplot III) shows. The motor runs up within 0.5 s to a speed of
approximately 628 rad/s (nominal speed at no load). If the trim command ceases, the motor
is stopped within 0.5 s, whereupon the brake is engaged. Since there is no closed-loop control,
the motor speed and actuation rate vary slightly with the direction and magnitude of the
airload. In the shown case, the airload is 25 kN in the direction of down trim. Subplot I)
shows an actuation rate of 0.012m/s in the up direction (opposing load) and 0.013m/s in
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the down direction (aiding load). The motor flow rate is about 20 l/min, as subplot II)
indicates. Internal leakage effects that the flow rate is higher when the actuator moves
against opposing load. Under aiding load, the motor actually operates as a pump. This is
shown in subplot IV) by the pressure drop across the motor: It is 38 bar in the motoring
mode and 22 bar in the pump mode. The difference results from internal motor friction that
has to be overcome in opposing direction by the hydraulic torque, or by the airload in aiding
direction. Subplots V) and VI) depict the torques reacted by the brake and motor that
alternate dependent on motion or standstill. Apart from inertia effects due to acceleration
and deceleration, the static torque at the motor and brake is approximately 0.5Nm. Again,
a slight difference between motion under opposing and aiding load results from mechanical
gear friction.

Figure 2.15: Simulation of stabiliser trim system behaviour: normal operation (solid),
a) pressure 1 loss at 1.3 s (dashed), c) ballscrew jam at 4.3 s (dashed)

A loss of pressure from source 1 at 1.3 s a) leads to a shutdown of channel 1 at 1.6 s b) and
subsequent activation of channel 2 at 1.8 s, as the dashed lines in subplot III) indicate. Then,
a second fault causes jamming at 4.3 s c) which leads to shutdown of channel 2 at 4.6 s d).
Before shutdown, motor 2 delivers the stall torque, as the pressure in subplot IV) indicates.
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As subplot VI) shows, the motor 2 torque is reacted also by the engaged brake of channel 1.
A systemStatus output is computed for evaluation by the safety analysis methods. The
output indicates if the system operates normally, if operation is lost or if a runaway occurs:

systemStatus =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0

1

3

followsCmd

lossOfOp

runaway

. (2.30)

Whether or not the system follows a trim command is defined by followsCmd =
(¬ (UP ∨DOWN) ∧ (|ṡb| < ṡlow)) ∨ (UP ∧ (ṡb > ṡlow)) ∨ (DOWN ∧ (ṡb < −ṡlow)) .

ṡb is the motion rate of the ballscrew nut connected to the stabiliser surface. The triggering
level is a rate of ṡlow = 0.002m/s. If motion is commanded, loss of operation (lossOfOp) is
declared if the rate falls below ṡlow for a latency of TLnM = 0.6 s:

noMotion = (UP ∨DOWN) ∧ (|ṡb| < ṡlow) ,

when edge (noMotion) then tnM := time,

lossOfOp = (noMotion ∧ (time− tnM ≥ TLnM)) ∨ pre (lossOfOp) . (2.31)

Runaway is declared if an uncommanded motion occurs for a latency of TLuM = 0.6 s:

uncmdMotion = ¬followsCmd ∧ ¬noMotion,

when edge (uncmdMotion) then tuM := time,

runaway = (uncmdMotion ∧ (time− tuM ≥ TLuM)) ∨ pre (runaway) . (2.32)

Subplot III) of Figure 2.15 shows the systemStatus for the simulations of normal operation
(solid line) and failure (dashed line).
Table 2.5 summarises the parameters of the stabiliser trim system model for reference. The
parameter values are estimates. This is appropriate for the model to serve as a test case for
the proposed safety analysis methods.

symbol description value unit

dG-drag speed dependent gear drag 2 · 10−4 N.m.s/rad

IBS ballscrew gear ratio 6875 rad/m

JBS ballscrew inertia (at shaft) 10−3 kg.m2

ISG spur gear ratio 4 -
JSG spur gear inertia (at output shaft) 10−4 kg.m2

IPG planetary gear ratio 1 -
JPG planetary gear inertia (at ring shaft) 10−4 kg.m2

fN normal force of engaged brake 40 N
JB brake inertia 10−4 kg.m2

kgeo geometry factor (brake friction) 1 -
Rcoil brake coil resistance 50 Ω
μ sliding friction coefficient 0.5 -

dM -drag speed dependent motor drag 2 · 10−3 N.m.s/rad

Gleak−int internal motor leakage coefficient 5 · 10−12 m3/s.Pa
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symbol description value unit
JM motor inertia 10−4 kg.m2

VM motor displacement per revolution 3 · 10−6 m3

Va, Vb compressible fluid volume at hydraulic motor ports 2 · 10−6 m3

Amax maximum area of a valve control edge 3.7 · 10−6 m2

Aleak valve leakage area 7.9 ·10−13 m2

pS supply pressure 209 bar
pR return pressure 1.5 bar

VA, VB, VP , VT compressible fluid volume at hydraulic valve ports 10−6 m3

αD turbulent flow coefficient 0.6 -
ρ fluid density 1025 kg/m3

Rc wire resistance 10−3 Ω
v0 no-load voltage of source 28 V
TCD delay time constant of stabiliser trim computer 0.05 s
TLE activation latency of stabiliser trim computer 0.1 s
TLF latency of inconsistent trim switch state identification 1 s
TLMF latency of motor fault identification 0.25 s
Tramp acceleration and deceleration time 0.5 s
ωM -nom nominal motor speed 628 rad/s

Table 2.5: Parameters of stabiliser trim control and actuation system model

2.5 Aircraft electric network

This section describes a model implementation of the electric network of the Airbus A320
aircraft. The model serves as a second test case (see section 6) for the safety and reliability
analysis methods.
A system description is provided, and some of the requirements that lead to the particular
design are explained. The basis is generally available information and data in [1]. Then,
the selected approach and implementation of electric component models (in 2.5.2) and of
the network model are described (in 2.5.3). In addition, switching and reconfiguration logics
are implemented with the network model to reflect different cases of operation, and also to
define how the redundant electric network (and the corresponding model) counters failures.
The model implementation was conducted using an integrated tool for conceptual design of
aircraft electric networks that is described in section 7.

2.5.1 System description

The electric generation and distribution network shown in Figure 2.16 supplies various ap-
pliances, that afterwards are called power users or loads. The functioning of some of them
is essential for safety of flight. The electric network comprises three 90 kVA integrated
drive generators, one per engine (GEN1 and 2) and one driven by the auxiliary power unit
(APU GEN). The generators provide three-phase 115 VAC power at a constant frequency
of 400 Hz. 28 VDC power is supplied by three transformer rectifiers (TR), at a capability of
100 A each. In case of a loss of all main generated AC power, a 5 kVA emergency generator
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(EMER GEN), driven by the ram air turbine (RAT) through the blue hydraulic system (not
shown), will supply the AC and DC ESSential busbars and power users. Essential power
can also be provided by each of the two batteries BAT 1 and BAT 2, for the AC ESSential
busbar through a 1 kVA static inverter (STAT INV), when the RAT stalls at low airspeed.
The entire network can be energised from each of the three main generators on its own, as
well as from external power (EXT PWR) when the aircraft is parked. The schematic shows
normal operation in flight, with separated left-hand (1) and right-hand (2) channels. The
network uses a split-bus configuration that never connects the generators in parallel.

Figure 2.16: Schematic of the Airbus A320 electric network. Taken from [1].

The largest share of electric power is used by cabin loads, galleys and lighting, most of which
are not critical. Since the aircraft uses electronic flight control in the roll and pitch axes,
uninterrupted supply of DC power for control computers and avionics is critical and must be
maintained even after a loss of all generated power. This has lead to the multiple redundant,
battery backed-up design of the DC part of the network. Critical users of AC power are the
pitot probe and windshield heatings. These can be supplied by the RAT driven emergency
generator or, for a couple of minutes, by the batteries through the static inverter.
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2.5.2 Electric component models

The most relevant component models needed to establish the electric network model are
described below. The modelling includes steady-state electrical behaviour, efficiency of power
and voltage conversion and resistive effects. A DC substitute approach is selected. Single or
three phase AC components are modelled by the equivalent DC component with root mean
square values for voltage and current. Three phase AC components are represented by a
single phase, assuming that the three phases are symmetrical.

2.5.2.1 Cable

An electric cable is described as an ohmic resistor. As Figure 2.17 shows, a resistor element is
located between the positive pins of the two DC plug interfaces (see 2.1.2). Another resistor
element named ShortCircuit connects the two cores of the cable. Normal function, open
circuit (O/C) or short circuit to ground (S/C) of the cable are modelled by the following
resistance values:

mode R RS/C

normal function 0 Rcable 104 Ω
O/C 1 104 Ω 104 Ω

S/C to gnd 2 10−4 Ω 10−4 Ω

Rcable =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
rF · lF
rF · lF+
rNR · lNR

3 phases
1 phase

This modelling of failures is a necessary simplification of various conceivable phase-open-
circuit, phase-to-phase-short or phase-to-ground failures that can possibly occur in a multiple
core cable.
For the normal function of the cable, the resistor value R is the equivalent cable resistance
Rcable, including forward and return conductors. rF and rNR are the respective resistances
per length that depend on material and cross-section (wire gauge). lF and lNR are the
respective lengths. A typical equivalent resistance value is in the order of Rcable ≈ 0.1Ω.

Figure 2.17: Electric cable model including normal, O/C and S/C to ground behaviour

The transmitted electric power and loss power are, with the phase current i and the potential
differences va, vb at DC plug a and DC plug b:

Pelec =

{
3 ·min (va, vb) · i
min (va, vb) · i

, Ploss =

{
3 ·Rcable · i2
Rcable · i2

3 phase cable
1 phase cable

. (2.33)
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2.5.2.2 Contactor

An electric contactor is also modelled as a variable ohmic resistor, as shown in Figure 2.18.
The opening and closing is effected by the Boolean input control :

closed = control ∧ ¬ (mode = 1) ∨ (mode = 3) . (2.34)

The contactor model reflects two failure modes: An O/C (mode = 1), modelled the same way
as for the cable, and “stuck closed” (mode = 3). The latter also means “loss of overcurrent
protection”.

Figure 2.18: Electric contactor model including current limitation and failure behaviour

The open and closed contactor states are described by different resistor values: Ropen = 104 Ω
and, for instance, Rclosed = 2 · 10−3 Ω. A small voltage drop is effected by the resistance of
the closed contactor, which is specified by parameters either for the power loss Ploss−nom or
for voltage loss Vloss−nom occurring at the nominal contactor current Inom:

Rclosed =

{
Ploss−nom/3·I2nom

Ploss−nom/I2nom

3 phases
1 phase

or Rclosed =
Vloss−nom
Inom

3 or 1 phases. (2.35)

Equation (2.33) holds for the transmitted electric power Pelec and loss power Ploss.
The contactor model is also used as a current limiting device (circuit breaker). The current
limitation trips, i. e. opens the contactor, effectively by shifting the resistance Rlmt from 0
to 104, if the absolute value of the normalised current inorm exceeds 1.5. Failure to protect
from overcurrent is represented by a trip threshold of 5.

Rlmt =

{
104

0

if trip

else
, trip =

⎧⎨⎩ true

false

(∣∣∣̂inorm∣∣∣ ≥ itrip

)
∨ pre (trip)(∣∣∣̂inorm∣∣∣ < itrip

)
∨ reset.

(2.36)

itrip =

{
1.5

5

else

if mode = 3
,

d̂inorm
dt

=
inorm − înorm

T
, inorm =

i

Inom
, T = 0.1.

A first order delay is inserted for inorm to prevent an algebraic loop caused by Rlmt = f (i)
and i = u/Rlmt. If the current limitation has tripped, the condition is self-sustained via
pre(trip) (equation (2.7)), which also prevents ambiguities in the transition from the non-
limited to limited state. The tripped condition is cleared by the Boolean trigger reset. The
open or closed contactor state is reported by the Boolean outputs

status = closed, statusCB = closed ∧ ¬trip. (2.37)
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2.5.2.3 Busbar

The busbars of an electric network are usually part of EPDCs (Electric Power Distribution
Centres), as described in [107]. They provide interconnection of the power generation chan-
nels and various electrical loads. Electric loads are connected to a busbar through individual
circuit breakers and feeder cables. Connections to the own or adjacent power generation
channels are achieved via switchable couplings between different busbars. Switching logics
typically use status signals transmitted from generator control units and signals from current
or voltage transducers located within an EPDC, as is explained in [21] and [81].

Figure 2.19: Busbar model including normal operation, O/C and S/C failures

The busbar model shown in Figure 2.19 maintains four electric plug interfaces (FromSupply,
BusTie1, BusTie2 and Busbar) that are interconnected if the busbar is intact. Failures are
implemented by changing the resistance values of the OpenCircuit1, 2 and 3 and Resistor
elements as follows:

mode RO/C RS/C

intact 0 10−4 Ω V 2
nom

3.33
ΩO/C 1 104 Ω

S/C to gnd 2 10−4 Ω 10−4 Ω

A status output indicates the energised or deenergised (P → 0) state of the busbar, which is
determined from the voltage vBusbar = RS/C · iS/C . A resistance value of RS/C = V 2

nom/3.33Ω
(nominal busbar voltage Vnom) ensures that the voltage vanishes in case of a power channel
or busbar O/C failure and no load connected. The additional power demand of 3.33W
(1 phase) or 10W (3 phase) is within the modelling accuracy of an aircraft electric network.
The status output can be used in the definition of switching logics of a network model
(see 2.5.4), or for indication of the system (electric network) status to the safety analysis.

status =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0

1

2

if 0.83 · Vnom ≤ vBusbar ≤ 1.2 · Vnom

if (vBusbar < 0.1 · Vnom) ∨ (pre (status = 1) ∧ (vBusbar < 0.83 · Vnom))

else

.
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status = 0 reflects the energised condition, i. e. vBusbar within acceptable limits. Since the
status signal depends on a voltage, a hysteresis is employed to prevent any ambiguity that
might result from using the signal in a network contactor logic (which could in turn influence
the voltage used to compute the status signal).

2.5.2.4 Generator

Figure 2.20 shows the icon of a generator model that has a rotational mechanical flange for
connection to a drive and an electric plug interface for connection to an electric network.
The generator is represented as a linear voltage source with an output voltage voutput and
internal resistance Rint of

voutput = V0 −Rint · i , Rint =
V0 − Vnom

Inom
. (2.38)

i, Inom, Vnom and V0 are the actual phase current, nominal phase current, nominal and off-
load output voltage, respectively. At the nominal operating point, the output voltage and
current are voutput = Vnom and i = Inom. Hence, the nominal output power is

Pnom =

{
3 · Vnom · Inom
Vnom · Inom

three phase generator
single phase generator

. (2.39)

Figure 2.20: Generator
model icon

The internal resistance is set to Rint = 104 Ω in case of insuffi-
cient drive speed (n < Nnom/2) or generator failure (mode = 1).
The former can result from a failure of the engine that drives
the generator. A Boolean status output is posted for use with
network contactor switching logics.
The generator model describes the losses that occur in con-
verting mechanical to electric power. They are specified either
as a constant efficiency parameter η (eta), or the losses are
interpolated from a two-dimensional look-up table dependent
on actual speed n and delivered power Pelec. Typical efficiency

values are in the range of 0.7 to 0.9, dependent on generator type and operating point. The
delivered power Pelec and mechanical drive power Pmech are

Pelec =

{
3 · voutput · i
voutput · i

three phase generator
single phase generator

,

Pmech = Pelec + Ploss, Ploss =

{
Pelec (1/η − 1)

f (n, Pelec)

constant efficiency
variable loss power

. (2.40)

The generator model is used with the same current limitation as the contactor model.
The output circuits of other voltage source (e. g. battery) or converter (e. g. transformer
rectifier) models are identical to that of the generator model.

2.5.2.5 Generator drive

The engine, APU and RAT models that appear in the electric network model of Figure 2.22
are basically generator drives. For connection to a generator model, each has a rotational
flange interface. The rotational speed of the flange is:
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dϕ

dt
= ω = 2 · π · n , n =

{
Nnom

Noff

if on ∧ (mode = 0)

else
, τ =

Pmech

ω
.

The drive torque τ is computed by the connected generator model. The Boolean expression
on determines when an engine, APU or RAT shall operate (dependent on flight phase or
occurred failures), see 2.5.4 for example definitions. The nominal and off speeds are model
parameters that have the default values Nnom = 12000 1/min and Noff = 120 1/min. Noff (and
Nnom) have to be greater than zero to avoid model errors.

Figure 2.21: Engine, auxiliary power unit and ram air turbine model icons

2.5.3 Electric network model

The component models are used to develop a model of the Airbus A320 electric network.
Figure 2.22 shows a snapshot of the model, whose structure matches the schematic of Fig-
ure 2.16. The lower and upper parts represent the 115 VAC and 28 VDC subsystems,
respectively. Further to the various components, the model includes the following:

• Power users (e. g. ACEssLoads, DCEssLoads) that represent some of the loads supplied
by the electric network.

• Contactor logics implemented as Boolean expressions (e. g. ACEssC2_logic), gates or
truth tables (e. g. BTC1_logic) for control of the operating modes and re-configuration
of the electric network. This is explained in subsection 2.5.4.

• Visualisation of the contactor states (open or closed) and the resulting flow of power.
Figure 2.22 shows normal in-flight operation with the left-hand channel 1 and most
of the DC part energised by GEN1 (green). The right-hand channel 2 is supplied by
GEN2 (blue). Appendix B.5 explains the visualisation technique.

• Weight and mounting space of Electric Power Distribution Centre racks (EPDC1,
EPDC2 and EEPDC in Figure 2.22), also see subsection 7.1.1.

In terms of safety assessment, the (un-)availability of voltage and power on a single or several
busbars is considered. System failure conditions such as

system failure condition systemStatus
loss of a single busbar DCBus1.status

complete loss of AC power min(ACBus1.status, ACBus2.status, ACESSBus.status)

can be considered in the definition of the systemStatus (0 is “OK”, ≥1 is “failed”) output,
also see Table 1.1. Any single busbar status signal (see 2.5.2.3) or logical combination of
several status signals can be declared as the systemStatus output, as needed.
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Figure 2.22: Airbus A320 electric network model - normal operation in flight

Table 2.6 completes the declaration of model parameters (Pnom, Rcable and Rclosed are the
nominal electric output power, equivalent cable and closed contactor resistances, respec-
tively). The values are estimates, which is appropriate for the model to serve as a test case
for the safety and reliability analysis methods.

2.5.4 Modelling of network switching and reconfiguration

The operating mode of an electric network is controlled automatically or optionally by pilot
action. If failures occur, the network is switched over to isolate the failures and to secure
power supply to most of the loads, with priority to the essential ones. Reconfiguration and
load shedding logics have to be reflected by a network model accordingly. This is achieved
by implementation of Boolean logics for the opening and closing of the various contactors.
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symbol component value unit voltage level

Pnom GEN1, 2, APU GEN 90 kVA 115 V AC 3 phases
EMER GEN 5 dto.

StatINV 1 kVA 115 V AC 1 phase
TR1, 2, Ess TR 2800 W 28 V DC

Rcable Feeder1, 2, 3, 4 1.3 · 10−3 Ω 115 V AC 3 phases
Rclosed GLC1, 2, AGC, ExtPC, BTC1, 2 5.0 · 10−4 Ω dto.

ACEssC1, 2, 3, 4, EGC 2.0 · 10−3 Ω dto.
all DC contactors 1.0 · 10−3 Ω 28 V DC

Table 2.6: Parameters of the Airbus A320 electric network model

Then, a network model can be simulated for normal, abnormal, degraded or emergency
operation. As explained, this modelling approach is a basis of the automated safety analysis
and electric loads analysis methods described in sections 3, 5 and 7.2.
A contactor control logic may depend on status signals of other network components, flight
phase or simulation time. Table 2.7 gives an example of a flight phase definition for an
assumed flight duration of 1.5 h.

par-
ked

start-
up

taxi
out

take-
off

climb cruise des-
cent

land-
ing

taxi
in

par-
ked

phase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
duration 180 s 60 s 360 s 60 s 600 s 2700 s 900 s 60 s 300 s 180 s

Table 2.7: Example definition of flight phases

The contactor logics implemented for the A320 electric network model are as follows:

Engine1.on = Engine2.on = 2<=flightPhase and flightPhase<=9;
GLC1.control = GEN1.status;
GLC2.control = GEN2.status;
APU.on = flightPhase<=2 or 2<flightPhase and flightPhase<=9

and not (GLC1.status and GLC2.status);
AGC.control = APU_GEN.status and not (GLC1.status and GLC2.status);
EXT_PWR.on = flightPhase==10;
ExtPC.control = EXT_PWR.status and

not (GLC1.status or GLC2.status or AGC.status);

The engines are operating from the “start-up” until the end of the “taxi in” phase. They
drive the generators GEN1 and GEN2, which in turn causes the generator line contactors
GLC1, 2 to close. The APU is on from the “parked” until the end of the “start-up” phase.
The APU_GEN is engaged by closing the contactor AGC when the aircraft is on the ground
and the engines are shut down. In flight, the APU_GEN is turned on if one or both engine
driven generators fail (Figure 2.23). On ground, when all main generators are off, the electric
network can also be energised from external power EXT_PWR.
Table 2.8 describes the bus tie contactor BTC1, 2 logics. In this truth table, each line
corresponds to a set of logical conditions that effects closure of the contactor. The 0, 1 and 2
entries mean “false”, “true” and “don’t care” respectively. For instance, line {1, 0, 2} defines
that BTC2 closes if power channel 1 is active, channel 2 has failed and the APU channel is
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running or not. Figure 2.23 shows this operating case. BTC1 is open according to the truth
table.

A B C
0 1 2

BTC1 0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 2

BTC2 0 0 1
0 1 0

A = GLC1.status and Feeder1.mode==0;
B = GLC2.status and Feeder2.mode==0;
C = AGC.status and Feeder3.mode==0

or ExtC.status and Feeder4.mode==0;

Table 2.8: Bus tie contactor (BTC) logics

Figure 2.23: Airbus A320 electric network model - G2 failure, APU available
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It is assumed that feeder cable failures can be detected. According to Ejzak et al. [21] and
Rusan et al. [81], current transformers (or hall effect sensors) are usually located at different
positions of a power channel of an electric network. The current transformer signals are
used by control units to protect from overcurrent, differential current or phase imbalance
faults that may arise from cable phase open or short circuit failures. Benefit is taken for the
fault detection capabilities, but a detailed modelling of the control and monitoring devices
is omitted here for simplification.

Figure 2.24: Airbus A320 electric network model - ACBus1 failure

The ACEssBus is normally connected to ACBus 1 through the ACEssC1 contactor. If volt-
age is lost on ACBus1, then ACEssC1 opens and ACEssC2 closes to supply the ACEssBus
from ACBus2 (Figure 2.24). If the ACEssBus cannot be energised from either normal
ACBus, the RAT engages and energises the essential part of the electric system (Figure 2.25)
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through the EGC and ACEssC3. The RAT provides power as long as the airspeed is above
100 knots. To fly and land the aircraft in this emergency case, essential power supply reverts
to the batteries BAT1 and BAT2; the ACEssBus being energised through the StatInvC,
ACEssC4 contactors and Stat INV, when the RAT stalls at low airspeed. The logics for
energising the ACEssBus and for engaging the RAT are:

ACEssC1.control = ACBus1.status==0 and not EGC.status;
ACEssC2.control = not ACEssC1.status and ACBus2.status==0;
ACEssC3.control = (EGC.status or not EssDCTC.status) and not ACEssC4.status;
ACEssC4.control = StatInvC.status and StatINV.status;
RAT.on = 4<=flightPhase and flightPhase<=7

and not (ACBus1.status==0 or ACBus2.status==0);
EGC.control = EMER_GEN.status;

Figure 2.25: Airbus A320 electric network model - Engine2 and ACBus1 failure
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3 Minimal path set detection for
multi-domain object-oriented
models

In this section two methods are described that solve the problem of determining the failure
probability of a system by detecting its minimal path set, i. e. all minimal paths. Thus,
each method performs an automated system safety analysis. The technical system to be
analysed must be represented as an object-oriented model, as both methods rely on a graph
representation of the model object structure and on simulation of the model in order to
detect the minimal path set. A minimal path set analysis generally assumes that a system
and its components are two-state (intact or failed). Therefore, mode ∈ {0, 1}, as defined in
Table 2.2 of 2.3.1, is considered for both detection methods.
How the minimal paths are situated in the system graph determines which detection method
is used. A minimal path is generally constituted by a coherent set of intact nodes in the
system graph. Since not every coherent set of intact nodes is a minimal path, method
DMP removes nodes from the system graph, which corresponds to component failures, and
simulates the model accordingly in order to find the smallest coherent sets of nodes that
cause system operation.
If it is known that the minimal paths are source-to-target paths, also called S-T paths, then
method DMP-ST can be used for detection. An S-T path is a special case of a coherent set
of nodes, as explained below. DMP-ST employs a depth-first search to find S-T paths in
a system graph. It then simulates the model to determine which of the S-T paths actually
cause system operation and are therefore minimal paths.
Essentially, both detection methods are state space simulations. Evaluation of the system
graph reduces the size of the state space and hence the number of simulations required.

3.1 Definitions and preparations

3.1.1 Definitions

The following provides the nomenclature and definitions of the terms used for the minimal
path set detection methods DMP and DMP-ST.

set a defined collection of distinct objects, e. g. the components of a system.
subset A is a subset of B, A ⊆ B, if every object of A is also an object of B, e. g.

{1, 2, 3} ⊆ {1, 2, 3}. If A is a subset of but unequal to B, then A is a
proper subset of B, A ⊂ B, e. g. {1, 2} ⊂ {1, 2, 3}.

superset A is a superset of B, A ⊇ B, if every object of B is also an object of A,
e. g. {1, 2, 3} ⊇ {1, 2, 3}. If A is a superset of but unequal to B, then A
is a proper superset of B, A ⊃ B, e. g. {1, 2, 3} ⊃ {1, 2}.
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difference set A \ B denotes the set of elements that are members of A but not of B,
e. g. {1, 2, 3} \ {2} = {1, 3}, or {1, 2, 3} \ {4} = {1, 2, 3}.

union set A ∪ B or
⋃

(A, B) denotes the set of all elements that are members of
either A or B, e. g. A = {1, 2}, B = {2, 3}, ⋃ (A, B) = {1, 2, 3}.

component a distinct element of a system. Components are also called nodes in
this work.

combination a set of intact or failed components of a system.
state space the set of all states that a system can be in; in particular, the set of

all combinations of intact and failed components of a system.
failure, fault inability of a component or system to perform its intended function.
scenario a specific Boolean condition that declares a system as operating or

failed.
path a set of intact components that causes a system to operate.
path set a set of paths of a system.
minimal path a path that cannot be reduced without causing system failure.
minimal path set the set of all minimal paths of a system.
S-T path a source to target path in a graph.
graph a representation of a set of objects, e. g. the components of a system,

and of the connections between them.
node an object in a graph. Nodes are also called components in this work.
edge a link that connects a pair of nodes in a graph.
articulation a node in a graph (or path) that, if removed, disconnects the graph

(or path) into several subgraphs.
non-articulation a node that is not an articulation.
subgraph a part of a graph whose set of nodes and set of edges are subsets of

those of the graph, the set of edges being restricted to the subset of
nodes.

complete graph a graph that contains all possible edges.
density a property of graph, see equation (3.1).

Notation of arrays. A one-, two- or three-dimensional array A is denoted by A[:], A[:, :]
or A[:, :, :], respectively. Single elements of a one- or two-dimensional array are denoted
by Ai = A [i] or Ai-j = A [i, j]. A row of a two-dimensional array is denoted by A [i, :],
e. g. for A = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6}}, the 2nd row is A[2, :]={3, 4}. Empty one-, two- or
three-dimensional arrays are written as {:}, {:, :} or {:, :, :}.

Figure 3.1: Several S-T paths in a graph

S-T path. An S-T path is a non-cyclical
series of nodes that connects a source
node (S) and a target node (T) of a
graph. Any two nodes of an S-T path
are different by pairs, so that no node
is repeated and no junctions occur. Fig-
ure 3.1 depicts several S-T paths for il-
lustration. The definition of S-T paths
is generally known in network reliability
analysis (NRA, see A.3) and graph the-
ory. For instance, it can be found in [44].
In NRA, any S-T path causes system operation. In this work, an S-T path can cause (but does
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not necessarily cause) operation of the technical system represented by an object-oriented
model and corresponding graph.

Articulations, subgraphs. Consider the graph shown in Figure 3.2 (a). If node 3 or node 4 is
removed from the graph, the graph disconnects, i. e. splits up into several subgraphs. Nodes 3
and 4 are called articulations, and nodes 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are called non-articulations of the
graph. Schemes (b) and (c) depict the subgraphs of graph (a) that occur due to the removal
of articulation node 3 or 4, respectively. In turn, node 4 is an articulation of subgraph
{4, 5, 6, 7, 8} in (b), and node 7 is an articulation of subgraph {6, 7, 8} in (c).

Figure 3.2: A graph, its articulations and subgraphs

The definition of articulations and subgraphs is commonly used for graph algorithms, see [100]
for instance (in which, a subgraph is called biconnected component). In contrast to the com-
monly used definition, this work presumes that an articulation node does not belong to the
respective subgraphs. The reason to use this different definition is that component failure
of a technical system is here represented by the removal of the corresponding node from the
graph and its respective subgraphs.

Complete graph, density. Let N and E denote the numbers of nodes and edges of a graph.
The number of edges of a complete graph is 1/2N · (N − 1). Figure 3.3 shows the five
smallest complete graphs for illustration. A complete graph has no articulations and remains
connected if any node is removed.

Figure 3.3: Five complete graphs

The density d of a graph is generally (e. g. in [79]) defined by

d (N, E) =
2 · E

N · (N − 1)
. (3.1)

Thus, d = 1 for a complete graph. (Note that equation (3.1) is defined only for N > 1.)

Probability calculation. The probability of system operation or failure is computed from the
minimal path set of a system in applying the reliabilities of the individual components. Let
Ci denote the intact state of component i. The probability of occurrence P of a minimal
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path MP is (see [57])

P (MP ) = P (C1 ∧ C2 ∧ ...) ∀Ci ∈ MP

=
∏

Ci∈MP

P (Ci) =
∏

Ci∈MP

Ri (t) , Ri (t) = e−λi·t (3.2)

with the component reliabilities Ri, failure rates λi and exposure time t. The probability of
system operation Rsys (t) is computed from the probabilities of the minimal paths by

Rsys (t) = P (MP1 ∨ ... ∨MPr)

=
r∑

j=1

P (MPj)−
r−1∑
j=1

r∑
k=j+1

P (MPj ∧MPk) + ... (3.3)

+(−1)r+1 · P (MP1 ∧MP2 ∧ ... ∧MPr)

where r is the number of all minimal paths. Equation (3.3) is called the Poincaré formula.
It is evaluated for illustration at the end of subsection 3.2.2.
As the number of minimal paths increases, the Poincaré formula requires extensive evalu-
ation. Instead, the probability is computed using the KDH88 algorithm, as described by
Heidtmann in [32]. This algorithm is based on subproduct inversion to generate a smaller
number of disjunctive products.

Scenario. Prior to detecting the minimal path set of a technical system, a criterion must
be defined for declaring system operation or failure. Examples of such criteria are provided
in subsections 2.4.3 (systemStatus, equation (2.30)) and 2.5.3 for the stabiliser trim system
and electric network models. For instance, the probability of “all AC busbars energised” or
“at least one DC busbar energised” may be considered.

3.1.2 Properties of minimal paths and requirements for detection

Two methods are proposed for detection of the complete minimal path set of a technical
system that is represented as a multi-domain object-oriented model. The following assump-
tions and requirements apply to both detection methods, DMP and DMP-ST, as described
in sections 3.2 and 3.3:

1. The system behaves monotonously. This refers to a system that operates if all its
components are intact and fails if all components fail. If the system operates while not
all components are intact, it continues operating if any further component becomes
intact. Conversely, if the system has failed, it remains failed if any further component
fails. This definition of monotony is common in safety analysis. For instance, it can
be found in section 14.2 of [57].

2. Every real world component is represented by one object in the model and by one node
in a corresponding graph. No component is represented by two or more model objects
or nodes.

The detection methods rely on a representation of the object structure of the system model
as a graph. Nodes of the graph represent components, and edges the connections between
components. Establishing the graph of a system model is described in subsection 3.1.3. The
properties of minimal paths, and in particular their situation in the graph, are explained in
the following, which then proceeds to further requirements for the detection methods.
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Figure 3.4: Exchange of power and signals across the edges in a coherent set of nodes

Depending on the system model, the considered scenario and the marking of sources and
targets in the corresponding graph, some of the S-T paths are minimal paths. This is true,
for instance, for the electric network model described in 2.5.3. In general, however, what
is known is only that a minimal path consists of one or multiple connected nodes. This
is explained by Figure 3.4, which depicts a part of the stabiliser trim system model and
its accompanying graph. The edges of the graph correspond to the interfaces that exchange
power, material or signals among the components (nodes) of a system. This exchange among
neighboured nodes enables a system to operate. No other nodes are situated between any of
those nodes that exchange power, material or signals and hence belong to a minimal path.
Thus, only a coherent set of nodes can be a minimal path. The following defines a coherent
set of nodes:
Definition 1. A set of nodes in a graph is coherent if any two nodes of the set are connected
through a series of edges and through only those nodes that belong to the set.

Figure 3.5: Coherent (a), (b), (c) and incoherent sets of nodes (d), (e) in a graph

Figure 3.5 shows coherent and incoherent sets of nodes (marked blue) for illustration. An
S-T path, such as (c), is hence a special case of a coherent set of nodes. Obviously, the
smallest coherent set is a single node on its own.
Coherence (interconnection) of intact nodes in the system graph is a precondition for a
minimal path. Removing a node from a minimal path interrupts the exchange of power,
material or signals among the nodes of the minimal path. If no other minimal paths exist,
the system fails. If the system operates with an incoherent set of intact nodes, nodes can be
removed from the set, i. e. fail, without interrupting the exchange of power etc. Such a set
of nodes is therefore a path but not a minimal path.
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Thus, the third assumption for detection methods DMP and DMP-ST is:
3. Only a coherent set of intact nodes in a system graph can be a minimal path.

If conditions 1, 2 and 3 are fulfilled, DMP is capable of detecting the minimal path set. If
the following condition 4 is also fulfilled, then DMP-ST can be used for detection, requiring
less computing effort (number of simulations) than DMP:

4. Only an S-T path of intact nodes in a system graph can be a minimal path. If more
than one target is considered, a union of S-T paths can also be a minimal path.

Method DMP-ST requires that source and target nodes be marked in the system graph;
other markings or directed edges are not needed. Method DMP requires no marking of
nodes. Because not every coherent set of nodes or every S-T path is a minimal path, both
methods rely on simulation of the model to determine which is actually a minimal path.

3.1.3 Graph depiction of multi-domain object-oriented models

Figure 3.7 shows the flow chart of an algorithm that establishes a graph of the object structure
of a model. A graph is defined by an adjacency list (array AL). In AL, each row corresponds
to a node of the graph, the ith row relates to node i. The neighbours of node i are stored in
the columns of the ith row of AL, denoted by AL[i, :]. An adjacency list AL can include so
called auxiliary nodes (denoted auxNds in Figure 3.7), as will be explained.
Undirected graphs are established, as required for methods DMP and DMP-ST. If more than
one connection exists between two components of a model, this is reflected by a single edge
in the graph. For both detection methods, it is relevant that any two nodes of the graph
are connected, but it is not important whether the two nodes are connected by one or more
than one edge. Additionally, the interface types are not evaluated by the detection methods,
so they are not reflected in the graph.
The preparation of an adjacency list is illustrated using a part of the introduced stabiliser
trim system model. Figure 3.6 (a) shows the component (node) and interface names, and
the indices in (b). The numbering of nodes - encircled in (b) - corresponds to Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.6: Components and connections in a multi-domain object-oriented model

The connections, e. g. mechanical flanges, hydraulic ports and electric pins (refer to Ta-
ble 2.1), are declared in the model by the following “connect()” statements. They use the
names of components and interfaces (left column). In the right column, the connections are
expressed by component and interface indices.
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connections (names) connections (indices)
1. connect(POB1.flange_a, Motor1.flange); (1.1, 2.3)
2. connect(Motor1.port_a, Valve1.port_A); (2.1, 3.1)
3. connect(Motor1.port_b, Valve1.port_B); (2.2, 3.2)
4. connect(POB1.p, Computer1.p_B); (1.2, 4.5)
5. connect(Valve1.p, Computer1.p_V); (3.3, 4.4)
6. connect(Computer1.Sw1, Up1.p); (4.2, 5.1)
7. connect(Up1.p, Down1.p); (5.1, 6.1)
8. connect(Computer1.Up1, Up1.n); (4.1, 5.2)
9. connect(Computer1.Down1, Down1.n); (4.3, 6.2)

Figure 3.7: Adjacency list preparation - flow chart
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As the first step in the preparation of an adjacency list, the algorithm (see Figure 3.7)
initialises an empty array AL with n rows, n being the number of nodes (6 in this case, see
Figure 3.6 (b)). The connections (index format) are stored in a stack named Sconn, and their
number is stored in counter c. For each of the n nodes (counter i), the algorithm checks
the rows of Sconn (counter j) for occurrence of this node (step L.3). If the ith node occurs in
the jth connection, it is referred to as {node1, int1}. int1 is the interface index of node1.
The other node is called node2 (step L.4). If no further nodes are connected to the same
interface of node1, i. e. to {node1, int1}, (steps L.6 and L.7) and if node1 and node2 are
not already connected (step L.8), then node1 and node2 are stored in the respective rows
of AL (step L.9). The jth connection is deleted from the stack Sconn, since it does not need
to be checked again in subsequent loop iterations, and c is reduced by one (step L.10). The
algorithm continues with the next connection or, if the last connection has been checked
(step L.15), with the next node (step L.16).

Figure 3.8: Graph for Figure 3.6 (b)

A special case occurs if more than one node is directly
or indirectly connected to {node1, int1} (steps L.6
and L.7). This happens for the 6th and 7th connections
of the example: Computer1.Sw1 (4.2) is connected to
Up1.p (5.1), and in turn Up1.p (5.1) is connected to
Down1.p (6.1). Actually, there is also a direct connec-
tion between (4.2) and (6.1). It only appears to be
indirect, across (5.1), because each “connect()” state-
ment links exactly two nodes. The adjacency list, i. e.
the graph, must reflect a direct connection that exists
between nodes 4 and 6.

Thus, an auxiliary node (aux7) is introduced for direct interconnection of nodes 4, 5 and 6,
as depicted in Figure 3.8. Auxiliary nodes do not represent any real or model object; rather,
they are introduced in a graph to ensure that coherent sets of nodes or S-T paths are
correctly detected by method DMP or DMP-ST, respectively. An auxiliary node is stored
as an additional row in the adjacency list (step L.12). The respective connections (k = 2 in
this case) are then deleted from the stack Sconn (step L.13), and the algorithm continues by
examining the next connection or next node.
The following scheme explains the course of the algorithm for the example:

j i(
no

de
1)

in
t1

no
de

2

in
t2

no
de

3

in
t3

assignments to AL
1 1 .1 2 .3 AL[1,1] := 2; AL[2,1] := 1
2 1
3 1
4 1 .2 4 .5 AL[1,2] := 4; AL[4,1] := 1
...
2 2 .1 3 .1 AL[2,2] := 3; AL[3,1] := 2
...
6 4 .2 5 .1 6 .1 AL[7,:] := {4, 5, 6};

AL[4,2] := 7; AL[5,1] := 7; AL[6,1] := 7
...

The result is the following adjacency list AL, specified by the node indices (sorted in numerical
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order) or by their names. Figure 3.8 shows the corresponding graph.

1 2 4
2 1 3
3 2 4

4 1 3 5 6 7

5 4 7
6 4 7
7 4 5 6

POB1 Motor1 Computer1
Motor1 POB1 Valve1
Valve1 Motor1 Computer1
Comp-

POB1 Valve1 Up1 Down1 aux7
puter1
Up1 Computer1 aux7
Down1 Computer1 aux7
aux7 Computer1 Up1 Down1

3.2 Detection of minimal paths

Method DMP is capable of detecting the minimal path set if conditions 1, 2 and 3 defined
in subsection 3.1.2 are fulfilled. The basic idea of DMP is that the analysed system behaves
monotonously and that only coherent sets of intact nodes in the system graph can be minimal
paths. To detect them, DMP starts with all system components (nodes) being intact. Nodes
are then successively removed from the system graph, i. e. components fail. The model is
simulated to identify if the system still operates or fails.
Articulations can occur in the graph that, if removed, cause disconnection of the graph
into several subgraphs. Since only a coherent set of intact nodes can be a minimal path,
splitting up the graph at articulations reduces the state space and thus the number of
necessary simulations. For completeness, the detection method allows that articulations can
also belong to a minimal path.
The lower the density of a system graph is, the more articulations occur within it and thus
fewer simulations are required by method DMP. The system graphs to be evaluated are
typically of low density, as will be seen by the analysis examples in section 6.

3.2.1 Overview of the method

Figure 3.9 shows a top-level flow chart of method DMP. It consists of a preparation phase
(steps DMP.1 - 4) and the actual, iterative detection process (steps DMP.5 - 17). References
to subsections that describe the individual algorithms of the method are indicated in the flow
chart, e. g. step DMP.3 points to algorithm L in subsection 3.1.3, and step DMP.8 points to
algorithm reducePATHS in 3.2.4. The meaning of the symbols used is as follows:

nr number of all components that can fail of a system
nLoop iteration counter of detection process
PS, PSprev arrays of path sets in the actual and previous iteration of the

detection process
isMinPS, isMinPSprev Boolean arrays that store if a path in array PS or PSprev is

minimal
np, npprev number of paths stored in PS and PSprev
SF array for storing combinations that cause system failure
nsf number of combinations stored in array SF
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Figure 3.9: Top-level flow chart of method DMP for minimal path set detection
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In the preparation phase, the necessary data are retrieved from the system model (step
DMP.1). Then, the model is simulated to check if the system operates for the set of initially
intact nodes. To this end, the model output systemStatus is evaluated. A monotonous
system will operate, and the procedure is continued only in this case (step DMP.2). If the
system fails, no minimal paths can be detected, and the process is aborted. Next, a graph
(adjacency list) of the system model is established (step DMP.3, see 3.1.3). Then, several
arrays are initialised (step DMP.4) for the detection process.

At the start of an iteration, the paths detected so far, their number, as well as the informa-
tion whether they are minimal are assigned to PSprev, npprev and isMinPSprev. Arrays PS,
isMinPS and the counter np are reset (step DMP.5). Then, nLoop is increased by one. Next,
combinations are generated from the paths in PSprev. If the ith path, denoted by PSprev [i, :],
is minimal (checked in step DMP.7), then it is not further reduced, because any subset of
a minimal path causes system failure. If the ith path is not minimal, then all subsets are
generated that remove one intact node rn from the path (step DMP.8): PSprev [i, :] \ {rn}
for all rn ∈ PSprev [i, :] and rn ∈ {1, nr}. If node rn is an articulation of path PSprev [i, :],
then the corresponding subgraphs of PSprev [i, :] are generated. Along with each subgraph,
the non-articulations of PSprev [i, :] that also belong to the respective subgraph are stored.
This information is used later, in step DMP.13, to generate combinations that remove two
or more non-articulations from a path, dependent on the simulation result (step DMP.11).
Due to monotony of the system, any subset of a path is generated only if it is not a subset
of any combination stored in SF that causes system failure. Thus, if no subset is generated
from path PSprev [i, :] in step DMP.8, then the system fails for every subset of this path; it is
minimal and is marked by isMinPSprev [i] := true. The generation of subsets of paths ends
after every path in PSprev has been processed, i. e. i > npprev (step DMP.10).

Next (step DMP.11), the model is simulated for every generated combination in order to
determine if the system is operating. From the simulation result (systemStatus), it is first
determined which paths in PSprev from the previous iteration are minimal. If a path is
minimal, it is stored in PS and marked as minimal in isMinPS. Then, dependent on whether
they cause system operation or failure, the combinations are stored either in PS or in SF,
and the respective counter (np or nsf) is increased (step DMP.12).

For those paths in PS that were established due to an articulation and that are no superset
of any other path, combinations are generated that remove two or more non-articulations
from the original path in PSprev (step DMP.13). This is necessary since articulations can
also belong to a minimal path. The system model is then simulated for the generated
combinations. Dependent on the simulation result, a combination is stored either in PS or
SF (steps DMP.14 and 15).

Next, array PS is tidied up by deleting those paths that are a superset of any other path
(step DMP.16). A path can be minimal only if it is not a superset of any other path. If
every of the np paths in PS is marked as minimal (step DMP.17), the detection is complete
and the process ends. Otherwise, the process continues with a new iteration at step DMP.5.

An illustrative example of the minimal path set detection is described in the next subsection.
Subsections 3.2.3 - 3.2.8 provide background, pseudo-code of individual algorithms, and
substantiation of method DMP.
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3.2.2 A minimal path set detection example

Figure 3.10: An example graph

Method DMP is illustrated by means of the
example graph shown in Figure 3.10. It is
assumed that this graph is deduced from the
object-oriented model of any technical sys-
tem. The minimal path set is assumed as
PS = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {1, 3, 4, 6, 7}}.
The meaning of the symbols used in the de-
tection process is as follows, as yet not de-
fined:

rn node(s) to be removed from a path of array PSprev
isArt indicates if rn is an articulation of the respective path
comb combination of intact nodes generated by removing a node or creating a

subgraph of a path
simC array of generated combinations, input for simulations of the system model
sysOp array of simulation result (system operates or not) for every combination in

simC
nonArt non-articulations of a path in PSprev that also belong to a generated subgraph

The detection proceeds as follows for the shown example. In the tables, column “row”
indicates the progress of the detection in terms of “nLoop” - “number of comb”, e. g. 0 - 1
denotes combination 1 of iteration 0 (nLoop = 0).
The preparation phase checks if the system operates when all its components are intact (step
DMP.2 in Figure 3.9). Thus, the simulation input simC is as indicated below. At this initial
stage, no path has yet been detected and PSprev is empty.

row PSprev rn is comb comb stored in simC sys non
Art no yes Op Art

0-1 - - - {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} - x x -

Since the system operates, the set of initially intact nodes is stored as a single, non-minimal
path (np = 1) in PS (step DMP.4). SF is empty (nsf = 0).

PS isMinPS
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} -

SF
-

The process continues with the first iteration (nLoop = 1). The path data are assigned to
PSprev, isMinPSprev and npprev. PS, isMinPS and np are reset for the current iteration (step
DMP.5). Then, combinations are generated from path PSprev [1, :] as follows (step DMP.8):
Node 1 is an articulation, and the path splits into two subgraphs {2, 3} and {4, 5, 6, 7} due
to the removal of node 1. The non-articulations of the original path PSprev [1, :] that also
belong to the respective subgraphs are {2, 3} and {5, 7}. Node 2 is not an articulation, thus
a combination is generated by removing node 2 from PSprev [1, :], and likewise for nodes 3, 5
and 7. Altogether, ten combinations are generated for simulation of the system model.
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row PSprev rn is comb comb stored in simC sys non
Art no yes Op Art

1-1 {1} x {2, 3} - x - {2, 3}
1-2 {1} x {4, 5, 6, 7} - x x {5, 7}
1-3 {2} - {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} - x x -
1-4 {1, 2, {3} - {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7} - x x -
1-5 3, 4, {4} x {1, 2, 3} - x x {2, 3}
1-6 5, 6, 7} {4} x {5, 6, 7} - x - {5, 7}
1-7 {5} - {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7} - x x -
1-8 {6} x {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} - x x {2, 3, 5}
1-9 {6} x {7} - x - {7}
1-10 {7} - {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} - x x -

The simulation result of step DMP.11 (column sysOp) indicates that path PSprev [1, :] is not
minimal, because the system operates for subsets of it, namely for those in rows 1-2, 1-3, 1-4,
1-5, 1-7, 1-8 and 1-10. These combinations are stored together as paths in PS, np = 7. The
other combinations in rows 1-1, 1-6 and 1-9 are stored in SF, nsf = 3 (step DMP.12). At
this stage, two of the seven paths in PS are not supersets of any other path, namely rows 1-2
and 1-5 (marked bold). Other paths can exist that include some of the articulations of the
original path PSprev [1, :]. To assure that such paths are detected and stored in PS, further
combinations that are no superset of any path in PS - in this case {4, 5, 6, 7} and {1, 2, 3}
- must be generated (step DMP.13). Such combinations remove as many non-articulations
from the original path as non-superset paths were deduced from it, namely two (rows 1-2
and 1-5) in the case of PSprev [1, :]. To avoid generating supersets, one node of every set of
non-articulations, {5, 7} and {2, 3}, must be removed from the original path, respectively.
Thus, the combinations PSprev [1, :] \ {2, 5}, PSprev [1, :] \ {2, 7}, PSprev [1, :] \ {3, 5} and
PSprev [1, :] \ {3, 7} are generated, as listed in rows 1-11 - 1-14.

row PSprev rn comb comb stored in simC sys
no yes Op

1-11 {2, 5} {1, 3, 4, 6, 7} - x x
1-12 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} {2, 7} {1, 3, 4, 5, 6} - x x
1-13 {3, 5} {1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - x -
1-14 {3, 7} {1, 2, 4, 5, 6} - x x

Due to the simulation result, three more paths are stored in PS, np = 7 + 3 = 10, and one
more combination in SF, nsf = 3 + 1 = 4 (steps DMP.14 and 15). The total number of
simulations so far is nsim = 1 + 10 + 4 = 15. Supersets of paths are removed from PS, which
leads to np = 5 paths remaining after completion of step DMP.16.

PS isMinPS
{1, 2, 3} -

{1, 2, 4, 5, 6} -
{1, 3, 4, 5, 6} -
{1, 3, 4, 6, 7} -
{4, 5, 6, 7} -

SF
{1, 2, 4, 6, 7}

{2, 3}
{5, 6, 7}

{7}

Since none of the paths in PS is marked as minimal (step DMP.17), the process continues
with the second iteration (nLoop = 2). The path data are assigned to PSprev, isMinPSprev and
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npprev. PS, isMinPS and np are reset (step DMP.5). Then, combinations are generated from
each of the npprev = 5 paths in PSprev as listed in the following table (step DMP.8). Three
combinations are generated from PSprev [1, :] = {1, 2, 3}, but only one is stored in simC for
simulation. The other two are not stored in simC because they are a subset of a combination
in SF, as indicated in rows 2-1 and 2-3. If a combination causes system failure, every subset
of it causes system failure as well due to monotony of the system.
Any combination is stored only once in simC, as indicated in row 2-12, for instance. Eight
combinations are stored altogether for simulation in step DMP.11.

row PSprev rn is comb comb stored in simC sys non
Art no yes Op Art

2-1 {1} - {2, 3} ⊆{2, 3} - - -
2-2 {1, 2, 3} {2} - {1, 3} - x - -
2-3 {3} - {1, 2} ⊆{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - - -
2-4 {1} x {2} ⊆{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - - -
2-5 {1} x {4, 5, 6} - x x {5, 6}
2-6 {2} - {1, 4, 5, 6} - x x -
2-7 {1, 2, 4, 5, 6} {4} x {1, 2} ⊆{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - - -
2-8 {4} x {5, 6} ⊆{5, 6, 7} - - -
2-9 {5} - {1, 2, 4, 6} ⊆{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - - -
2-10 {6} - {1, 2, 4, 5} - x - -
2-11 {1} x {3} ⊆{2, 3} - - -
2-12 {1} x {4, 5, 6} exists in simC - x -
2-13 {3} - {1, 4, 5, 6} exists in simC - x -
2-14 {1, 3, 4, 5, 6} {4} x {1, 3} exists in simC - - -
2-15 {4} x {5, 6} ⊆{5, 6, 7} - - -
2-16 {5} - {1, 3, 4, 6} - x - -
2-17 {6} - {1, 3, 4, 5} - x - -
2-18 {1} x {3} ⊆{2, 3} - - -
2-19 {1} x {4, 6, 7} ⊆{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - - -
2-20 {3} - {1, 4, 6, 7} ⊆{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - - -
2-21 {1, 3, 4, 6, 7} {4} x {1, 3} exists in simC - - -
2-22 {4} x {6, 7} ⊆{5, 6, 7} - - -
2-23 {6} x {1, 3, 4} - x - {3}
2-24 {6} x {7} ⊆{5, 6, 7} - - -
2-25 {7} - {1, 3, 4, 6} exists in simC - - -
2-26 {4} - {5, 6, 7} ⊆{5, 6, 7} - - -
2-27 {5} - {4, 6, 7} ⊆{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} - - -
2-28 {4, 5, 6, 7} {6} x {4, 5} - x - {4, 5}
2-29 {6} x {7} ⊆{5, 6, 7} - - -
2-30 {7} - {4, 5, 6} exists in simC - x -

The simulation result (column sysOp) indicates that PSprev [1, :] = {1, 2, 3} and PSprev [4, :]
= {1, 3, 4, 6, 7} are minimal, because the system fails for every respective subset (step
DMP.12). These paths are stored in PS and marked as minimal in isMinPS. In addition, two
non-minimal paths, {4, 5, 6} in row 2-5 and {1, 4, 5, 6} in row 2-6, are stored in PS; the
latter will be removed in step DMP.16.
It is not necessary in this iteration to generate combinations that remove two or more non-
articulations from any path in PSprev. The reason is: At most one subgraph that causes sys-
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tem operation is deduced from any path in PSprev. In the case of PSprev [2, :] = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6},
subgraphs {2}, {4, 5, 6} and {1, 2}, {5, 6} are generated due to articulations 1 and 4, re-
spectively. The system operates only for {4, 5, 6}. In order to generate every combination
from PSprev [2, :] that is no superset of {4, 5, 6}, it is sufficient to remove one non-articulation
from PSprev [2, :]. These combinations are generated already in step DMP.8, as the former
table shows (rows 2-9 and 2-10).
Thus, np = 4 paths are stored in PS of which two are minimal. nsf = 4 + 6 = 10 combinations
are stored in SF. The total number of simulations so far is nsim = 15 + 8 = 23. np = 3 paths
remain in PS after removal of supersets in step DMP.16.

PS isMinPS
{1, 2, 3} x

{1, 3, 4, 6, 7} x
{4, 5, 6} -

SF
{1, 2, 4, 5} {1, 3, 4, 6}

{1, 2, 4, 6, 7} {2, 3}
{1, 3} {4, 5}

{1, 3, 4} {5, 6, 7}
{1, 3, 4, 5} {7}

Since not all paths are marked as minimal, the process enters the third iteration, nLoop = 3.
Again, the path data are assigned to PSprev, isMinPSprev and npprev. PS, isMinPS and np
are reset (step DMP.5). Then, combinations are generated only for the non-minimal path
PSprev [3, :] = {4, 5, 6} in step DMP.8.

row PSprev rn is comb comb stored in simC sys non
Art no yes Op Art

3-1 {4} - {5, 6} ⊆{5, 6, 7} - - -
3-2 {4, 5, 6} {5} - {4, 6} ⊆{1, 3, 4, 6} - - -
3-3 {6} - {4, 5} ⊆{4, 5} - - -

As the table shows, every generated combination is a subset of any combination in SF. This
means that PSprev [3, :] is also minimal, and no further simulations are necessary. Thus, the
process is complete. The minimal path set of the example system (Figure 3.10) is correctly
detected:

PS isMinPS
{1, 2, 3} x

{1, 3, 4, 6, 7} x
{4, 5, 6} x

Next, the probability of system operation (or failure) is computed. For illustration, the
Poincaré formula (equation (3.3)) is evaluated for the minimal path set. With the component
reliabilities Ri = Ri (t), the probabilities of the minimal paths are:
P (PS1) = R1R2R3 , P (PS2) = R1R3R4R6R7 and P (PS3) = R4R5R6 .

For the 2nd order intersections, the probabilities are:
P (PS1 ∧ PS2) = R1R2R3R4R6R7 , P (PS1 ∧ PS3) = R1R2R3R4R5R6 and
P (PS2 ∧ PS3) = R1R3R4R5R6R7 .

And the probability of the single 3rd order intersection is:
P (PS1 ∧ PS2 ∧ PS3) = R1R2R3R4R5R6R7 .
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Employing these products, equation (3.3) reads

Rsys (t) = R1R2R3 +R1R3R4R6R7 +R4R5R6

− (R1R2R3R4R6R7 +R1R2R3R4R5R6 +R1R3R4R5R6R7)

+R1R2R3R4R5R6R7 . (3.4)

If it is assumed that λi = 10−2/h and t = 1h, thus R = Ri = 0.990, then the probability of
system operation is Rsys (1 h) = 2R3 +R5 − 3R6 +R7 = 0.99922 or likewise, the probability
of system failure is Fsys (1 h) = 1−Rsys (1 h) = 7.8 · 10−4 .

3.2.3 Identification of a superset or subset

As described, method DMP needs to identify repeatedly whether a set of components is
a superset or subset of another set. To minimise the amount of necessary computations,
every set is represented as a single number instead of nr numbers. Using a single number
for every set also minimises the required computer memory (RAM). Thus, PS, PSprev and SF
also appear as one-dimensional arrays, e. g. PSprev [i] denotes PSprev [i, :]. For representation
of a set in an array, a plain and an inverse format are defined in the following.
Suppose a system with nr = 5 components, and let Aidx = {1, 4, 5} be a minimal path of
the system. Aidx can also be written in a binary style as Abit = {1, 0, 0, 1, 1}. In this style,
a “1” denotes an intact node and a “0” a failed node. Due to the relation

2n − 1 =
n−1∑
i=0

2i =
n∑

k=1

2n−k , (3.5)

Abit can be transformed into an equivalent single number A by scalar multiplication

A = Abit · V2nr−k (3.6)

with a vector V2nr−k = {2nr−1, 2nr−2, ..., 21, 20} of length nr that contains the potentials
2nr−k ∀k ∈ (1, nr) in descending order. In the example, this yields A = {1, 0, 0, 1, 1} ·
{16, 8, 4, 2, 1} = 19. A or Abit are called the plain format of Aidx.
It shall now be identified if a given set B is a proper superset of A (is B ⊃ A?). This
check is performed at several stages of method DMP to omit any superset of a (minimal)
path. For instance, a proper superset of Abit = {1, 0, 0, 1, 1} is B1-bit = {1, 1, 0, 1, 1}.
B2-bit = {1, 1, 1, 1, 0} is not a superset of Abit. In this format, the result of an element-wise
subtraction Bk − Ak for all k ∈ (1, nr) indicates if B is a proper superset of A:

k 1 2 3 4 5
2nr−k 24 23 22 21 20

B1-bit 1 1 0 1 1
- Abit 1 0 0 1 1
= 0 1 0 0 0

27
19
8

k 1 2 3 4 5
2nr−k 24 23 22 21 20

B2-bit 1 1 1 1 0
- Abit 1 0 0 1 1
= 0 1 1 0 -1

30
19
11

As the schemes show, if at least one element of Bk − Ak is 1 and none is < 0, then B is a
proper superset of A. B ⊃ A is equivalent to (max (Bk − Ak) = 1) ∧ (min (Bk − Ak) � 0)
∀k ∈ (1, nr). This corresponds to the definition (see subsection 3.1.1): B ⊃ A means that
every member of A also belongs to B, Bk−Ak = 0 in these cases. In addition, some elements
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that belong to B do not belong to A, i. e. Bk −Ak = 1. If any element of A does not belong
to B, i. e. Bk − Ak = −1, then B � A. Minimal path A is represented as a single number,
as explained above. To perform the superset check, algorithm toBIT first transforms A back
to Abit by splitting up the sum of potentials of 2:

function toBIT(A, nr); OUTPUT Abit;
Abit := FILL(0, nr); // initialise Abit
R := A;
FOR k IN nr-1:-1:0 LOOP

IF R-2^k>=0 THEN
R := R-2^k;
Abit[nr-k] := 1;

END IF;
END FOR;

END toBIT;

For the example, the back-transformation of A to Abit proceeds as follows:
R := 19; Abit := {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
k := 4; R− 2k = 19− 16 � 0 → R := R− 2k = 3; Abit[nr− k] := 1 → Abit = {1, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
k := 3; R− 2k = 3− 8 < 0. k := 2; R− 2k = 3− 4 < 0.
k := 1; R− 2k = 3− 2 � 0 → R := R− 2k = 1; Abit[nr − k] := 1 → Abit = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0}.
k := 0; R− 2k � 0 → R := R− 2k = 0; Abit[nr− k] := 1 → Abit = {1, 0, 0, 1, 1}.
Next, function isSUPSET computes R := B − A. Then, the potentials of 2 that do not
belong to A, denoted by Abit[k]==0, are subtracted from R, one by one, as long as R � 0.
If R becomes equal to 0, it follows that B ⊃ A. (As is clear, B − A = 0 is equivalent with
B ⊇ A.) Otherwise, if R 
= 0 after the subtractions, it follows that B � A. The reason: if
B ⊃ A, then R is the sum of one, two, ... or all those potentials of 2 that do not belong to
A, as the previous schemes show.

function isSUPSET(B, A, Abit, nr); OUTPUT BsupA;
R := B-A;
k := 1;
WHILE R>0 AND k<=nr LOOP

IF Abit[k]==0 AND R-2^(nr-k)>=0 THEN
R := R-2^(nr-k);

END IF;
k := k+1;

END WHILE;
BsupA := R==0;

END isSUPSET;

For the examples B1 = 27 and B2 = 30, this yields:
R := B1 − A = 8. k := 1. k := 2; R− 2nr−k � 0 → R := R− 2nr−k = 0. → B1 ⊃ A

R := B2 − A = 11. k := 1. k := 2; R− 2nr−k � 0 → R := R− 2nr−k = 3.
k := 3; R− 2nr−k < 0. k := 4. k := 5. → R = 3. → B2 � A

B can be a proper superset of A only if B > A. B < A is equivalent with B � A. For
substantiation, now assume that Abit = {1, 0, 0}, A = 4. To be a proper superset of A,
B must include the 1st element and one other, i. e. B � A + 1 must hold. For instance:
Bbit = {1, 0, 1}, B = 5. The value of the 1st element is 22 which, due to equation (3.5), is
greater than the sum of the 2nd and 3rd elements: 22 > 21+20. If B < A = 4, it follows that
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the first element is not included: e. g. Bbit = {0, 1, 1}, B = 3, and B is thus no superset of
A.
Thus, if a path B and an array of paths PS = {PS1, PS2, ..., PSnp} are given, superset checks
have to performed only if B > PSi, i ∈ {1, np}. No check is performed if B < PSi, because
this is equivalent with B � PSi, as explained. This minimises the amount of computations
performed during the course of DMP.
The algorithms toBIT and isSUPSET are used with an inverse format to identify if B is
a proper subset of A (is B ⊂ A?). This check is used by DMP to omit any subset of a
combination (stored in array SF) that causes system failure.
In inverse format, a “0” denotes an intact node and a “1” a failed node of a set; e. g. Aidx =
{1, 4, 5} is written in inverse format as Ãbit:

k 1 2 3 4 5
2nr−k 24 23 22 21 20

Ãbit 0 1 1 0 0
Abit 1 0 0 1 1

12
19

Due to equation (3.5), the representation of a set as a single number is simply transformed
to inverse (or back to plain) format by Ã = (2nr − 1) − A. For example: A = 19 →
Ã = (25 − 1)− 19 = 12.

3.2.4 Reducing paths by removing a node or by generating
subgraphs

Method DMP removes nodes from paths and then simulates the model in order to identify
if the system operates or fails. To this end, algorithm reducePATHS generates all combi-
nations that remove one node from each path of a path set. In case the removed node is
an articulation of a path, subgraphs of this path are generated. Along with each subgraph,
the index number of the original path in array PSprev and its non-articulations are stored
in arrays refPprev and nonArt, respectively. These data are needed in step DMP.13 (see
subsection 3.2.7).
Function reducePATHS corresponds to steps DMP.7 - 10 of Figure 3.9. Prior to calling
reducePATHS, the path set from the previous iteration or preparation phase (steps DMP.1 -
4) is assigned to PSprev, isMinPSprev and npprev (step DMP.5). PS, isMinPS and np are reset.
Then, reducePATHS is called with the path set, sorted array SF of the nsf combinations
detected so far that cause system failure, nr, V2nrk (see equation (3.6)) and the adjacency
list AL of the entire system graph. For every path in PSprev that is not minimal, function
ARTsubG determines the articulations and respective subgraphs. A corresponding algorithm
based on depth-first search has been described by Tarjan in [100]. Then, combinations are
generated from PSprev[i] (also denoted as pprev). Every combination comb[k] that is not a
subset of any in SF (verified by function EXISTinII, see appendix B.4) is stored in simC, but
not more than once for each. To this end, function EXISTin checks if any comb[k] already
exists in simC. simC is established in rising order to minimise the number of computations
caused by EXISTin. Outputs simC and nonArt of reducePATHS are in inverse format (see
subsection 3.2.3).
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function reducePATHS(PSprev, isMinPSprev, npprev, SF, nsf, nr, V2nrk, AL);
initialise OUTPUT simC := {:}, nsc := 0, refPprev := {:}, nonArt := {:};
FOR i IN 1:npprev LOOP

IF NOT isMinPSprev[i] THEN
// transformation to inverse bit format: PSprev[i] -> pprev
pprev := toBIT((2^nr)-1-PSprev[i], nr);
// determining the ARTiculations and SUBGraphs of pprev
(ART, SUBG) := ARTsubG(AL, pprev);
isminpprev := true;
FOR rn IN 1:nr LOOP // generating combinations from pprev

IF pprev[rn]==0 THEN // if node rn is intact, i.e. belongs to pprev
initialise comb := {:}, nonart := {:};
IF node rn is an ARTiculation of pprev THEN

nsg := number of SUBGraphs due to pprev\rn (pprev without rn);
FOR k IN 1:nsg LOOP // storing subgraphs of pprev

comb[k] := SUBG[rn, k]*V2nrk;
nonart[k] := (SUBG[rn, k]\ART)*V2nrk; // non-articulations = ..

END FOR; // .. SUBGraph[rn, k] without ARTiculations of pprev
ELSE // removing node rn from pprev

nsg := 1;
comb[nsg] := (pprev\rn)*V2nrk;

END IF;
FOR k IN 1:nsg LOOP // if comb[k] is not a subset of any ..

IF NOT EXISTinII(comb[k], nsf, SF, nr) THEN // .. element in SF
(isin, f) := EXISTin(comb[k], nsc, simC); // if it does not ..
IF NOT isin THEN // .. exist, then store comb[k] in simC

isminpprev := false;
temp := simC; simC[f+1] := comb[k];
simC[f+2:nsc+1] := temp[f+1:nsc];
temp := refPprev; refPprev[f+1] := i; // index i of PSprev
refPprev[f+2:nsc+1] := temp[f+1:nsc];
temp := nonArt; nonArt[f+1] := nonart[k];
nonArt[f+2:nsc+1] := temp[f+1:nsc];
nsc := nsc + 1;

END IF;
END IF;

END FOR;
END IF;

END FOR;
isMinPSprev[i] := isminpprev;

END IF;
END FOR;

END reducePATHS;

Conclusion. For a path set of a monotonous system, algorithm reducePATHS gives all com-
binations that remove one node from every non-minimal path, or all subgraphs that occur
due to the articulations of every non-minimal path. This includes every set (combination or
subgraph) that is not a subset of any combination causing system failure. Every set is given
not more than once. The algorithm marks a path as minimal, if no set is generated from
the respective path.
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3.2.5 System model simulation and result evaluation

The system model is simulated (step DMP.11 in Figure 3.9) for the nsc sets in simC in
order to identify if the system operates. To this end, function SIMULATE is called to give the
systemStatus in array sysOp. The order of elements in sysOp corresponds to simC.
The start and stop times of the simulation of each set are specified by t0 and te. This
time interval must suffice to determine the systemStatus. For the stabiliser trim system
(Figure 2.15 in subsection 2.4.3), appropriate values are t0 = 0 and te = 7 s to simulate the
response to an UP and a subsequent DOWN command.
Dependent on the capabilities of the tool used, each of the nsc simulations has to be per-
formed by one call of a simulateModel function, or all of them are performed within a single
call of a multi-simulation function. Either way is selected by the useMultiSim input argu-
ment of function SIMULATE, as illustrated. A multi-simulation requires just one data read
and write operation for a number of simulations, whereas the single simulation requires one
for each. Thus, time can be saved if multi-simulation capability is available. Dependent on
the size of a model, further time-savings are possible by conducting parallel multi-simulations
on today’s multiple processor computers, or by distributing them among several computers
in a cluster.

function SIMULATE(simC, nsc, t0, te, useMultiSim);
initialise OUTPUT sysOp := {:};
IF useMultiSim THEN

sysOp := simulateModelMulti(modelName, simC, nsc, t0, te);
ELSE

FOR i IN 1:nsc LOOP
sysOp[i] := simulateModel(modelName, simC[i], t0, te);

END FOR;
END IF;

END SIMULATE;

function MINIMAL(PS_in, isMinPS_in, np_in, PSprev, isMinPSprev, npprev,
simC, sysOp, nsc, nr);

initialise OUTPUT PS := PS_in, isMinPS := isMinPS_in, np := np_in;
transform simC to plain format: simC → simCp
FOR i IN 1:npprev LOOP

isminpprev := true;
IF NOT isMinPSprev[i] THEN // if PSprev[i] is not marked as minimal

j := 1; (isin, f) := EXISTin(PSprev[i], nsc, simCp);
WHILE j<=f AND isminpprev LOOP

IF sysOp[j] THEN
isminpprev := not isSUPSET(PSprev[i], simCp[j],

toBIT(simCp[j], nr), nr);
END IF; // isSUPSET checks if PSprev[i] is a superset of
j := j+1; // simCp[j]

END WHILE;
END IF;
IF isminpprev THEN

np := np+1; PS[np] := PSprev[i]; isMinPS[np] := true;
END IF;

END FOR;
END MINIMAL;
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After the simulations are complete, the result (array sysOp) is evaluated by algorithm
MINIMAL in order to identify if any path of PSprev is minimal (step DMP.12). In doing so,
MINIMAL performs a loop over every path of PSprev. If PSprev[i] is not minimal, then a loop is
performed over the sets of simC. For comparing sets of simC with PSprev, the plain format of
simC is used, denoted by simCp. If the system operates for any simCp[j], j ∈ {1, f}, function
isSUPSET checks if PSprev[i] is a proper superset of simCp[j]. If it is, then PSprev[i] is not
minimal. PSprev[i] is minimal if the system fails for every simCp [j] ⊂ PSprev[i] ∀j ∈ {1, f}.
In this case, PSprev[i] is stored in PS and marked as minimal in isMinPS.
Function EXISTin returns index f of the greatest element of sorted array simCp such that
simCp [f] < PSprev [i] holds. Only in this case can PSprev[i] be a proper superset of simCp [j],
j ∈ {1, f}. (Since no element of simCp is equal to any of PSprev, EXISTin always returns
isin = false. Subsection 3.2.6 provides a rationale.) This minimises the number of loop
iterations.
Then, algorithm EVALsIM stores each set of simC either in PS or SF, dependent on whether
the system operates. simC and SF are defined in inverse format. For storing in PS, simC [i]
is transformed to plain format (see equation (3.5)).

function EVALsIM(PS_in, np_in, SF_in, nsf_in, refPprev_in, nonArt_in,
simC, sysOp, nsc);

initialise OUTPUT PS := PS_in, np := np_in, SF := SF_in, nsf := nsf_in,
refPprev := {:}, nonArt := {:};

FOR i IN 1:nsc LOOP
IF sysOp[i] THEN

np := np+1;
PS[np] := (2^nr)-1-simC[i];
refPprev[np] := refPprev_in[i];
nonArt[np] := nonArt_in[i];

ELSE
nsf := nsf+1;
SF[nsf] := simC[i];

END IF;
END FOR;

END EVALsIM;

Conclusion. Algorithms MINIMAL and EVALsIM evaluate the simulation result to return those
sets that cause system operation and those that cause system failure stored in PS and SF,
respectively. Due to system monotony, any path from the previous iteration (nLoop-1) of
DMP is stored in PS and marked as minimal if the system fails for all its subsets.

3.2.6 Removal of supersets of paths

Function removeSUPSETS is conducted at the end of each iteration (step DMP.16) to keep
only those paths in PS that are no superset of any other path. Prior to this step, PS might
be an unsorted array of numbers, each representing one path. Due to the used plain format,
PS [j] < PS [i] is equivalent with PS [j] � PS [i] (see subsection 3.2.3). Thus, prior to the
actual removal of supersets, PS is sorted in rising order by the QUICKSORT algorithm that
has been described by Hoare [33, 34]. Then, it is determined whether PS [j] is a superset
of PS [i] only for all i ∈ {1, np− 1} and all j ∈ {i+ 1, np}, as subfunction allSUPSETS
indicates. This reduces the maximum number of computations (calls of function isSUPSET)
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from np · (np− 1) to 1/2 · np · (np− 1). The actual effort is lower due to the cancellation of
supersets during the course of algorithm allSUPSETS.

function removeSUPSETS(PSin, isMinPSin, npin, nr);
initialise OUTPUT PS := {:}, isMinPS := {:}, np := 0;
idxList := QUICKSORT(PSin); // PSin is sorted in rising order, isMinPSin ..
(PSin, isMinPSin) := ASSIGN(idxList, PSin, isMinPSin); // .. correspondingly
isSupset := allSUPSETS(PSin, npin, nr);
FOR i IN 1:npin LOOP // assign outputs PS, isMinPS, np

IF NOT isSupset[i] THEN
np := np+1;
PS[np] := PSin[i];
isMinPS[np] := isMinPSin[i];

END IF;
END FOR;

END removeSUPSETS;

Function ASSIGN is used in connection with the QUICKSORT algorithm to assign the sorted out-
put Array1, Array2, etc. according to the computed index list. Then, algorithm allSUPSETS
returns the array isSupset that marks all supersets in PS.

function ASSIGN(idxList, Array1_in, Array2_in, ...);
initialise OUTPUT Array1 := {:}, Array2 := {:}, ...;
FOR i IN 1:LENGTH(idxList) LOOP

Array1[i] := Array1_in[idxList[i]];
Array2[i] := Array2_in[idxList[i]]; // etc.

END FOR;
END ASSIGN;

function allSUPSETS(PS, np, nr);
initialise OUTPUT isSupset := FILL(false, np);
FOR i IN 1:np-1 LOOP

IF NOT isSupset[i] THEN
PSibit := toBIT(PS[i], nr);
FOR j IN i+1:np LOOP

IF NOT isSupset[j] THEN
isSupset[j] := isSUPSET(PS[j], PS[i], PSibit, nr);

END IF; // isSUPSET checks if PS[j] is a superset of PS[i]
END FOR;

END IF;
END FOR;

END allSUPSETS;

After completion of removeSUPSETS, any path in PS is neither a subset nor a superset of any
other:

(PS [i] � PS [j]) ∧ (PS [i] � PS [j]) holds ∀i, j ∈ {1, np} . (3.7)

This is a precondition for the paths to be minimal. If not every path is yet minimal, DMP
enters another iteration and treats the paths from the previous iteration as PSprev := PS (step
DMP.5). Then, subsets of every non-minimal path in PSprev are generated (step DMP.8)
and stored in simC. Due to condition 3.7, none of the generated combinations is equal to
any path in PSprev: simC [k] 
= PSprev [l] for all k ∈ {1, nsc} and all l ∈ {1, npprev}. Any
combination simC [k] equal to PSprev [l] could occur only if a superset of PSprev [l] existed in
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PSprev. Thus, in the entire course of DMP, step DMP.16 also prevents that any combination
is tested more than once, which would be unnecessary.
Conclusion. Algorithm removeSUPSETS gives a path set of a monotonous system, wherein
any path is neither a subset nor a superset of any other. Some paths can be, but not all
paths necessarily are minimal.

3.2.7 Reducing paths by removing two or more nodes

Subgraphs are deduced from some paths of PSprev due to articulations, as described in 3.2.4.
If such subgraphs exist in the path set PS at the end of an iteration of DMP, they cause
supersets of them to be removed in step DMP.16. If method DMP consisted of the algo-
rithms described so far, an incomplete minimal path set would be generated, as illustrated
in 3.2.7.1. For completeness of the method, this subsection describes an algorithm called
reducePATHsII that is inserted as step DMP.13. It generates combinations that are no su-
perset of any subgraph in the path set. Thus, if such a combination causes the system to
operate, it is not removed from the path set in step DMP.16.
Algorithm reducePATHsII generates combinations if two or more subgraph paths were de-
duced from a path in PSprev. To this end, the non-supersets that exist in PS after completion
of step DMP.12 (see 3.2.5) are first determined. This is achieved by sorting PS and then
calling algorithm allSUPSETS. Subsection 3.2.7.2 explains why this preparatory step is nec-
essary. Then, a loop is performed over the paths of PS to count how many subgraph paths
were deduced from every path of PSprev. The numbers of subgraph paths are stored in array
nsg, the corresponding sets of non-articulations are stored in array nonArtSets for every
path of PSprev. A subgraph path is indicated by nonArt[i]>0, because non-articulations
exist in nonArt[i] only if PS[i] is a subgraph path. (Sets of non-articulations are stored in
array nonArt of length nsc by algorithm reducePATHS. nonArt is rearranged to length np
by algorithm EVALsIM, dependent on the simulation result.)
Then, a loop is conducted over the paths of PSprev. If two or more subgraph paths are
counted for PSprev[x], i. e. nsg[x] ≥ 2, algorithm generateCOMB removes non-articulations
from PSprev[x] so as to produce combinations that are no superset of any subgraph path
deduced from PSprev[x]. Algorithm generateCOMB is explained in 3.2.7.3.

Figure 3.11: Three graphs

Removing two or more non-articulations from a path
can lead to an incoherent set of nodes. For illustra-
tion, see the graph in Figure 3.11 (a) that has no
articulation. Removing any one node leads to a co-
herent graph (b), but removing two nodes can lead
to an incoherent graph (c). Only a coherent set of
intact nodes can be a minimal path, as explained in
subsection 3.1.2, so function isCOHERENT checks this
property for every generated set. The function performs a depth-first search of a generated
set to establish a spanning tree1, as described by Tarjan in [100]. If the spanning tree consists
of all nodes of the set, then the set is coherent. Next, it is verified that a set is not a subset
of any causing system failure and that it has not been previously generated. If the result is
neither, the set is stored in simC. After completion of reducePATHsII, the system model is
simulated for the nsc sets stored in simC (function SIMULATE, step DMP.14). Dependent on
the result, the sets are stored in PS or SF (algorithm EVALsIM, step DMP.15).

1A spanning tree is called palm tree by Tarjan.
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function reducePATHsII(PS, refPprev, nonArt, np, PSprev, npprev, SF, nsf, nr,
V2nrk, AL);

initialise OUTPUT simC := {:}, nsc := 0;
idxList := QUICKSORT(PS); // PS is sorted in rising order, refPprev ..

// .. and nonArt correspondingly with PS
(PS, refPprev, nonArt) := ASSIGN(idxList, PS, refPprev, nonArt);
isSupset := allSUPSETS(PS, np, nr); // determine supersets in PS
nsg := FILL(0, npprev); // initialise arrays nsg and ..
nonArtSets := FILL(0, npprev, :); // .. nonArtSets
FOR i IN 1:np LOOP

IF NOT isSupset[i] THEN // if path PS[i] is not a superset of any other
IF nonArt[i]>0 THEN // if PS[i] was generated due to an articulation

nsg[refPprev[i]] := nsg[refPprev[i]]+1;
nonArtSets[refPprev[i], nsg[refPprev[i]]] := nonArt[i]; // store ..

END IF; // .. sets of non-articulations of refPprev[i]
END IF;

END FOR;
FOR x IN 1:npprev LOOP // generate combinations that remove ..

IF nsg[x]>=2 THEN // .. nsg non-articulations from PSprev[x]
(COMB, ncomb) := generateCOMB(PSprev[x], nonArtSets[x, :], nsg[x], nr);
FOR j IN 1:ncomb LOOP

IF isCOHERENT(COMB[j, :], AL) THEN
comb := COMB[j, :]*V2nrk;
IF NOT EXISTinII(comb, nsf, SF, nr) THEN

(isin, f) := EXISTin(comb, nsc, simC);
IF NOT isin THEN // store combination in simC

temp := simC; simC[f+1] := comb;
simC[f+2:nsc+1] := temp[f+1:nsc];
nsc := nsc+1;

END IF;
END IF;

END IF;
END FOR;

END IF;
END FOR;

END reducePATHsII;

3.2.7.1 Why this step is required in the detection of minimal paths

Consider the detection example in subsection 3.2.2. In step DMP.12 of iteration nLoop = 1, the
system is found operational for seven combinations that were deduced from path PSprev [1, :] =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Three of the seven paths in PS were generated due to articulations 1, 4
and 6 of PSprev [1, :]: PS[1, :] = {4, 5, 6, 7}, PS[2, :] = {1, 2, 3} and PS[3, :] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
PS [3, :] ⊃ PS [2, :], hence PS[3, :] is removed at the end of the iteration, as well as the other
supersets in PS. Without generating combinations in step DMP.13, iteration nLoop = 2 would
be entered with PSprev[1, :] = {4, 5, 6, 7} and PSprev[2, :] = {1, 2, 3}. It would be found
that the system operates for PS[1, :] = {4, 5, 6} and that PSprev[2, :] is minimal. Thus, the
detection would end after nLoop = 3 with an incomplete minimal path set PS[1, :] = {4, 5, 6}
and PS[2, :] = {1, 2, 3}, missing PS[3, :] = {1, 3, 4, 6, 7}.
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3.2.7.2 Consideration of non-superset paths

Non-superset paths are considered only for generating combinations by the reducePATHsII
algorithm. If combinations were generated from supersets in PS, the combinations would in
turn be supersets, as will be illustrated.
Consider again the example in 3.2.2. Paths PS[2, :] and PS[3, :] are deduced from PSprev[x, :],
x = 1 due to articulations. PS [3, :] ⊃ PS [2, :], as obvious. The respective sets of non-
articulations were computed by algorithm reducePATHS (see 3.2.4) as

nonArt [i, :] = PS [i, :] \ ART [x, :]

where ART[x, :] denotes the articulations of PSprev[x, :]. Each set of non-articulations is
hence a subset of the respective path: nonArt [i, :] ⊆ PS [i, :]. In the example, the sets are
nonArt [2, :] = {1, 2, 3} \ {1, 4, 6} = {2, 3} and nonArt [3, :] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} \ {1, 4, 6} =
{2, 3, 5}. The following combinations

combi-j := PSprev [x, :] \ nai-j, (nai-j ∈ nonArt [i, :]) ∧ (nai-j ∈ PS [i, :])

are generated from PSprev [1, :]:

i PS[i, :] nai-j combi-j
j=1 j=2 j=3 j=1 j=2 j=3

2 {1, 2, 3} 2 3 {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}
3 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 2 3 5 {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7} {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}

For non-articulation na3-3 = 5, na3-3 ∈ PS [3, :], combination comb3-3 := PSprev [1, :] \ na3-3 is
a superset of PS [2, :] since na3-3 /∈ PS [2, :] (marked bold).
Thus, it follows that only non-superset paths and the respective sets of non-articulations are
to be considered.

3.2.7.3 Algorithm for generating combinations

By removing non-articulations from PSprev[x, :], algorithm generateCOMB produces combina-
tions that are no superset of any subgraph path deduced from PSprev[x, :]. The combinations
are returned in the array COMB of length ncomb: COMB = {comb1, comb2, ..., combncomb}. Each
combination is generated by

comb := PSprev [x, :] \
⋃

na (3.8)

where
⋃

na denotes a union set of non-articulations.
As a preparation, the number nsg of subgraph paths deduced from every path in PSprev and
associated sets of non-articulations nonArtSets are determined in function reducePATHsII.
If nsg[x] subgraph paths originate from PSprev[x, :], the associated sets of non-articulations
are nonArtSets[x, :, :] = {nonArt[1, :], nonArt[2, :], ... nonArt[nsg[x], :]}.
Then, function reducePATHsII conducts a loop over the npprev paths of PSprev. If nsg [x] ≥ 2,
function generateCOMB is called with the arguments PSprev[x, :], nonArtSets[x, :, :] and
nsg[x] to generate combinations due to relation 3.8. In so doing, union sets

⋃
na consisting

of 2, 3, ... or nsg := nsg[x] non-articulations are produced due to the following rules:
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1.
⋃

na = {nai, naj}, or
⋃

na = {nai, naj, nak}, ... or
⋃

na = {na1, na2, ... nansg} for
all i, j, k, ... ∈ {1, nsg}. All node indices are unequal by pairs i. e. i 
= j, i 
= k,
... i 
= nsg, j 
= k, ... to indicate that each node na of a union set

⋃
na stems

from a different set of non-articulations: na1 ∈ nonArt[1, :], na2 ∈ nonArt[2, :] ...
nansg ∈ nonArt[nsg, :].

2. Each node na of a union set
⋃

na belongs to exactly one nonArt set, and not to
any other: (nai ∈ nonArt[i, :]) ∧ (nai /∈ nonArt[j, :]) ∧ (nai /∈ nonArt[k, :]) ∧ ... ∧
(nai /∈ nonArt[nsg, :]), and likewise for the other nodes naj, nak, ... nansg of the union
set.

3. Union sets
⋃

na consisting of one non-articulation
⋃

na = {nai}, or
⋃

na = {naj},
... or

⋃
na = {nansg} are not produced, since combinations that remove a single node

from PSprev[x, :] were generated already in step DMP.8.
4. Any subset of a union set is not generated:

⋃
nax �

⋃
nay for all x, y ∈ {1, ncomb}.

Example 1. For illustration, see the detection example in 3.2.2: After step DMP.12 in itera-
tion nLoop = 1, nsg [x] = 2 (x = 1) non-superset paths PS[1, :] = {4, 5, 6, 7}, PS[2, :] = {1, 2, 3}
and associated nonArtSets[x, :, :] = {{5, 7}, {2, 3}} exist that originate from PSprev[x, :] =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. According to the rules, union sets

⋃
na = {na1, na2} that include

na1 ∈ nonArt[1, :], na2 ∈ nonArt[2, :] are produced:⋃
na1 = {2, 5}, ⋃na2 = {3, 5}, ⋃na3 = {2, 7} and

⋃
na4 = {3, 7}.

Thus, combinations comb1 := PSprev [x, :] \
⋃

na1, ..., comb4 := PSprev [x, :] \
⋃

na4

comb1 = {1, 3, 4, 6, 7}, comb2 = {1, 2, 4, 6, 7},
comb3 = {1, 3, 4, 5, 6}, comb4 = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}

are generated. None of comb1, ..., comb4 is a superset of PS[1, :] or PS[2, :]. Thus, if any
of them causes system operation, it is not removed from PS in step DMP.16. Union sets⋃

na5 = {5, 7} or
⋃

na6 = {2, 3} are not generated because they would violate rule 1.
The resulting combinations comb5 := {1, 2, 3, 4, 6} and comb6 := {1, 4, 5, 6, 7} would be
supersets of PS[2, :] and PS[1, :], respectively.

Example 2. Suppose nsg [x] = 3 and nonArtSets[x, :, :] = {{1, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {4, 5}},
irrespective of whether a corresponding system graph exists. According to the rules, the
union sets are

⋃
na1 = {4, 6}, ⋃na2 = {5, 6}, ⋃na3 = {1, 2, 4}, ⋃na4 = {1, 2, 5},⋃

na5 = {1, 3, 4}, ⋃na6 = {1, 3, 5}.

Conclusion. Subgraphs of a path from the previous iteration of method DMP that cause
system operation can exist in the path set PS after step DMP.12. Subgraphs originate from
splitting up a path at its articulations. Algorithm reducePATHsII gives all combinations that
remove as many non-articulations from a path, one per each subgraph, as subgraphs that
cause system operation were deduced from the path. This ensures that the combinations are
no superset of either subgraph. Thus, if the following simulation (step DMP.14) determines
that a combination causes system operation, it is kept in the path set (not removed from
PS) at the end of an iteration.
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3.2.8 Proof and boundary computing effort of detection method

The minimal path set detection method DMP gives a complete result when applied to any
multi-domain object-oriented system model that fulfills the conditions 1, 2 and 3 stated in
subsection 3.1.2. In addition, the method is finite which means that it terminates when ap-
plied to any such system model. The completeness and finiteness are proven in the following,
based on the substantiations of the individual algorithms that constitute the method. The
upper and lower bounds of the required computing effort are also derived.

Completeness. Consider an iterative detection method that merely exploits the monotony of
the analysed system. It starts with a set of all nodes of a system as the initial path. Every
combination is generated that removes a single node from the path. It is tested for each
(by simulation of the model) if the system operates. Those combinations that cause system
operation constitute a set of paths. In the set of paths, only those are kept that are no
superset of any other, because only a non-superset path can be minimal. Thus, a complete
path set of the system exists at the end of an iteration of the detection method.
A next iteration is entered. All combinations that remove a single node from every path in
the set of the previous iteration are generated. In so doing, subsets of combinations that
cause system failure are omitted. Due to monotony, if a combination causes system failure,
the system remains failed if any node is removed from that combination. Again, testing the
generated combinations leads to a complete set of paths, a next iteration is entered with all
non-superset paths of the set, and so on. At some point in the process of reducing paths, it
is found that the system fails on removal of any node from a path. Such a path is minimal
by definition. The method continues with the other paths, always by removing one node,
until all paths of the set are minimal. Since every path was reduced by a single node from
one iteration to the next, it is obvious that the method gives the complete minimal path set
of a monotonous system.
In addition to exploiting system monotony, method DMP benefits from the fact that only a
coherent set of intact nodes can be a minimal path. Evaluation of the system model graph
hence reduces the number of simulations required for minimal path set detection.
A path is split into subgraphs at the articulations of the path. In this way, subgraphs are
generated for every path that exists in the path set of the previous iteration of DMP. If two
or more subgraphs of a path cause system operation, all combinations are generated that
remove as many non-articulations from that path, as subgraphs were deduced from it that
cause system operation. (Two or more nodes are removed, because all combinations that
reduce a path by one of its non-articulations have been generated and tested in a preceding
step.) In so doing, for the generated combinations to be no superset of any of the subgraphs
of that path, each non-articulation removed from the path belongs to exactly one of its
subgraphs. Thus, if any such combination causes system operation, it exists in the path set
at the end of an iteration of DMP. It follows that the path set at the end of any iteration is
complete, and hence method DMP is complete.

Finiteness. DMP commences with a set of all nodes of a monotonous system as the initial
path. It tests if the system still operates for subsets of a (the initial or other) path. Every
subset removes one or more nodes from a path. Nodes are never added to a path from one
iteration of DMP to the next. DMP repeats gradually removing nodes until the system fails
for all subsets of a path, i. e. if that path is minimal. For those paths not yet identified
as minimal, DMP continues generating subsets of them until they be reduced no further
without causing system failure, i. e. until every path is minimal. Then, the process ends. In
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case that every single node of a system constitutes a minimal path, the process ends after all
nodes are failed. Due to monotony, a system fails if all its nodes fail. Thus, method DMP
clearly terminates.

Effort. For illustration of the highest computing effort of method DMP, consider a complete
system graph (see Figure 3.3 in 3.1.1). No articulation occurs in a complete graph, and
removal of any node gives a subsequent smaller complete graph. In addition, consider that
every single node of the nr nodes of the system graph constitutes a minimal path. Then, the
number of simulations in each iteration nLoop of DMP is the binomial C (nr, nLoop). DMP
iterates until all nodes are failed, i. e. nLoop = nr. The total number of simulations is thus∑nr

nLoop=0 C (nr, nLoop) = 2nr, the same as a “brute force” approach needs.

The lowest effort occurs if a system operates only with all its nodes intact (single minimal
path that comprises all nodes of the system). Irrespective of the density of the system graph,
DMP runs until iteration nLoop = 1 is completed. The total number of simulations is hence∑1

nLoop=0 C (nr, nLoop) = 1 + nr.

The number of simulations required by DMP is thus bound by the upper limit 2nr and lower
limit 1 + nr. Between these bounds, the actual effort depends on the density of the system
graph, the number of minimal paths and number of nodes thereof. DMP saves the more
effort, the lower the density of a system graph is. As will be seen in section 6, the system
graphs to be considered are of rather low density.

Figure 3.12: Another example graph

For illustration, Table 3.1 lists the number of sim-
ulations nsim for three cases of detection. The
number of edges and density (see equation (3.1))
of the respective system graphs are denoted by E
and d. The number of nodes is N = nr = 7 for
all cases. nsim is stated for method DMP, as well
as a detection method that exploits the system
“monotony only” (no evaluation of the graph), as
described. Case 2 corresponds with the example
in subsection 3.2.2. Case 1 relates to the same
graph, but the system has one less minimal path.

Case 3 assumes the same minimal path set as case 2, but the graph has a higher density
(Figure 3.12). The comparison shows that the fewer minimal paths exist and the lower
the density of the system graph, the smaller effort required by DMP. With an increasing
number of minimal paths and density of the graph, the effort of DMP approaches that of
the “monotony only” method. A “brute force” method neither evaluates the monotony of a
system nor its graph; it thus requires 2nr = 128 simulations for each case.

case system graph E d PS
nsim

monotony only DMP
1 Figure 3.10 8 0.381 {1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6, 7} 35 15

2 dto. 8 0.381 {1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, 40 23{1, 3, 4, 6, 7}
3 Figure 3.12 10 0.476 dto. 40 34

Table 3.1: Comparison of effort of minimal path set detection for three cases
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3.2.9 A cause for incorrect detection results

In detecting the minimal path set of a system, method DMP simulates the corresponding
model for various combinations of intact and failed components. It is conceivable that some
combinations lead to simulation problems. The cause can be modelling inaccuracies or errors,
such as a singularity or a very stiff differential algebraic equation system. When establishing
a complex model some combinations might be left unconsidered, by mistake.
A failed simulation should not be confused with a failure of the modelled technical system.
Rather, it means that the system status (operation or failure) is unknown for that combina-
tion. Conservatively, it is assumed that the system fails due to the combination in question.
Eventually, this can have two effects on the result of the detection:

1. Not all minimal paths are found, i. e. the path set is incomplete.
2. The path set is complete, but not every path is minimal, even though marked as

minimal.
In both cases, the system failure probability comes out higher than it actually is. The
detection still terminates, because assuming system failure for combinations in question
leads to neglect of their subsets in the subsequent steps of the process.
Failed simulations are recorded during the course of DMP and returned at the end to warn
of an incorrect result. In addition, this can assist in understanding of, and, in the best case,
correcting the causes that led to failure of some simulations.
Two variations of the example in subsection 3.2.2 are described in the following to illustrate
the effect of failed simulations on the result of DMP. Obviously, there is no effect if any
combination cannot be simulated that causes system failure, so an inability to simulate is
assumed for combinations that cause system operation.
Variation 1. Consider the state of the detection process in iteration 1 after step DMP.12,
as indicated by rows 1-1 through 1-10 of the tabulation. Assume that the simulation failed
for combination {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} in row 1-3. Consequently, the combinations {1, 3, 4, 6, 7}
and {1, 3, 4, 5, 6} in rows 1-11 and 1-12 are not generated in step DMP.13, because they
are subsets of {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The state at the end of iteration 1 is

nsf = 5, SF = {{1, 2, 4, 6, 7}, {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, {2, 3}, {5, 6, 7}, {7}},

np = 3, PS = {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}, {4, 5, 6, 7}} .

In iteration 2, the only tested combination {1, 2, 4, 5} causes system failure. All other
combinations are a subset of any in SF. Thus, the result of the detection is the path set after
iteration 1. It is incomplete, because it lacks {1, 3, 4, 6, 7} or a superset of this minimal
path.
Variation 2. Now assume that the simulation failed for combination {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7} in
row 1-4. Consequently, the combinations {1, 2, 4, 6, 7} and {1, 2, 4, 5, 6} in rows 1-13
and 1-14 are not generated. The state at the end of iteration 1 is

nsf = 4, SF = {{1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}, {2, 3}, {5, 6, 7}, {7}},

np = 4, PS = {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4, 5, 6}, {1, 3, 4, 6, 7}, {4, 5, 6, 7}} .

In iteration 2, combinations {1, 3}, {1, 3, 4, 5}, {1, 3, 4, 6} are tested, all cause system
failure. Again, the result of the detection is the path set after iteration 1. It is complete,
but only two paths are actually minimal.
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3.3 Detection of minimal source-to-target paths

Method DMP-ST is capable of detecting the minimal path set if the system model and
corresponding graph fulfill the conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 stated in 3.1.2. Method DMP can be
used as well in this case, but requires a greater number of simulations.
The basic idea of DMP-ST is that the minimal paths are S-T paths. It is thus similar to
network reliability analysis methods (NRA, see appendix A.3) that determine the probability
of connection being established between a target node (T) and a source node (S) in a graph.
DMP-ST employs a depth-first search to find all S-T paths that connect a specified target
with any source. Other than NRA methods, DMP-ST needs to simulate the model for the
S-T paths to check if they cause system operation, since not all of them are minimal paths.
In addition, DMP-ST can determine the minimal path set if up to four targets 2 are specified
that have to be connected to any sources for the system to operate. In this case, unions of
S-T paths are generated and checked by simulation of the model.
An application of DMP-ST is electric networks, such as described in 2.5 and reference [87],
with some of the busbars specified as targets, and generators, batteries etc. defined as
sources. The targets are specified by the scenario (Boolean condition) that declares system
operation dependent on the energised status of the targets.

3.3.1 Detection procedure

DMP-ST starts with the same preparation as DMP (steps 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 3.9). The
actual detection is performed by algorithm DMP_ST. It uses the following symbols:

Targets array of specified targets
NTargets number of specified targets
STpaths array of S-T paths
nSTp number of S-T paths
N number of S-T paths to be merged
simP array of S-T paths or unions of them, input for simulations of the model
nsp number of combinations in simP
Ten simulation result: targets energised status for every combination in simP
T targets energised status for the paths in array PS (path set)
PSn1 set of S-T paths that energise at least one target but that do not

necessarily cause system operation according to scenario
TPSn1 targets energised status corresponding to PSn1
npn1 number of paths in PSn1

If one target (NTargets = 1) is specified, a depth-first search is conducted of the system graph
(adjacency list AL) to find all S-T paths that connect the target with any source. This
algorithm is described in 3.3.3. Then, the model is simulated (see 3.2.5) for the found S-
T paths. The simulation gives the energised status Ten of the target for every S-T path. Any
S-T path that energises the target (system operates) is stored in PS.
If two or more targets are specified, a depth-first search is performed from each target. Then,
a loop is conducted to generate unions of the S-T paths and to simulate the model for them.

2Consideration of up to four targets is sufficient for most applications, see the analyses in 6.1 for instance.
Consideration of more than four targets is possible, but considerably increases the number of simulations
required.
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In iteration one (N = 1), the model is simulated for all S-T paths. The ones that cause system
operation are stored in PS, as described. In addition, those S-T paths that energise any of
the specified targets are stored in PSn1 and TPSn1, even if the system does not operate due to
the scenario. These are used in the next iterations (N = 2, ...) by algorithm mergeSTPATHS
(see 3.3.4) to generate unions of up to order N = NTargets. Unions of order N can be generated
if the number of S-T paths nSTp is equal to or greater than N, thus the maximum order
is min (nSTp, NTargets). In each iteration, the model is simulated for the generated unions.
Those causing system operation are stored in PS and the corresponding target status in T.
T is needed in the last step of the detection procedure that removes supersets from PS and
only keeps minimal paths in the set. A path can be a superset of any other only if both
energise the same targets. The target status T is considered by a small extension of algorithm
removeSUPSETS (see 3.2.6).
Thus, if more than one target is considered, some of the detected minimal paths can have
junctions or be incoherent because they are unions of S-T paths.

function DMP_ST(Targets, NTargets, AL, t0, te, useMultiSim, nr);
initialise OUTPUT PS := {:, :}; np := 0;
nSTp := 0; STpaths := {:, :};
FOR i IN 1:NTargets LOOP

(stpaths, nstp) := DepthFirstSearch(Targets[i], AL);
STpaths[nSTp+1:nSTp+nstp, :] := stpaths;
nSTp := nSTp + nstp;

END FOR;
FOR N IN 1:MIN(nSTp, NTargets) LOOP

IF N==1 THEN
simP := STpaths; nsp := nSTp;

ELSE
(simP, nsp) := mergeSTPATHS(N, PSn1, TPSn1, npn1);

END IF;
Ten := SIMULATE(simP, nsp, t0, te, useMultiSim);
FOR i IN 1:nsp LOOP

IF system operates for Ten[i, :] THEN // evaluating scenario
np := np+1; // (Boolean condition)
PS[np, :] := simP[i, :]; T[np, :] := Ten[i, :];

END IF;
END FOR;
IF N==1 AND MIN(nSTp, NTargets)>1 THEN

PSn1 := {:, :}; TPSn1 := {:, :}; npn1 := 0;
FOR i IN 1:nsp LOOP

IF one or more Targets are energised in Ten[i, :] THEN
npn1 := npn1+1;
PSn1[npn1] := simP[i, :]; TPSn1[npn1] := Ten[i, :];

END IF;
END FOR;

END IF;
END FOR;
(PS, np) := removeSUPSETS(PS, T, np, nr);

END DMP_ST;

The method detects only minimal paths that ensure supply of as much power as is demanded
at the target(s). Since the method is based on simulation of a physical model, it accounts for
the behaviour of power sources, distribution and use, in so far as represented by the model.
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In the case of the electric network model described in 2.5, the power sources include current
limitation, so they disconnect when overloaded.

An illustrative example of the detection procedure is provided in the next subsection. Back-
ground and pseudo-code of the algorithms DepthFirstSearch and mergeSTPATHS are ex-
plained in subsections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. Substantiation of method DMP-ST is given in 3.3.5.

3.3.2 A minimal path set detection example

Method DMP-ST is illustrated by means of the electric network shown in Figure 3.13 (a).
It consists of an AC part and a DC part. Each AC busbar is connected to a generator
(source nodes 1 and 5), and each DC busbar is connected to an AC busbar through a
transformer rectifier. The respective busbars can be cross-connected via tie contactors. The
corresponding graph is shown in (b). The detection procedure is illustrated for the scenario
“system operates if AC1 and AC2 are energised”. Thus, nodes 2 and 4 are considered as
targets. The minimal path set is assumed as PS = {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 5}}. It
reflects that an AC busbar can be energised by the associated generator or through the tie
contactor, but not across the DC part of the network.

Figure 3.13: Electric network (a) and its corresponding graph (b)

The following symbols are necessary:

ndS number of different sources of S-T paths to be merged
ndTen number of different targets energised by S-T paths to be merged
sumTen per each target, the number of S-T paths of a union that energise the target
union set of indices of S-T paths (in PSn1) to be merged
comb set of nodes of merged S-T paths

After completion of the three preparation steps, the detection proceeds as follows: the
depth-first search gives the S-T paths starting from targets 2 and 4. The sequence of node
exploration is reflected by the following tabulation: the first node is the target, and the last
node is the source of each S-T path. Simulating the model gives the respective target status
Ten. The system operates (sys op) for the S-T paths in rows 1-2 and 1-5. Each energises at
least one target, as column Ten indicates (x = true, - = false). Thus, all of them are stored
in PSn1 and the corresponding target status in TPSn1.
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row Target STpaths Ten sys op
1-1 {2, 1} {x, -}
1-2 2 {2, 3, 4, 5} {x, x} x
1-3 {2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 4, 5} {-, x}
1-4 {4, 5} {-, x}
1-5 4 {4, 3, 2, 1} {x, x} x
1-6 {4, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 2, 1} {x, -}

At the end of iteration one (N = 1), np = 2 S-T paths are stored in PS and npn1 = 6 in PSn1,
so the state of the detection process is (nodes are now listed in numerical order):

PS T
{2, 3, 4, 5} {x, x}
{1, 2, 3, 4} {x, x}

PSn1 TPSn1 Source
1 {1, 2} {x, -} 1
2 {2, 3, 4, 5} {x, x} 5
3 {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} {-, x} 5
4 {4, 5} {-, x} 5
5 {1, 2, 3, 4} {x, x} 1
6 {1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} {x, -} 1

In iteration N = 2, algorithm mergeSTPATHS produces unions of the S-T paths in PSn1 as
follows: the union of PSn1[1, :] and PSn1[3, :] is generated and stored in simP for simulation,
because each S-T path energises a different target. This is indicated by ndTen = N = 2 and
sumTen = {1, 1} in row 2-2. The same holds for the union of PSn1[1, :] and PSn1[4, :] in
row 2-3.

row union ndS ndTen sumTen comb stored in simP Ten sys
no yes op

2-1 {1, 2} 2 2 {2, 1} -
2-2 {1, 3} 2 2 {1, 1} {1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} - x {x, x} x
2-3 {1, 4} 2 2 {1, 1} {1, 2, 4, 5} - x {x, x} x
2-4 {1, 5} 1 2 {2, 1} -
2-5 {1, 6} 1 1 {2, 0} -
2-6 {2, 3} 1 2 {1, 2} -
2-7 {2, 4} 1 2 {1, 2} -
2-8 {2, 5} 2 2 {2, 2} -
2-9 {2, 6} 2 2 {2, 1} -
2-10 {3, 4} 1 1 {0, 2} -
2-11 {3, 5} 2 2 {1, 2} -
2-12 {3, 6} 2 2 {1, 1} {1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} ∈ simP - {x, x} x
2-13 {4, 5} 2 2 {1, 2} -
2-14 {4, 6} 2 2 {1, 1} {1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} ∈ simP - {x, x} x
2-15 {5, 6} 1 2 {2, 1} -

Unions of S-T paths are not generated in case any of the following applies:
• To energise all considered targets, not every S-T path of a union is required. It is thus

not necessary to generate the union. In the present example, this holds for any union
of PSn1[2, :] or PSn1[5, :] with another S-T path (rows 2-1, 2-4, 2-6 through 2-9, 2-11,
2-13 and 2-15). One or both targets would be energised twice by each of these unions,
i. e. max(sumTen) > 1.
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• Two or more S-T paths of a union energise the same target from the same source
node. The union would hence energise only the same target as each S-T path, which
is identified as ndTen = 1 < N and max(sumTen) > 1. This holds for rows 2-5 and 2-10.

Subsection 3.3.4 explains how algorithm mergeSTPATHS decides whether or not to generate
a union. For the example, two unions of S-T paths are stored in simP.
Simulation of the model and evaluation of the target status Ten indicates that the system
operates for both unions. Hence, np = 4 paths exist in PS at the end of iteration N = 2:

PS T
{2, 3, 4, 5} {x, x}
{1, 2, 3, 4} {x, x}

{1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} {x, x}
{1, 2, 4, 5} {x, x}

No further iteration is entered since N = NTargets = 2. One superset {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}
is removed from the path set PS at the end of the procedure, and the three minimal paths
of the example (Figure 3.13) are correctly detected. This required nsim = 1 + 6 + 2 = 9
simulations in total.
It was assumed for the detection example that multi-simulation capability is available.
Without it, every combination (S-T path or union of S-T paths) requires one call of a
simulateModel function, as explained in 3.2.5. The model would then be simulated first for
the shortest combinations, and dependent on whether they cause system operation, super-
sets of them would be omitted. This would save one simulation for the example, because
{1, 2, 4, 5}⊂ {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. More simulations can be saved if the model is more com-
plex. Still, even if the number of simulations is greater, the multi-simulation is generally
faster because it reads and writes data just once for a number of simulations.

3.3.3 Depth-first search

The depth-first search (DFS) described henceforth finds all S-T paths in a graph that contains
at least one target and at least one source node. This DFS is a modification of the algorithm
described by Tarjan in [100] for establishing the spanning tree of a graph.

Figure 3.14: A graph

It is invoked with a target as the startNode and the adjacency
list AL of the graph. Initially, the startNode is assigned as the
initial path to a stack array. Then, a loop is started. In each iter-
ation, a path is taken (pop) from the stack, and every neighbour
AL[node1, i] of the last node (node1) of the path is examined
once. If a neighbour of node1 does not exist in the actual path
and if it is not failed, then it is appended to the path. Depen-
dent on whether the appended neighbour is a source, the path is
stored either in the output array stpaths or in the stack (push)

for continuation in one of the next iterations. If a neighbour already exists in the path, then
it is not appended. The loop continues until the stack is empty (i_stack = 0).
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function DepthFirstSearch(startNode, AL);
initialise OUTPUT stpaths := {:, :}, nstp := 0;
i_stack := 1;
stack[i_stack, 1] := startNode; // initialise stack
WHILE i_stack>0 LOOP // while stack is not empty

path := stack[i_stack, :]; // pop path and last node of path from
node1 := last node of path; // stack
i_stack := i_stack-1; // examine each neighbour AL[node1, i]
FOR i in first:last node of row AL[node1, :] LOOP // of node1

IF AL[node1, i] does not exist in path and is not failed THEN
IF AL[node1, i] is a Source node THEN // append AL[node1, i] to

nstp := nstp+1; // path and store in stpaths
stpaths[nstp, :] := {path, AL[node1, i]};

ELSE // append AL[node1, i] to
i_stack := i_stack+1; // path and push to stack
stack[i_stack, :] := {path, AL[node1, i]};

END IF;
END IF;

END FOR;
END WHILE;

END DepthFirstSearch;

The following scheme shows the sequence of exploration if a search is conducted starting
from node 2 (target) of the graph shown in Figure 3.14. Nodes 1 and 4 are sources.

istack stack path node1 AL[node1, i] stpaths
1 {2} {2} 2 1 {2, 1}
0 {} {2} 2 3
1 {2, 3} {2} 2 5
2 {2, 3}, {2, 5} {2, 5} 5 3
2 {2, 3}, {2, 5, 3} {2, 5, 3} 3 4 {2, 1}, {2, 5, 3, 4}
1 {2, 3} {2, 5, 3} 3 2
1 {2, 3} {2, 3} 3 4 {2, 1}, {2, 5, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}
0 {} {2, 3} 3 5
1 {2, 3, 5} {2, 3, 5} 5 2
0 {}

Conclusion. Starting from a given target node, the DepthFirstSearch algorithm gives all
S-T paths in an undirected graph that connect the target with any source node.

3.3.4 Merging of S-T paths

If energising more than one target node is considered by the scenario, such as is illustrated
in 3.3.2, an incoherent set of nodes can also be a minimal path. For instance, this holds for
minimal path {1, 2, 4, 5} of the electric network shown in Figure 3.13. Such structures of
minimal paths can occur in a redundant electric network that has several busbars (targets)
and sources. For up to four specified targets, an algorithm named mergeSTPATHS generates
such structures by merging 2 ≤ N ≤ 4 S-T paths.
Algorithm mergeSTPATHS is invoked by DMP_ST with a set of npn1 S-T paths PSn1 that energise
at least one target of the scenario, and the corresponding target status TPSn1. It produces
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up to C (npn1, N) N in npn1 unions of the S-T paths; e. g. for npn1 = 3 and N = 2, all of the
unions are {1, 2}, {1, 3} and {2, 3}. For each union, it determines the number of different
sources ndS that exist in the S-T paths to be merged. It then counts how many different
targets ndTen are energised and how many times sumTen each individual target is energised
by the S-T paths to be merged. For example, assume that two targets are energised by
two S-T paths as follows (x = true, - = false): TPSn1[1, :] = {x, -}, TPSn1[2, :] = {x, x},
hence sumTen = {2, 1}. (sumTen is computed from the integer-equivalent of Boolean TPSn1. In
determining ndTen, function CEIL (x) is used that returns the smallest integer equal or greater
than x.) These data are gathered to check two conditions for each union of S-T paths:

1. Is the number of different sources ndS equal to the number N of S-T paths to be merged,
ndS = N ?

2. Is the number of different energised targets ndTen less than or equal to N, ndTen ≤ N ?

Figure 3.15: Merging of S-T paths

If condition 1, 2 or both are fulfilled, no target can be energised by more than one of the
respective S-T paths. See Figure 3.15 (a), (b), (c) and (e) for illustration. Consequently,
the S-T paths are merged (the union is generated) only if max(sumTen) = 1 is fulfilled to
actually ensure that no target is energised more than once by the union.
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If neither condition is fulfilled, then one target is energised by N-(ndS-1) of the S-T paths.
The other targets are energised by exactly one path. See cases (d) and (f) for illustration.
Thus, the S-T paths are merged only if max(sumTen) = N− (ndS− 1) occurs at most for one
target.
Every union of S-T paths (comb) generated this way is stored in output array simP for
simulation, but not more than once for each. This is ensured by function EXISTin (see
appendix B.4) and by establishing simP in rising order.

mergeSTPATHS(N, PSn1, TPSn1, npn1);
initialise OUTPUT simP := {:, :}, nsp := 0;
union := {1, 2, ... N}; // initialise union
WHILE union[1]<=npn1-N+1 LOOP

WHILE union[N]<=npn1 LOOP
Sources := last node of PSn1[union[k], :] for all k in 1:N
ndS := number of different nodes in Sources
sumTen := TPSn1[union[1], :];
FOR k IN 2:N LOOP

sumTen := sumTen+TPSn1[union[k], :];
END FOR;
ndTen := SUM(CEIL(sumTen/N));
IF ((ndS==N OR ndTen<=N) AND MAX(sumTen)==1) OR

((ndS<>N AND ndTen> N) AND MAX(sumTen)==N-(ndS-1) AND
(at most one element of sumTen>1)) THEN

comb := merge PSn1[union[k], :] for all k in 1:N // merge S-T paths
(isin, f) := EXISTin(comb, nsp, simP); // in comb
IF NOT isin THEN // store comb in simP

temp := simP; simP[f+1] := comb;
simP[f+2:nsp+1] := temp[f+1:nsp];
nsp := nsp+1;

END IF;
END IF;
union[N] := union[N]+1;

END WHILE;
i := N-1; // determining the next union to generated
WHILE (union[i]==npn1-(N-i)) AND (i>1) LOOP

i := i-1;
END WHILE;
j := union[i]+1;
FOR k IN i:N LOOP

union[k] := j+k-i;
END FOR;

END WHILE;
END mergeSTPATHS;

Conclusion. For detecting the minimal paths of a system that energise up to four targets
(busbars of an electric network), algorithm mergeSTpaths gives all relevant unions of S-
T paths that energise at least one of the considered targets.
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3.3.5 Proof of detection method

Method DMP-ST detects the complete minimal path set when applied to any model that
fulfills the conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 stated in 3.1.2. In addition, the method terminates when
applied to any such model.
Completeness. DMP-ST relies on a depth-first search (DFS) to find the S-T paths in a
graph. Starting from a specified target node as the initial path, the DFS examines each
neighbour of the last node of every path. A path is continued by appending one neighbour
of its last node if it does not yet belong to the path and if it is intact. If the last node of a
path has more than one neighbour, a new path is created for each neighbour that appends
it to the path developed so far. A path is not continued with a failed node, since a series
of nodes can cause system operation only if each node of the series is intact. Any path has
neither a junction nor is cyclical, because at most one neighbour of the last node is appended
that does not exist in the path. Thus, the DFS detects all S-T paths that can cause system
operation, i. e. energise the target from any source.
If two, three or four targets (NTargets ≤ 4) must be energised for the system to operate, unions
of S-T paths are generated. This includes all unions that merge up to as many S-T paths
as targets are considered (N ≤ NTargets). Unions are generated that energise at least as many
targets as S-T paths are merged in them (ndTen ≥ N). Thus, every combination is examined
that potentially is a minimal path, and DMP-ST is complete.
Minimality. All detected paths are minimal. DMP-ST uses a graph of the system model
that includes auxiliary nodes for those interfaces connecting more than two components
(see 3.1.3). Thus, no node occurs in an S-T path that does not actually belong to it. If
an S-T path causes system operation, it is hence unnecessary to confirm its minimality by
testing if the system fails for all its subsets. Merging S-T paths can produce supersets. Then
DMP-ST relies on removing supersets as the last step of the procedure in order to assure
that all in the detected path set are minimal.
Finiteness. The DFS examines each neighbour of the last node of a path only once. A node
is appended to a path if it does not exist in it, which ensures that only S-T paths are found
and also prevents infinite cycling of the search. If every neighbour of the last node either
exists in the path or is failed, then the path is discontinued. If a source is found, the path
is completed and discontinued. Thus, it is obvious that the DFS terminates.
If energising up to four targets (NTargets ≤ 4) is considered for system operation, the method
generates unions of S-T paths. If N S-T paths are merged in every union, the maximum
number of unions is the binomial C (npn1, N). Since npn1 and N (N ≤ NTargets) are finite, the
binomial is also finite, and method DMP-ST clearly terminates.
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4 A method for operational reliability
analysis

Safety of flight means that there exists no unacceptable risk to the health or life of occupants,
as well as risk related to environmental or technical damage. Operational reliability (see
definition in 1.2.3) connotes the likelihood of an aircraft being available for flight dispatch
on time thanks to the absence of technical problems. Given the commercial pressures on
air transport, the design of aircraft systems has to account for reliability, in addition to
safety. Many aircraft can be dispatched after faults have occurred, provided that sufficient
safety margins are met. Permissible faults and related particular conditions, e. g. additional
pre-flight checks, are summarised in a so called minimum equipment list.

This section describes a method for operational reliability analysis of an aircraft system or
any technical system that is represented as a multi-domain object-oriented model. It is the
same kind of model as used for the safety analysis methods described in sections 3 and 5. The
operational reliability analysis is based on a minimum equipment list stored in a tabulated
format along with the model. It is used for synthesis of a minimal path set that represents
the minimum configurations (sets of intact equipment) required for system dispatch. An
accordant method for Synthesis of a Minimal Path set (SMP) is described in 4.1. Then,
the system availability (operational reliability) is calculated from the minimal path set, as
described in 3.1.1.

The operational reliability analysis is based on synthesis of a minimal path set and on
probability calculation. It does not involve simulation of the model, because SMP derives
a minimal path set according to the configurations of a system permitted for dispatch,
as defined by the minimum equipment list. Hence, SMP differs from methods DMP and
DMP-ST described in section 3. They detect the minimal paths that cause a system to
function and hence determine if it fulfills the particular safety objective. (Obviously, a system
should function and have a safety margin in any configuration permitted for dispatch.) It
is meaningful to use SMP in conjunction with DMP or DMP-ST to examine the capability
of degraded system configurations to fulfill the safety objective. The goal is to arrive at a
system design that balances the conflicting requirements related to safety and availability.

4.1 Synthesis of a minimal path set

4.1.1 Definitions

The core of the operational reliability analysis method is a recursive algorithm (SMP) for
synthesis of a minimal path set. The algorithm is described in 4.1.3. It evaluates the
minimum equipment list defined by the arrays MEL and GMEL. The following symbols are used
with the algorithm:
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Csystem set of all components of a system
Clatent set of components that can fail latently
Cini initial set of components
MEL minimum equipment list, defined as groups and subgroups of

components
GMEL combinations of subgroups in each group permitted to have

failed at dispatch
g number of groups of components (number of rows of MEL

and GMEL)
i group index
ni number of subgroups of group i
ki number of subgroups of group i permitted to have failed at

dispatch
Ni number of ki in ni combinations of subgroups
N array of {N1, N2, ... , Ng}
pathloc, pathin a set of components
np, npin, nploc number of minimal paths
MP, MPin, MPloc minimal path set

An initial set of components Cini is assigned in the first call of the recursive synthesis algo-
rithm. It is defined by

Cini = Csystem \ Clatent. (4.1)

Thus, Cini comprises all components of a system, except those that can fail latently. The
background of this is that redundant systems often include stand-by channels or components
that are only activated if a main channel fails. Since stand-by equipment is turned off for
longer durations, this bears a risk of latent, undetected failures (see B.1.3). Latent failures
are a safety concern. In terms of operational reliability, such failures do not prevent dispatch.
Thus, the respective components are not considered for operational reliability analysis of a
system. They have to be marked as “latent” (see 2.3.2) in the system model as a preparation
for the analysis.

4.1.2 Establishing a minimum equipment list

A minimum equipment list is defined by arrays MEL and GMEL as follows. Dependent on
the components or sets of components that are permitted to have failed at the time of
dispatch of an aircraft, groups and subgroups of components are established to express
possible interdependencies. For instance, a group may consist of the generator channels of
an electric supply system (such as depicted in Figure 2.22). This group is divided into several
subgroups, each corresponding to a single generator channel. Interdependencies are defined
as follows: k of the n subgroups of a group are permitted to have failed at dispatch, e. g.
1 of 3 generator channels. This information is stored in array MEL. More precisely, the i th

row of MEL, denoted by MELi (code syntax: MEL[i, :, :]), comprises the components of group i.
Each row of MEL contains as many columns as there are subgroups in a group. MELi, j (code
syntax: MEL[i, j, :]) denotes subgroup j of group i. For the present example, the components
of the generator channels 1, 2 and 3 are stored in MEL1, 1, MEL1, 2 and MEL1, 3, respectively.
The number of subgroups of group i is denoted by ni, of which ki is the number of subgroups
that are permitted to have failed at dispatch. Then, Ni is the number (binomial) of ki in ni
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combinations of subgroups of group i. It is stored in array N = {N1, N2, ... , Ng} by

Ni = C (ni, ni − ki) = C (ni, ki) , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ... , g} (4.2)

where g denotes the number of all groups. The term

{(z1, z2, ..., zki) | 1 ≤ z1 < z2 < ... < zki−1 < zki ≤ ni} (4.3)

defines the set of all ki in ni combinations of subgroups. This set is stored in row i of array
GMEL, denoted by GMEL, i. In this example, the set of C (3, 2) = 3 “2 in 3” combinations is

{(z1, z2) | 1 ≤ z1 < z2 ≤ 3} = {(1, 2) , (1, 3) , (2, 3)} .

Another example that includes a system diagram and the related MEL and GMEL arrays is
provided in 4.2.1.

4.1.3 Synthesis algorithm

The SMP algorithm is called with the initial set of components Cini, the minimum equipment
list and combinations of subgroups defined by MEL, GMEL and N as follows. For the initial call
of the recursive algorithm, an empty array of minimal paths is assigned. After completion,
SMP returns the set of np synthesised minimal paths in output array MP.

(np, MP) := SMP(npin = 0, MPin = {:, :}, pathin = Cini, MEL = MEL,
GMEL = GMEL, N = N, i = 1, g = g);

function SMP(npin, MPin, pathin, MEL, GMEL, N, i, g);
initialise OUTPUT np := 0, MP := {:, :};
nploc := npin;
MPloc := MPin;
FOR u IN 1:N[i] LOOP // for each combination of subgroups of group i

pathloc := pathin;
FOR v IN first:last of GMEL[i, u, :] LOOP // for each subgroup denoted

// by GMEL[i, u, v]
FOR w IN first:last of MEL[i, GMEL[i, u, v], :] LOOP // cancellation

pathloc[MEL[i, GMEL[i, u, v], w]] := 0; // of each component
END FOR; // denoted by MEL[i, GMEL[i, u, v], w] from pathloc

END FOR;
IF i<g THEN // recursive call of function SMP

(nploc, MPloc) := SMP(nploc, MPloc, pathloc, MEL, GMEL, N, i+1, g);
ELSE

nploc := nploc + 1; // storing of minimal path in MPloc
MPloc[nploc, :] := pathloc;

END IF;
END FOR;
np := nploc; // assignment of function outputs
MP := MPloc;

END SMP;

SMP starts with the first group (i = 1) and assigns the set of components Cini to a local
path by pathloc := pathin. Then, components are cancelled from pathloc according to the
respective entries in MEL and GMEL. This is done for the components of each combination
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of subgroups of group i. In the pseudo-code of SMP, index u denotes the combination of
subgroups (of group i), index v refers to the subgroup in a combination, and index w refers
to the components of a subgroup. Thus, the assignment pathloc[MEL[i, GMEL[i, u, v], w]] := 0
cancels component w of the subgroup denoted by GMEL[i, u, v] of group i from pathloc.
After this, the algorithm checks if the actual group is the last one. If not, i. e. i < g, then
pathloc is assigned in a recursive call of SMP to continue cancellation of components for
the next group (i := i+ 1). If the last group is reached (i = g), then pathloc is stored as
a minimal path in array MPloc. (nploc is the row index of MPloc). This happens for each
combination of subgroups, i. e. each column (index u) of GMEL, i, and SMP returns gradually
from the recursion. After completion of SMP, the minimal path set that represents the
minimum equipment list is returned in the output array MP. The number of synthesised
minimal paths np is the product of the binomials

np =

g∏
i=1

C (ni, ki) . (4.4)

4.2 An operational reliability analysis example

The synthesis of a minimal path set by the SMP algorithm is illustrated for an example
system and the corresponding minimum equipment list. Then, four different dispatch cases
are considered for a study of the system availability versus the permitted deficiencies for
dispatch. (Un-)availabilities are computed from the respective minimal path sets.

4.2.1 Synthesis of minimal path set for an example system

Figure 4.1: Graph of example system

Figure 4.1 depicts an assumed example sys-
tem that consists of twelve components. The
set of all system components is Csystem =
{1, 2, ... , 12}. It is supposed that the sys-
tem includes a stand-by component that can
fail latently: Clatent = {12}. Hence, the
initial set of components (or initial path)
is Cini = {1, 2, ... , 11} according to equa-
tion (4.1). Due to redundancy, failures of
some components are acceptable for dis-
patch of the system. More precisely, two
groups (g = 2) of components are estab-
lished: Components {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} belong
to group 1 (i = 1). Group 1 is split up into
three subgroups (n1 = 3) that consist of the
components {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6, 7}}. Up
to two (k1 ≤ 2) of the three subgroups of
group 1 are permitted to have failed at dis-
patch. Group 2 (i = 2) consists of the com-
ponents {8, 9, 10}. It is split up into two
subgroups (n2 = 2) that consist of the com-

ponents {{8}, {9, 10}}. Failure of up to one (k2 ≤ 1) of the two subgroups of group 2 can
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be tolerated for dispatch. Component 11 is always required intact for dispatch. Table 4.1
summarises this minimum equipment list for the system of Figure 4.1.

i MELi, j ni ki Ni GMEL i, u

j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 u = 1 u = 2 u = 3
1 {1, 2} {3, 4} {5, 6, 7} 3 2 3 {1, 2} {1, 3} {2, 3}
2 {8} {9, 10} 2 1 2 {1} {2}

Table 4.1: Definition of minimum equipment list by arrays MEL and GMEL

If dispatch of the system is allowed with two subgroups of group 1 (k1 = 2) failed and one
subgroup of group 2 (k2 = 1) failed, this corresponds to the following set of np = N1 ·N2 = 6
(equation (4.4)) minimal paths:

MP = {Cini \ {MEL1, 1 ∪ MEL1, 2 ∪ MEL2, 1} ; Cini \ {MEL1, 1 ∪ MEL1, 2 ∪ MEL2, 2} ;
Cini \ {MEL1, 1 ∪ MEL1, 3 ∪ MEL2, 1} ; Cini \ {MEL1, 1 ∪ MEL1, 3 ∪ MEL2, 2} ;
Cini \ {MEL1, 2 ∪ MEL1, 3 ∪ MEL2, 1} ; Cini \ {MEL1, 2 ∪ MEL1, 3 ∪ MEL2, 2}}.

(4.5)

This is taken on as case (d) in 4.2.2 that provides probability computation and a discussion
of the result. The following illustrates the course of the synthesis algorithm SMP for the
defined example. Starting with Cini as the initial path, SMP proceeds as follows:

i u pathloc nploc MPloc[nploc, :]
1 1 { 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 }
2 1 { 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 } 1 = pathloc
2 2 { 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 } 2 = pathloc
1 2 { 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11 }
2 1 { 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 } 3 = pathloc
2 2 { 3, 4, 8, 11 } 4 = pathloc
1 3 { 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11 }
2 1 { 1, 2, 9, 10, 11 } 5 = pathloc
2 2 { 1, 2, 8, 11 } 6 = pathloc

Minimal paths occur in those lines of the table that are marked with nploc = 1, nploc = 2,
..., nploc = 6. The respective local path (pathloc) is stored in the local array MPloc. After
completion of SMP, all npminimal paths are returned in array MP. The next step is probability
computation according to equation (3.3) or using the KDH88 algorithm [32].

4.2.2 System availability versus deficiencies permitted at dispatch

Four dispatch cases of the system shown in Figure 4.1 are considered. They are established
using the definition of MEL and GMEL in Table 4.1. A minimal path set is synthesised for
operational reliability computation of each case. The minimal path sets and related system
(un-)availabilities are summarised in Table 4.2.

Case (a): No failures are permitted for dispatch. The related single minimal path comprises
all system components, except the stand-by component that is not frequently operated:
MP = {Cini}.
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Case (b): One subgroup of group 2 (k2 = 1) is permitted to have failed at dispatch, whereas
all of group 1 must be intact (k1 = 0). This results in np = C (n1, 0) ·N2 = 2 minimal paths:
MP = {Cini \ MEL2, 1; Cini \ MEL2, 2}.
Case (c): Two subgroups of group 1 (k1 = 2) are permitted to have failed at dispatch. All
of group 2 must be intact (k2 = 0). This gives np = N1 · C (n2, 0) = 3 minimal paths:
MP = {Cini \ {MEL1, 1 ∪ MEL1, 2} ; Cini \ {MEL1, 1 ∪ MEL1, 3} ; Cini \ {MEL1, 2 ∪ MEL1, 3}}.
Case (d): Dispatch is allowed with two subgroups of group 1 (k1 = 2) failed and one subgroup
of group 2 (k2 = 1) failed. The minimal path set is defined by equation (4.5).

ca
se np group 1 group 2 Rop (t) Fop (t)

sub 1-1 sub 1-2 sub 1-3 sub 2-1 sub 2-2
(a) 1 { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 } 0.8958 0.1042

(b) 2 { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 } 0.9229 0.0771{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 }
{ 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 }

(c) 3 { 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11 } 0.9608 0.0392
{ 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11 }
{ 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 }
{ 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 }

(d) 6 { 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 } 0.9887 0.0113{ 3, 4, 8, 11 }
{ 1, 2, 9, 10, 11 }
{ 1, 2, 8, 11 }

Table 4.2: Minimal path sets and probability calculation for four dispatch cases

The availabilities Rop (t) and unavailabilities Fop (t) = 1 − Rop (t) of the example system
are computed for a duration of t = 1 h. This means that every time after the system is
dispatched, it operates for 1 h before it is dispatched for the next time. A failure rate of
λ = 10−2/h is assumed for each component. In case (a), the result indicates that the system
cannot be dispatched for approximately 10 in 100 times. For cases (b), (c) and (d), the
unavailabilities are 8, 4 and 1 in 100 times, respectively.
This illustrates that the system availability increases, the more components can be permitted
to have failed at dispatch. The availability is limited by the reliability of those parts of the
system that are always required intact for dispatch (component 11 in this example). Then,
the system unavailability converges to that of those system parts always required intact for
dispatch.
Other limitations arise from the ability of a degraded system (dispatch with given faults)
to meet integrity requirements (safety objectives). Based on an object-oriented model of
the system, this can be examined in an integrated manner using the methods described in
sections 3 and 5. A study on the relation of safety and availability is conducted in section 6.1
for the electric network described in section 2.5.
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5 Minimal cut set detection for
multi-domain object-oriented
models

A minimal path set analysis generally assumes that a system and its components are two-
state (intact or failed). If all possible component or system level failure modes have to be
considered, then a minimal cut set analysis is required. Fault tree analysis might be more
familiar to those engaged with safety assessment. The relation is that the minimal cut set
of a system can be derived from a logical reduction of the corresponding fault tree.
This section describes three methods, DMC I, DMC IIA and DMCIIB, that solve the prob-
lem of determining system failure probability by detecting its minimal cut set. Essentially,
the detection methods are also state space simulations. They draw on the same type of
multi-domain object-oriented model as the DMP, DMP-ST and SMP methods described in
sections 3, 4 and reference [90]. Whereas DMP, DMP-ST and SMP consider one failure
mode at component level, mode ∈ {0, 1}, the DMC methods account for all failure modes,
mode ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, as defined in Table 2.2 of 2.3.1.
How much analysis fidelity is needed determines which detection method is to be used.
DMC I examines all possible combinations of single, dual or triple failures, as required.
DMC IIA excludes subset cuts of detected minimal cuts from the examination of dual or
triple failures, which reduces the computing effort (number of simulations of the model).
If the minimal path set of the system has been determined in advance, DMC IIB uses this
information for further reduction of the computing effort. To this end, DMC IIB mainly
examines failures of those components that belong to any minimal path. Failures of compo-
nents that are not part of any minimal path are examined only if the failure effects tend to
propagate. This is the case if the according potential variable values (or their derivatives) of
the model equations tend to zero. Component failures have been categorised in section 2.3
by the vanishing of either flow or potential, which implies different tendencies of the failure
effects to propagate and cause system level failures.

5.1 Definitions

5.1.1 Minimal cut set

Definition 1. A minimal cut set denotes the set of all minimal cuts of a system. A cut is a
combination of defective components that causes a system to fail in a certain way. Whether
or not a system is considered failed depends on the system failure mode and on the analysed
scenario. A cut is minimal if it consists of only as many defective components as cause the
system to fail. If any component of a minimal cut becomes intact, then the system becomes
intact again. Thus, a minimal cut does not contain any other cut as a proper subset. Two
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or more states (intact, failure mode 1, failure mode 2, ...) can be considered per component
and at system level.
The scenario has to be declared in the opposite sense as for minimal path set detection
(see 3.1.1). Examples of scenarios are defined in 2.4.3 and 2.5.3 that relate to the stabiliser
trim system and electric network:

system operates = system fails

surface motion follows command = no motion or uncommanded motion

DC busbar energised = DC busbar fails

one or more AC busbars energised = all AC busbars fail

Minimal cuts typically consist of one, two or three defective components. They are referred
to as 1st, 2nd or 3rd order minimal cuts, respectively, which is also the scope of the detection
methods DMC I, IIA and IIB. The probability of occurrence of a minimal cut decreases
rapidly with the order, and those of an order higher than three are typically negligibly
low. It is generally assumed that component failures occur independent of each other. This
includes that no common mode or common cause (see 1.2.4 and 5.3) leads to the occurrence
of a minimal cut.
Redundancy or fault-tolerance is characterised by the absence of single failures leading to
system failure; instead, it takes two or three independent component failures to cause system
failure.
Different system failure modes FMsys are considered dependent on the type of system under
analysis. The following classification is used for the models developed in this work:

0 = operates as required
1 = loss of operation, e. g. deenergised or does not move when commanded
2 = degraded, such as loss of augmented mode of a flight control system
3 = unintended operation, such as uncommanded motion

5.1.2 Equivalence of minimal cut set with minimal path set

Figure 5.1: Minimal cut set of a bridge system

In general, a minimal cut set analy-
sis allows consideration of more than
two states, i. e. more than one fail-
ure mode, at component and at sys-
tem level. The latter is indicated by
the notation FMsys ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
If it is assumed instead that a system
and all its components are two-state
(FMsys, mode ∈ {0, 1}), as generally
is the case for minimal path set anal-

ysis, then a system’s minimal path set determined for a specific scenario can be transformed
into an equivalent minimal cut set for the negation of the scenario. This is explained for the
bridge system shown in Figure 5.1. The minimal path set (S-T) is

MP1 = {C1, C3} , MP2 = {C2, C4} , MP3 = {C1, C4, C5} and MP4 = {C2, C3, C5} .
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The bridge system operates if one or more of its four minimal paths is fulfilled. If the system
operates, its failure mode is zero:

MP1 ∨MP2 ∨MP3 ∨MP4 = system operates ⇐⇒ FMsys = 0.

The system fails if none of its minimal paths is fulfilled (negation):

MP1 ∨MP2 ∨MP3 ∨MP4 = system fails ⇐⇒ FMsys = 0. (5.1)

This leads to transforming the minimal path set into the equivalent minimal cut set MCeqv,
using AB = A ∧ B, A ∨ B = A ∧ B, A ∧B = A ∨ B, A ∧ AB = AB and A ∨ AB = A:

MCeqv = MP1 ∨ ... ∨MP4 = C1C3 ∨ C2C4 ∨ C1C4C5 ∨ C2C3C5 (5.2)
= C1C3 ∧ C2C4 ∧ C1C4C5 ∧ C2C3C5

=
(
C1 ∨ C3

) ∧ (C2 ∨ C4

) ∧ (C1 ∨ C4 ∨ C5

) ∧ (C2 ∨ C3 ∨ C5

)
⇐⇒ MCeqv = C1 C2 ∨ C3 C4 ∨ C1 C4 C5 ∨ C2 C3 C5.

For the bridge system, the transformation results in nceqv = 4 equivalent minimal cuts that
are marked in Figure 5.1.
The transformation is equivalent and complete only if all minimal cuts, up to the highest
order, are considered and stored. Information is lost otherwise, and the minimal cut set
cannot be transformed back. In case of this example, all minimal cuts are considered.
Minimal path set analysis distinguishes mode ∈ {0, 1} (normal function, loss of function) for
each component. The classification of component failures is described in subsection 2.3.1.
Thus, the minimal path set of the bridge system and the equivalent minimal cut set corre-
spond to the component modes listed in Table 5.1.

mode FMsyscomponent: 1 2 3 4 5
MP1 0 1 0 1 1 0
MP2 1 0 1 0 1 0
MP3 0 1 1 0 0 0
MP4 1 0 0 1 0 0

mode FMsyscomponent: 1 2 3 4 5
MC1 1 1 0 0 0 0

MC2 0 0 1 1 0 0

MC3 1 0 0 1 1 0

MC4 0 1 1 0 1 0

Table 5.1: Minimal path set and equivalent minimal cut set MCeqv of the bridge system

For the equivalent minimal cut set, it is only known that the system fails, i. e. FMsys = 0
as indicated in equation (5.1). The exact system failure mode FMsys ∈ {1, 2, 3} is not
determined. In general, a minimal path set analysis only distinguishes system operation
and failure: FMsys ∈ {0, 0}. (The notation FMsys = 0 summarises all failure modes of a
system.) It does not distinguish different system failure modes, because the objective is to
determine those combinations of intact components that lead to system operation.

5.1.3 Examples of minimal cuts

Some minimal cuts of the stabiliser trim system (Figure 2.13) are:
1. open circuit (mode = 1) of a single trim switch Up1, Down1, Up2 or Down2
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2. loss of operation of both drive channels, e. g. due to a dual loss of supply pressure
(mode = 1)

3. jam (mode = 2) of a single mechanical gear
4. jam (mode = 2) of Motor 1 and excessive leakage (mode = 1) of Motor 2

Cases 1 and 2 are minimal cuts that can be obtained from the transformation of the minimal
path set. Cases 3 and 4 denote loss of system operation (FMsys = 1) caused by jamming
(mode = 2), or jamming in combination with excessive leakage (mode = 1). They are
captured only by a minimal cut set analysis.
Some minimal cuts of the electric network (Figure 2.22) are, if the loss of a single busbar is
considered:

1. single or dual open circuit (mode = 1) failures, e. g. loss of DCBus1 caused by open
circuit of TR1 and DCTC1

2. a single short circuit (mode = 2) or a short circuit in combination with a stuck closed
contactor (mode = 3), e. g. loss of ACBus1 caused by Feeder3 and BTC1

Again, case 1 is a minimal cut obtained from the transformation of the minimal path set.
Case 2 is captured only by a minimal cut set analysis.

5.1.4 Enhanced definition of monotonous behaviour

Subsection 3.1.2 recapped the general definition of monotonous system behaviour. It is a
precondition for minimal path set detection.
With regard to minimal cut set detection and consideration of several failure modes at
component and at system level, the following enhanced definition of monotony is proposed:
Definition 2. If a system has failed, it remains failed upon occurrence of additional compo-
nent failures, and the system failure mode FMsys can change between 1, 2 and 3.

For illustration, consider the rudder control and actuation system and corresponding model
described in 6.3. If a pedal position transducer of one system channel has a spurious but
valid signal failure, this causes the two channels to disagree and to stop moving the surface
(loss of operation). If the capability to detect and isolate this transducer failure is lost in one
of the Primary Flight Computers (PFCs), the spurious signal is used in the rudder position
demand computation, thus causing uncommanded motion.
The example shows that if a system has failed, the failure mode can change if additional
component failures occur. Dependent on the system, this can cause severe consequences. In
terms of minimal cut set detection, this leads to the notion of a subset cut (see 5.2.4 for an
according mathematical definition):
Definition 3. A failure combination is a subset cut if it contains not only the same failed
component(s) and respective failure mode(s) like a minimal cut, but one or more failed
components in addition.

If it is necessary not only to detect minimal cuts, but also subset cuts of them that cause a
system to fail in a different way, then all possible 1st-, 2nd- or 3rd-order failure combinations
have to be examined. If their marginal contribution to the system failure probability can be
neglected, then subset cuts are excluded from the examination. Section 5.2 describes three
methods for minimal cut set detection, DMC I, DMC IIA and DMCIIB, that differ in terms
of analysis detail and computing effort.
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5.1.5 Probability of occurrence

Different failure modes exist for many components, for instance: disconnection or jamming
of a mechanical gear, open circuit or short circuit of an electric cable, loss of a sensor signal
or a spurious signal. Provided that the failure modes of a component i are independent of
each other, a series representation can be used by assigning a failure rate λi,mode to each
mode. This results in a failure rate of

λi =

nFM, i∑
mode=1

λi,mode (5.3)

according to subsection 2.3.6 of [9], with the number of all failure modes of component i
denoted by nFM, i. Failure rates are assumed as constant over time, i. e. λ (t) = λ, as
described in appendix B.1.2.

For instance, the occurrence of failure mode 2 of component i is denoted by Ci,mode(i) with
mode (i) = 2. The corresponding failure rate and probability are λi,mode(i) and Fi,mode(i) (t).
The probability of occurrence of a minimal cut is hence

P (MC) = P
(
C1,mode(1) ∧ C2,mode(2) ∧ ...

) ∀Ci,mode(i) ∈ MC

=
∏

Ci,mode(i)∈MC

P
(
Ci,mode(i)

)
(5.4)

=
∏

Ci,mode(i)∈MC

Fi,mode(i) (t) = FMC (t) , Fi,mode(i) (t) = 1− e−λi,mode(i)·t.

The system failure probability is computed using the Poincaré formula (see equation (3.3))

Fsys (t) = P (MC1 ∨ ... ∨MCr)

=
r∑

j=1

P (MCj)−
r−1∑
j=1

r∑
k=j+1

P (MCj ∧MCk) + ... (5.5)

+(−1)r+1 · P (MC1 ∧MC2 ∧ ... ∧MCr)

in which r denotes the number of minimal cuts. In the sum of products, those products
vanish that contain the same component with different failure modes, since a component
can be in just one state at a time.

Failure rates and probabilities are typically low positive values Fi,mode(i) (t) � 1. Thus,
equation (5.5) can be approximated by intersections of up to 2nd order. The system failure
probability is bounded by

r∑
j=1

P (MCj) ≥ Fsys (t) ≥
r∑

j=1

P (MCj)−
r−1∑
j=1

r∑
k=j+1

P (MCj ∧MCk) . (5.6)

Appendix B.1.4 provides a computation example for illustration of the approximation error.
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5.2 Detection of minimal cuts

5.2.1 Overview of the methods

Three methods, called DMC I, DMC IIA and DMCIIB, are proposed for minimal cut set
detection of a system that is represented as a multi-domain object-oriented model. The
methods are based on simulation of the model to identify which failure combinations lead
to system failure. In so doing, the model output systemStatus (e. g. equation (2.30)) is
evaluated.
The methods examine combinations of up to three failed components. Probabilities of occur-
rence of higher order failure combinations are typically negligible, as explained. Figure 5.2
depicts a top-level flow chart of the methods that differ in terms of analysis detail and re-
quired computing effort (number of simulations). Each method first generates the failure
combinations to be examined. The set of all generated failure combinations is called state
space. Then, the model is simulated accordingly. Subsection 5.2.3 describes the generation
of a state space. Simulations (see 5.2.7) are performed for single failures first, then dual and
then triple failure combinations.

Figure 5.2: Top-level flow chart of minimal cut set detection methods DMC I, IIA and IIB

Methods DMC I and DMCIIA distinguish more than one failure mode FMsys at system level.
In addition, DMC I detects subset cuts of minimal cuts that cause the system failure mode
to change, as described in 5.1.4. To this end, DMC I must examine all possible single, dual
or triple failure combinations, as required. After completion of the simulations, subset cuts
are eliminated (step DMC.iii) only if the respective system failure mode is the same. The
according checks are described in 5.2.4. Method DMCIIA neglects all subset cuts, since
those subset cuts that cause the system failure mode to change contribute very little to the
total failure probability of many systems.
In addition to excluding subset cuts from the examination, method DMCIIB adopts the
equivalent minimal cut set that is transformed from the minimal path set (see 5.1.2), if it
is determined in advance (by DMP or DMP-ST). Since this already covers all “0-1” combi-
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nations, none of them is examined again by DMCIIB. Beyond that, rules are established
for omitting further, irrelevant failure combinations: Failures of components that do not
belong to any minimal path are examined only if the failure effects tend to propagate in the
system. The tendency of failure effects to propagate and further degrade a system depends
on the vanishing of either flow or potential. The notion of flow and potential is used for the
classification of component failure modes described in subsection 2.3.1. The rules for exclu-
sion of irrelevant failure combinations are described and substantiated in 5.2.5. Adopting
the equivalent minimal cut set involves that method DMCIIB cannot distinguish different
system failure modes. It only distinguishes operation and any kind of failure of a system.
Table 5.2 summarises the major features of the three detection methods.

DMC I DMCIIA DMCIIB

system
failure FMsys ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} FMsys ∈

{
0, 0
}

component
failures mode ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}

omission of subset cuts
state space all possible failure

combinations
omission of “0-1” combinations

due to prior DMP, and
exclusion of irrelevant failure

combinations
computing

effort nsim I > nsim IIA > nsim IIB

Table 5.2: Major features of proposed minimal cut set detection methods

Methods DMC IIA and IIB give identical results in terms of number of minimal cuts and
total system failure probability Fsys. (Otherwise, the rules for exclusion of irrelevant failure
combinations would be invalid.) DMC I gives a more detailed minimal cut set, but the prob-
abilities computed for each system failure mode are practically identical to those computed
by DMCIIA. This is exemplified in section 6.
The computing effort (number of simulations nsim) correlates to the required level of analysis
fidelity. Method DMC I is most demanding since all possible failure combinations have
to be examined. If subset cuts can be neglected, then the effort is correspondingly lower
(DMC IIA). If a system’s minimal path set is already known, then the effort is reduced
further (DMC IIB).

5.2.2 Number of failure combinations

In this subsection, the number of all possible failure combinations N0123 is calculated that
denotes the maximum size of a state space. Using the common definition of binomial coeffi-
cients, N0123 is derived from the number of system components and the respective numbers
of failure modes to be considered. All N0123 possible failure combinations are examined by
method DMCI, as explained. Due to the omission of subset cuts and irrelevant failure com-
binations, the size of the state space is reduced by methods DMC IIA and IIB. The numbers
of failure combinations examined by DMCIIA or IIB are compared to N0123 in order to state
the achieved reduction of the state space.
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Let nr denote the number of components in a system model that include failure behaviour:

nr = nr1 + nr2 + nr3 (5.7)

of which nr1, nr2 and nr3 are the number of components with one, two and three failure
modes. Up to three failure modes are considered for each component. Then, the number of
all theoretically possible combinations of intact and failed components is

Nall = 2nr1 · 3nr2 · 4nr3 . (5.8)

If single, dual and triple failures are considered, then the number of all failure combinations
(plus one fault free) is

N0123 = 1 +N1 +N2 +N3 (5.9)

where N1, N2 and N3 are the number of all single, dual and triple failures.
The number of all single failures is

N1 = nr1 + 2 · nr2 + 3 · nr3. (5.10)

It is simply the sum of the number of failure modes of each of the nr components that include
failure behaviour.
The number of all dual failures is

N2 =
1

2
· nr1 · (nr1 − 1) + 2 · nr2 · (nr2 − 1) +

9

2
· nr3 · (nr3 − 1) (5.11)

+2 · nr1 · nr2 + 3 · nr1 · nr3 + 6 · nr2 · nr3.
Equation (5.11) is derived as follows:

• For components with one failure mode, nr1 − 1 combinations exist for each of the
nr1 components. This way, each failure combination occurs twice, so their number is
actually 1

2
· nr1 · (nr1 − 1).

• Likewise, for components with two failure modes, 4 · (nr2 − 1) combinations exist for
each of the nr2 components. Again, since each failure combination occurs twice, their
number is 2 · nr2 · (nr2 − 1).

• And, for components with three failure modes, 9 · (nr3 − 1) combinations exist for each
of the nr3 components. Since each failure combination occurs twice, the number is
9
2
· nr3 · (nr3 − 1).

• For the mixed combinations, e. g. of components with one and with two failure modes,
2 ·nr2 combinations exist for each of the nr1 components, thus 2 ·nr1 ·nr2. Accordingly,
3 · nr1 · nr3 and 6 · nr2 · nr3 further failure combinations exist.

The number of all triple failures is

N3 =

(
nr1
3

)
+ 8 ·

(
nr2
3

)
+ 27 ·

(
nr3
3

)
(5.12)

+nr1 · (nr1 − 1) · nr2 + 2 · nr1 · nr2 · (nr2 − 1)

+
3

2
· nr1 · (nr1 − 1) · nr3 + 9

2
· nr1 · nr3 · (nr3 − 1)

+6 · nr2 · (nr2 − 1) · nr3 + 9 · nr2 · nr3 · (nr3 − 1) + 6 · nr1 · nr2 · nr3.

Equation (5.12) is derived as follows:
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• For components with one failure mode, the number of dual failures is 1
2
·nr1 · (nr1 − 1).

For each dual failure, this leads to nr1 − 2 triple failures. Each triple failure occurs
three times this way, so their number is actually 1

2
· 1
3
· nr1 · (nr1 − 1) (nr1 − 2) which

is also written as
(

nr1
3

)
for nr1 ≥ 3.

• Likewise, for components with two failure modes, the number of dual combinations
was derived as 2 · 2 · 1

2
· nr2 · (nr2 − 1). This leads to a number of

23 · 1
2
· 1
3
· nr2 · (nr2 − 1) · (nr2 − 2) triple failure combinations which is also written as

8 ·
(

nr2
3

)
for nr2 ≥ 3.

• And, for triple combinations of components with three failure modes,

33 · 1
2
· 1
3
· nr3 · (nr3 − 1) · (nr3 − 2) = 27 ·

(
nr3
3

)
holds accordingly for nr3 ≥ 3.

• For the mixed combinations, the numbers can be derived from the respective amount
of dual failures. For instance, extending 1

2
· nr1 · (nr1 − 1) with nr2 and, respectively,

nr3 leads to 2 · 1
2
· nr1 · (nr1 − 1) · nr2 and 3 · 1

2
· nr1 · (nr1 − 1) · nr3.

5.2.3 Establishing of state space

This subsection explains how single (k = 1), dual (k = 2) and triple (k = 3) failure combi-
nations are generated and stored.
Figure 5.3 depicts a flow chart of the algorithm that generates a state space (StateSpace
array). The exit of this flow chart is linked to the entry of a flow chart (Figure 5.6)
that explains how the system model is simulated according to the generated state space.
The result (outputs) of the entire process is the minimal cut set (array MC ), the num-
ber of minimal cuts nc and, if method DMCI or DMC IIA is selected, the respective sys-
tem failure mode (array FMsys). The outputs are initialised first (steps DMC.1 and 2 in
Figure 5.3). If method DMCIIB is selected, then the predetermined minimal path set is
transformed into the equivalent minimal cut set MCeqv that in turn is stored in MC (steps
DMC.3 and 5). Then, StateSpace is initialised in step DMC.6. In step DMC.7, algorithm
generateAllCOMBINATIONS is invoked to generate the failure combinations and return them
in array allCMB. All failure combinations are stored in StateSpace for method DMCI. A
subset check (step DMC.10, see 5.2.4) is performed for each combination allCMB [i, :] by
methods DMC IIA and DMCIIB. In addition, DMC IIB checks if a combination is relevant
(step DMC.11, see 5.2.5). allCMB [i, :] is or is not stored in StateSpace (step DMC.9)
dependent on the result of the checks.
Failure combinations cmb = allCMB [i, :] and minimal cuts MC are defined in a format that
minimises the use of memory (RAM). Storing nr numbers for each failure combination, as
shown in table 5.1, would take much more memory, because most technical systems consist
of more than five components (nr > 5). Instead, it is sufficient to store the indices and
modes of up to three failed components. Thus, cmb is defined by three pairs of numbers.
Each pair denotes one failed component. The first number is the component index C1, C2

or C3 (or name), and the second number is the respective failure mode:

cmb = {cmb [1] , cmb [2] ; cmb [3] , cmb [4] ; cmb [5] , cmb [6]} (5.13)
= {C1, mode1; C2, mode2; C3, mode3} .
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Figure 5.3: Flow chart of state space generation for minimal cut set detection

Algorithm generateAllCOMBINATIONS generates the failure combinations. It literally works
like a counting device and consists of three nested pairs of loops, one for each failed com-
ponent. At first, cmb and the outputs N and allCMB are initialised. For single failed
components (k = 1), only the outer pair of loops (counter variables u and x ) is run through.
The u-loop is conducted over all components (1:nr) of the system, assigning u to cmb [1] in
each iteration. The x-loop proceeds through the nFM failure modes, also written as nFM, i

with i = cmb [1] (see subsection 5.1.5), of the component denoted by cmb [1] and assigns them
to cmb [2]. In doing so, the failure mode is read from the array Modes. Modes contains the set
of modes that each component can take. (mode, as defined in subsection 2.3.3, denotes the
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actual mode of a component.) An example is provided after this description of the algorithm.
Then, the generated combination cmb is stored in array allCMB. Further combinations are
generated by increasing the counter x (failure mode) or the counter u (component index).
Likewise, the mid and inner pairs of loops are run through for generating dual (k = 2) or
triple (k = 3) failure combinations.

function generateAllCOMBINATIONS(k, nr, nFM, Modes);
initialise OUTPUT N := 0, allCMB := {:, :};
cmb := {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
FOR u IN 1:nr LOOP

cmb[1] := u;
FOR x IN 2:nFM[cmb[1]]+1 LOOP

cmb[2] := Modes[cmb[1], x];
IF k>=2 THEN

FOR v IN cmb[1]+1:nr LOOP
cmb[3] := v;
FOR y IN 2:nFM[cmb[3]]+1 LOOP

cmb[4] := Modes[cmb[3], y];
IF k==3 THEN

FOR w IN cmb[3]+1:nr LOOP
cmb[5] := w;
FOR z IN 2:nFM[cmb[5]]+1 LOOP

cmb[6] := Modes[cmb[5], z];
N := N + 1; allCMB[N, :] := cmb;

END FOR;
END FOR;

ELSE
N := N + 1; allCMB[N, :] := cmb;

END IF;
END FOR;

END FOR;
ELSE

N := N + 1; allCMB[N, :] := cmb;
END IF;

END FOR;
END FOR;

END generateAllCOMBINATIONS;

For illustration, the state space of a small, academic example system (see Figure 5.4) in-
cluding three (nr = 3) components is generated. It is assumed that the three components
(index i) can take the following modes, mode (i) ∈ Modes [i, :].

i Modes [i, :] nFM [i]

1 {0, 1} 1
i Modes [i, :] nFM [i]

2 {0, 1, 2, 3} 3
i Modes [i, :] nFM [i]

3 {0, 1, 3} 2

As the chart shows, the number of components with one, two and three failure modes are
nr1 = nr2 = nr3 = 1. The size of the state space is according to equation (5.9):

N0123 = 24 with N1 = 6, N2 = 11, N3 = 6.

Since not more than three components are considered, equation (5.8) gives the same result:

Nall = 21 · 31 · 41 = 24.
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Figure 5.4: Small example system

Further, it is assumed that component 1 in intact state
is sufficient to cause system operation. Thus, the min-
imal path set is MP = {{1}}. Conversely, the system
fails if component 1 fails. In addition, it is assumed
that the combination of component 2 in mode 2 and
component 3 in mode 3 causes system failure. Hence,
the minimal cut set is MC = {{1, 1}, {2, 2; 3, 3}} using

the notation of equation (5.13). (In this notation, the minimal path set reads {{2, 1; 3, 1}}.)
Table 5.5 in subsection 5.2.6 shows the state space of the example system.

5.2.4 Subset cuts of minimal cuts

DMC IIA and DMC IIB

Methods DMC IIA and DMCIIB do not examine the system behaviour for subset cuts of
already detected minimal cuts, as described.
The properties of a subset cut are explained in subsection 5.1.4. The accordant checks that
identify a subset cut (step DMC.10 of Figure 5.3) are defined below in general form. The
notation of cmb according to equation (5.13) is used.
Let cmb represent a dual failure. It is checked if cmb is a subset cut of any 1st-order minimal
cut MC [i, :]. If yes, then cmb is excluded from the state space. cmb is a subset cut if the
condition

({cmb [1] , cmb [2]} = MC [i, :])∨ ({cmb [3] , cmb [4]} = MC [i, :]) ∃i ∈ {1, nc1} (5.14)

is true, where nc1, nc2, nc3 are the numbers of 1st-, 2nd- and 3rd-order minimal cuts. The
number of all minimal cuts is nc = nc1 + nc2 + nc3.
For example, given the minimal cut {6, 2; 0, 0; 0, 0}, the dual failure combination
{1, 2; 6, 1; 0, 0} is not a subset cut, but {1, 2; 6, 2; 0, 0} is a subset cut.
Now, let cmb represent a triple failure. It is checked if cmb is a subset cut of any 1st-order
minimal cut

({cmb [1] , cmb [2]} = MC [i, :]) ∨ ({cmb [3] , cmb [4]} = MC [i, :]) (5.15)
∨ ({cmb [5] , cmb [6]} = MC [i, :]) ∃i ∈ {1, nc1}

or of any 2nd-order minimal cut

({cmb [1] , cmb [2] , cmb [3] , cmb [4]} = MC [j, :]) (5.16)
∨ ({cmb [1] , cmb [2] , cmb [5] , cmb [6]} = MC [j, :])

∨ ({cmb [3] , cmb [4] , cmb [5] , cmb [6]} = MC [j, :]) ∃j ∈ {nc1 + 1, nc1 + nc2} .

If one or both conditions are true, then cmb is excluded from the state space.
The additional checks performed on cmb by method DMCIIB are described in 5.2.5.

DMC I

If method DMCI is selected, subset cuts are identified and removed after all simulations of
the state space are completed (step DMC.iii in Figure 5.2).
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The system failure mode FMsys has to be checked in addition to the conditions defined by
formulas 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16. Cuts of 2nd order, denoted by MC [j, :] with
j ∈ {nc1 + 1, nc1 + nc2}, are checked in lieu of failure combinations cmb as defined below.
MC [j, :] is a subset cut of any 1st-order minimal cut denoted by MC [i, :] if the condition

(FMsys [j] = FMsys [i]) ∧ (({MC [j, 1] , MC [j, 2]} = MC [i, :]) (5.17)
∨ ({MC [j, 3] , MC [j, 4]} = MC [i, :])) ∃i ∈ {1, nc1}

is true. If this is the case, MC [j, :] is removed from array MC by means of the following
assignments:

MCtmp := MC;
MC[1:j-1, :] := MCtmp[1:j-1, :];
MC[j:nc-1, :] := MCtmp[j+1:nc, :];
nc2 := nc2 - 1;
nc := nc1 + nc2 + nc3;

where nc is the number of all minimal cuts, as described.
Likewise, checks and removal of subset cuts are performed for the 3rd order.

5.2.5 Irrelevant failure combinations

In addition to omitting subset cuts, method DMCIIB excludes irrelevant failure combina-
tions from the state space (step DMC.11 in Figure 5.3). An irrelevant failure combination
does not cause system failure, which can be decided without any simulation of the model.
This is the case if the failure effects (e. g. vanishing of flow) of those failed components
that do not belong to any minimal path do not tend to propagate through the system. The
particular rules for excluding irrelevant failure combinations are defined in general form and
justified below.
The exclusion of irrelevant failure combinations is founded on the prior detection of the min-
imal path set (by DMP or DMP-ST) and the classification of component failures described
in table 2.2 of subsection 2.3.1. The rules are backed up by examples derived from the sta-
biliser trim system and electric network models (see 2.4.3 and 2.5.3). Besides, the rules are
illustrated by establishing the complete state space of the small, academic example system
(see Figure 5.4).
Minimal path set detection covers all combinations of mode ∈ {0, 1}. (All of them are
covered, although the detection did not require simulating the model for every such combi-
nation, as explained in section 3.) Thus, “0-1” failure combinations are not examined again.
The detected minimal path set is transformed (equation (5.2)) and stored as minimal cuts of
1st, 2nd or 3rd order, as applicable. Method DMCIIB only distinguishes operation and any
kind of failure of a system, as described.
System failure can also result from component failures of mode ∈ {2, 3}, combinations
thereof or from combinations with mode = 1 failures. Many of them can be excluded from
the state space, according to the described failure classification by the vanishing of either
flow or potential, or inadvertent activation.

5.2.5.1 Region of minimal paths

That part of a system whose components belong to one or more minimal paths is called the
region of minimal paths UMP . UMP depends on the system and on the scenario. It is defined
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as the union set

UMP = MP1 ∪ ... ∪MPnp ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ... np} (5.18)

of the np minimal paths MP1, ...MPnp. For example, if a system consists of nr = 6 compo-
nents and if there are np = 3 minimal paths MP1 = {2, 3}, MP2 = {3, 4}, MP3 = {2, 4, 5},
then UMP = {2, 3, 4, 5}.
Figure 5.5 depicts UMP (marked green) for the electric network model considering the sce-
nario “ACBus1 ∨ ACBus2 ∨ ACESSBus energised”.

Figure 5.5: Region of minimal paths of electric network for scenario “one or more AC busbars
energised”
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5.2.5.2 Single failures

Component failures of mode ∈ {2, 3} (see table 2.2) are examined. mode = 1 failures are
covered by the minimal path set detection and hence are excluded.

5.2.5.3 Dual failures

Now, let a and b denote two failed components. If a and b both belong to UMP (case 1 of
Table 5.3), the combination (mode (a) = 1)∧ (mode (b) = 1) is omitted because it is covered
by the minimal path set detection. All other combinations of failure modes, in so far as
considered in the model, have to be examined:

• If the component failure modes are (mode (a) = 1) ∧ (mode (b) = 2) or
(mode (a) = 2) ∧ (mode (b) = 1), the vanishing of potential involved with mode 2 can
have different and more far-reaching effects on the system, other than
(mode (a) = 1) ∧ (mode (b) = 1). Consider the electric network model for illustration:
If Feeder1 fails O/C (mode = 1) and Feeder3 fails S/C (mode = 2), then ACBus1
fails deenergised. If both Feeder1 and Feeder3 fail O/C instead, ACBus1 can still be
energised across the bus-tie contactors (BTC1 and 2) by generator 2 (G2).

• Also, if the failure modes are (mode (a) = 1) ∧ (mode (b) = 3) or
(mode (a) = 3) ∧ (mode (b) = 1), the inadvertent activation involved with mode = 3
can have different and more far-reaching effects on the system. If generator 1 (G1) of
the electric network fails and contactor GLC1 is stuck closed (mode = 3), then ACBus1
is deenergised because the bus-tie contactor BTC1 has to stay open. If G1 fails and
GLC1 fails O/C instead, then ACBus1 can still be energised by G2. Correspondingly,
for the stabiliser trim system: If Motor2 has failed due to excessive leakage (mode = 1)
and Computer2 fails passive (mode = 1), the system continues to operate on the intact
channel 1. However, if Motor2 has failed (mode = 1) and Computer2 inadvertently
becomes active (mode = 3), the system does not operate.

• The other combinations of failure modes have to be examined for the same reason:
Even if mode = 1 failures of components a and b do not cause the system to fail, still
(mode (a) ∈ {2, 3})∧ (mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}) failures of the same components may lead to
system failure.

case components a, b belong to UMP examine
1 a ∈ UMP ∧ b ∈ UMP mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} ∨ mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}
2 a ∈ UMP ∧ b /∈ UMP mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}
3 a /∈ UMP ∧ b ∈ UMP mode (a) ∈ {2, 3}
4 a /∈ UMP ∧ b /∈ UMP mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} ∧ mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}

Table 5.3: Dual failure combinations examined by method DMCIIB

If component a belongs to UMP and b does not (case 2), then all combinations of a with
mode (b) = 1 are omitted. The reason is that if component b did matter, then it would
belong to a minimal path, i. e. to UMP . Thus, mode = 1 failures of components “outside”
of UMP are excluded because the effects (vanishing of flow) do not tend to propagate and
to further degrade a system. The entry mode (b) ∈ {2, 3} in Table 5.3 indicates that dual
failures of (mode (a) ∈ {1, 2, 3})∧ (mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}), in so far as considered in the model,
are examined.
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The equivalent holds for case 3 that is the opposite of case 2.
If neither component belongs to UMP (case 4), combinations of mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} with
mode (b) ∈ {2, 3} are examined. All other, i. e. (mode (a) ∈ {1}) ∨ (mode (b) ∈ {1}) are
omitted, since the effects of mode = 1 failures “outside” of UMP do not tend to propagate.

5.2.5.4 Triple failures

The approach for triple failures is similar to that for dual failures. It depends on whether
all, some or none of the components a, b and c of a triple failure belong to UMP , as Table 5.4
indicates.

case components a, b, c belong to UMP examine

1 a ∈ UMP ∧ b ∈ UMP ∧ c ∈ UMP
mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} ∨mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}

∨mode (c) ∈ {2, 3}
2 a ∈ UMP ∧ b ∈ UMP ∧ c /∈ UMP mode (c) ∈ {2, 3}
3 a ∈ UMP ∧ b /∈ UMP ∧ c ∈ UMP mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}
4 a /∈ UMP ∧ b ∈ UMP ∧ c ∈ UMP mode (a) ∈ {2, 3}
5 a ∈ UMP ∧ b /∈ UMP ∧ c /∈ UMP mode (b) ∈ {2, 3} ∧mode (c) ∈ {2, 3}
6 a /∈ UMP ∧ b ∈ UMP ∧ c /∈ UMP mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} ∧mode (c) ∈ {2, 3}
7 a /∈ UMP ∧ b /∈ UMP ∧ c ∈ UMP mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} ∧mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}
8 a /∈ UMP ∧ b /∈ UMP ∧ c /∈ UMP

mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} ∧mode (b) ∈ {2, 3}
∧mode (c) ∈ {2, 3}

Table 5.4: Triple failure combinations examined by method DMCIIB

If a, b and c all belong to UMP (case 1), then the combination (mode (a) = 1)∧
∧ (mode (b) = 1) ∧ (mode (c) = 1) is omitted because it is covered by the minimal path set
detection. All other combinations of failure modes, in so far as considered in the model, have
to be examined due to the same reasons as described for dual failures.
If one of the components a, b and c does not belong to UMP , e. g. c /∈ UMP (case 2),
then all combinations of a, b with mode (c) = 1 are excluded. This is for same reason,
namely that the effects of mode = 1 failures “outside” of UMP do not tend to propagate.
The corresponding entry mode (c) ∈ {2, 3} in Table 5.4 indicates that triple failures of
(mode (a) ∈ {1, 2, 3}) ∧ (mode (b) ∈ {1, 2, 3}) ∧ (mode (c) ∈ {2, 3}) have to be examined.
The equivalent holds for cases 3 and 4.
Likewise, if two of the components a, b and c do not belong to UMP , e. g.
b /∈ UMP ∧ c /∈ UMP (case 5), then all combinations of a with mode (b) = 1 and mode (c) = 1
are omitted. Cases 6 and 7 are dealt with in the same manner.
Finally, if neither component belongs to UMP (case 8), then only combinations of
mode (a) ∈ {2, 3} with mode (b) ∈ {2, 3} and mode (c) ∈ {2, 3} are examined. All other,
i. e. (mode (a) ∈ {1}) ∨ (mode (b) ∈ {1}) ∨ (mode (c) ∈ {1}) are excluded.

5.2.5.5 Hydraulic failures

As described in subsection 2.3.1, mode = 1 failures of hydraulic components imply vanishing
of potential, other than mode = 1 failures of mechanical or electrical components that
imply vanishing of flow. The reason for this classification are the relations between the
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different physical domains (Table 2.4): Hydraulic pressure (potential) directly relates to
mechanical force or torque (flow) and electrical current (flow). Thus, by examination of
combinations of mode = 0 and mode = 1, DMP (or DMP-ST) has already considered effects
of hydraulic failures that are prone to propagate through a system. If a mode = 1 failure
of a hydraulic component would cause the system to fail, then the respective component
would be part of at least one minimal path (and of UMP ). The effects of mode = 2 failures
of hydraulic components (vanishing of flow) do not tend to propagate. Thus, if a hydraulic
component does not belong to UMP , a mode = 2 failure of it (single or in combination
with other failures) could be excluded from the examination, other than mode = 2 failures
of mechanical or electrical components. For the sake of simplicity, hydraulic failures are
currently not distinguished from others by method DMCIIB.

5.2.6 Example of state space generation

The establishing of a state space for minimal cut set detection is illustrated for the small
example system introduced in 5.2.3 (Figure 5.4). This exemplifies the omission of subset
cuts and some of the rules for exclusion of irrelevant failure combinations (see 5.2.5).
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1 0 x x x
2 1 1 1 x x x x
3 2 1 0 x x x
4 2 2 0 x x x
5 2 3 0 x x x
6 3 1 0 x x x
7 3 3 0 x x x
8 1 1 2 1 1 x x
9 1 1 2 2 1 x
10 1 1 2 3 1 x
11 1 1 3 1 1 x x
12 1 1 3 3 1 x
13 2 1 3 1 0 x x x x
14 2 1 3 3 0 x x
15 2 2 3 1 0 x x
16 2 2 3 3 2 x x x x
17 2 3 3 1 0 x x
18 2 3 3 3 0 x x x
19 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 x x
20 1 1 2 1 3 3 1 x
21 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 x
22 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 x
23 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 x
24 1 1 2 3 3 3 1 x

Table 5.5: State space established for minimal cut set detection of small example system
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Table 5.5 shows the state space, as it is established and examined by methods DMC I,
DMC IIA and DMCIIB, respectively. In addition, column DMP indicates those combinations
covered by the minimal path set detection conducted in advance of DMC IIB. The minimal
path set and minimal cut set is indicated in columns MP and MC.

Altogether, N0123 = 24 failure combinations cmb and the respective system status (column
FMsys) are listed in Table 5.5. The minimal path set detection covers 23 = 8 of them. Row 13
indicates the minimal path that consists of the single intact component 1.

Method DMCI examines all possible failure combinations (100%). DMC IIA examines every
failure combination that is no subset cut of the minimal cuts indicated in rows 2 and 16.
Rows 8 through 12 and rows 19 through 24 are omitted because they are subset cuts of
row 2. (Row 22 is also a subset cut of row 16.) Altogether, DMC IIA examines 13 in 24
failure combinations (54%).

In addition to omitting subset cuts (of row 2), method DMC IIB excludes irrelevant failure
combinations according to the rules described in 5.2.5. DMC IIB examines none of the
combinations covered by the minimal path set detection (column DMP), as explained. The
first minimal cut (row 2) is the transformed minimal path (row 13). Failures or failure
combinations of components that do not belong to UMP (component 1 in this case) are
relevant only if they are of mode ∈ {2, 3}. This leads to 5 in 24 combinations (21%) to be
examined.

The achievable reduction of the number of combinations depends on the system and analysed
scenario. This will be seen in section 6 that describes the detection of minimal cut sets for
a couple of larger, representative models of safety relevant aircraft systems.

5.2.7 System model simulation and result evaluation

After a state space (the set of failure combinations to be examined) is established by method
DMCI, IIA or IIB, the system model is simulated for every failure combination of the set.
This corresponds to step DMC.ii of Figure 5.2. By simulation of the model, those failure
combinations are determined that actually cause system failure. Every such combination is
stored in the output array MC (minimal cut set).

Failure combinations of the same order k (single, dual or triple) are simulated one after
another, as Figure 5.6 depicts. The entry of the flow chart is connected to the exit of
that depicted by Figure 5.3. If the result of the simulation is system failure (decision gate
DMC.15), the respective combination is stored in MC and the counter nc is increased (step
DMC.16). In addition, the system failure mode (systemStatus) is stored in the output
array FMsys (step DMC.17) for methods DMC I and IIA.

After completion of the simulations, counter k that denotes the order (single, dual or triple)
of failure combinations is increased. If k is equal to or less than three, the process returns to
step DMC.4 (Figure 5.3). Starting from there, failure combinations of order k are generated,
as described in 5.2.3. Otherwise, the minimal cut set detection is complete, and the process
ends after step DMC.21.

In case of method DMCI, subset cuts that do not cause the system failure mode to change
are removed (step DMC.iii in Figure 5.2) from array MC, as described in 5.2.4. Then, the
system failure probability is calculated from the detected minimal cut set (according to
inequality (5.6) in 5.1.5).
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Figure 5.6: Simulation of failure combinations and storing of detected minimal cuts

5.3 Common cause analysis

So far, this thesis has proposed methods for automated safety assessment. The methods are
based on a multi-domain object-oriented model implementation of the system under analysis.
It is important to note that any kind of model-based safety analysis, no matter what the
approach is, only can cover phenomena that are modelled.
Phenomena such as electro-magnetic interference, ingress of fluid, condensation, a local fire,
tyre burst, uncontained engine failure or malfunction of identical software in a multi-channel
system are not considered here, as is obvious from the modelling approach and perimeter
described in section 2. Capturing such phenomena would significantly increase the modelling
complexity and impair the simulation speed, which would render the proposed safety analysis
methods unfeasible.
The mentioned threats have the potential to instantly affect more than one channel or back-
up function of a safety critical system. Even though the design of such systems typically
makes use of redundancy, an assessment is required that no “single cause” or “common
point” events exist that could lead to system failure. Such events or threats are captured by
a common cause (or common mode) analysis, as described in subsection 1.2.4.
The occurrence of common cause failures cannot be predicted statistically. Rather, the com-
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mon cause analysis (CCA) is a means to identify specific dependencies of failures which
bypass or invalidate arguments of redundancy and independency. Therefore, it assists in
directing the designers towards strategies which prevent the possibility of such failures. Seg-
regation of redundant systems or channels and the use of dissimilar redundancy are adopted
for this purpose [45, 50, 60].

Figure 5.7: Concept of a zonal analysis for consideration of uncontained engine failures

Segregation aspects can be covered by extending a multi-domain object-oriented system
model with zone parameters. The parameters would represent the mounting locations (zonal
mapping) of components or subsystems in an aircraft. Then, the mode (intact or failed) of
each component can be set dependent on the respective zone parameter, to examine the
system level effects in the simulation if all components located in one or several zones fail.
Such a method is meaningful if computer-aided design (CAD) is used along with object-
oriented modelling and simulation. Figure 5.7 visualises this idea by the example of an
uncontained engine failure. In this example, the electric network model would be extended
with zone parameters (colour marks) to represent the routing of redundant electric feeders
in the underfloor compartment.
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6 Application of safety and reliability
analysis methods

The intent of this section is to substantiate the viability of the safety and reliability analysis
methods developed in sections 3, 4 and 5. Larger, representative models of aircraft systems
are implemented for this purpose, including the electric network, stabiliser trim system (see
subsections 2.4 and 2.5) and a rudder control and actuation system model. The results of
and the computing effort involved with the detection of the minimal path set and minimal
cut set of these systems are illustrated and discussed. A study on the relation between
safety and reliability is included as well. The objective is to demonstrate the viability of the
methods by means of realistic example, rather than proposed trade-offs or further optimised
system designs.
Detected minimal paths and minimal cuts are visualised in the respective model diagrams
in order to illustrate the most important conditions leading to functioning or failure of a
system. Because the sheer number of minimal paths np or minimal cuts nc is too large, in
most cases the results cannot be shown completely.
Probabilities are calculated with respect to system safety Fsys (t) and operational reliability
Fop (t) for a flight time of t = 1 fh using failure rate data from Table B.1. In general, the
failure probabilities computed from the minimal cut set Fsys,MC (t) are slightly higher (worse)
than those computed from the minimal path set Fsys,MP (t) of a system; typically, this is due
to a consideration of more component failure modes. If two or three different failure modes
are considered at system level (analyses in subsections 6.2 and 6.3), the respective system
failure probabilities and also the total (summed) system failure probability are stated.
In terms of computing effort, nsim denotes the number of simulations for minimal path set or
minimal cut set detection; n1, n2 and n3 are those related to detecting minimal cuts of 1st,
2nd and 3rd order. nSTp denotes the number of S-T paths found by the depth-first search
(see 3.3.3).

6.1 Aircraft electric network

The safety of the electric network is analysed concerning the following three scenarios
• ACBus1 ∨ ACBus2 ∨ ACESSBus energised
• DCBus1 energised
• DCBus1 ∨ DCBus2 ∨ DCESSBus energised

by the DMP-ST method (see 3.3) and for the respective negations, as explained in 5.1.1,
• ACBus1 ∧ ACBus2 ∧ ACESSBus fail (also called “loss of all AC busbars”)
• DCBus1 fails
• DCBus1 ∧ DCBus2 ∧ DCESSBus fail (also called “loss of all DC busbars”)
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by the DMC methods. This is done for three dispatch conditions (fully intact, one generator
failed, one generator and one transformer rectifier failed). As long as the safety objectives are
met, permitting degradation at dispatch is a means of increasing the operational reliability
of the electric network. The safety objectives are defined in Table 1.1.
At system level, operation or failure are distinguished, i. e. FMsys ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, methods
DMC I, IIA and IIB compute identical results for each scenario. Subsection 2.5.3 describes
how the system status (operative or failed) is identified from a simulation result based on
a logical combination of busbar status signals. At component level, mode ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} is
considered, as applicable.
The operational reliability analysis includes all components, except the engines and ground
power unit (GPU) as they do not belong to the electric network of the aircraft.

6.1.1 Electric network dispatched fully intact

It is assumed that all electric network components are required intact at time of dispatch.

6.1.1.1 Safety analysis

Minimal path set The number of minimal paths np and system failure probability Fsys

are summarised in Table 6.1 for the three scenarios. The results indicate that the electric
network has multiple redundancy for energising at least one in three AC busbars or one in
three DC busbars. Less redundancy exists for a single busbar (DCBus1), indicated by the
smaller number of minimal paths and the higher failure probability.

scenario nSTp nsim np Fsys,MP (1 fh)

ACBus1 ∨ ACBus2 ∨ ACESSBus energised 386 3279 38 < 10−16

DCBus1 energised 156 156 6 1.16 · 10−7
DCBus1 ∨ DCBus2 ∨ DCESSBus energised 447 4511 144 7.8 · 10−16

Table 6.1: Results of minimal path set detection - electric network dispatched fully intact

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.1: Three of six minimal paths (two from each main generator via TR1 and TR2,
respectively) for “DCBus1 energised” - electric network dispatched fully intact
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The corresponding graph has 91 nodes (including nr = 49 that can fail, as well as 42 non-
failing or auxiliary nodes) and 98 edges; thus, its density is d = 0.024 (see equation (3.1)).
The effort nsim correlates with the number of S-T paths nSTp and their unions (see 3.3.4);
it is low despite of the full size of the “0-1” state space that is 2nr = 249 = 5.63 · 1014 for
detection by “brute force”.
Some of the minimal paths are visualised in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Those network components
that belong to a minimal path appear in green, others appear in grey. In terms of “DCBus1
energised”, the corresponding region of minimal paths UMP includes the non-essential AC
and DC parts of the electric network. For “ACBus1 ∨ ACBus2 ∨ ACESSBus energised”,
UMP is shown in Figure 5.5.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6.2: Six of 38 minimal paths for “ACBus1 ∨ ACBus2 ∨ ACESSBus energised” - electric
network dispatched fully intact

Minimal cut set The summary in Table 6.2 indicates that, because of the redundancy of
the electric network, no 1st- or 2nd-order minimal cut occurs for “loss of all AC busbars” or
“loss of all DC busbars”. In terms of computing effort nsim, only method DMCIIB achieves a
reduction to 61% or 36% of all failure combinations. The effort is lower for analysis of “loss
of all AC busbars”, because most of the DC portion of the electric network does not belong
to any related minimal path; thus, failure combinations that involve mode = 1 (O/C) of any
of these components are omitted.
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scenario DMC nsim nc, (nceqv) Fsys,MC (1 fh)
n1 n2 n3 % 1st 2nd 3rd

ACBus1 ∧ I 83 3369 89127 100
3.0 · 10−15ACBus2 ∧ IIA 83 3369 89127 100 41

ACESSBus fail IIB 34 1462 32062 36 (1)1

I 83 3369 89127 100
2.19 · 10−7DCBus1 fails IIA 83 3207 79145 89 2 56 615

IIB 34 1304 24110 27 (1) (21) (136)
DCBus1 ∧ I 83 3369 89127 100

9.2 · 10−14DCBus2 ∧ IIA 83 3369 89127 100 159
DCESSBus fail IIB 34 1927 54679 61 (16)

Table 6.2: Results of minimal cut set detection - electric network dispatched fully intact

Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3 show some of the 41 minimal cuts of 3rd order and probabilities
FMC (t) for “loss of all AC busbars”. Those components that belong to a minimal cut are
encircled and appear in red; those components still energised appear in green; inactive (but
intact) components appear in grey. The table uses the notation of equation (5.13).

Fig. 6.3 cmb[1] cmb[2] cmb[3] cmb[4] cmb[5] cmb[6] FMC (1 fh)
(a) Feeder1 2 ACEssC2 3 Feeder2 2 7 · 10−16
(b) Feeder1 2 ACESSBus 1 Feeder2 2 1 · 10−17
(c) Feeder1 2 ACEssC1 3 ACBus2 2 7 · 10−18

ACBus1 1 ACBus2 1 ACESSBus 1 1 · 10−21

Table 6.3: Four of 41 minimal cuts for “loss of all AC busbars” - dispatched fully intact

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.3: Three of 41 minimal cuts for “loss of all AC busbars” - dispatched fully intact

Less redundancy exists in terms of “DCBus1 fails”, evident from the occurrence of 1st- and
2nd-order minimal cuts. Some of the 673 minimal cuts and probabilities are indicated in
Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4. The minimal cuts (e) and (f) involve mode = 2 (S/C) or mode = 3

1Equivalent minimal cuts MCeqv transformed from the minimal path set (refer to subsection 5.1.2) are
marked by parentheses. In this particular case, 1 in 41 is a transformed minimal cut of 3rd order.
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(inadvertent activation) failures of components that do not belong to any of the related
minimal paths (cases 2 and 5 of Table 5.4). As effort is concerned, 89% of all failure combi-
nations remained to be examined by method DMCIIA. Many more irrelevant combinations
are omitted by method DMCIIB.

Fig. 6.4 cmb[1] cmb[2] cmb[3] cmb[4] cmb[5] cmb[6] FMC (1 fh)
(a) TR1 1 TR2 1 4.9 · 10−9
(b) TR1 1 DCTC1 1 2.1 · 10−9
(c) Feeder1 2 TR2 1 7 · 10−10

G1 1 G2 1 APU 1 1 · 10−12
(d) G2 1 TR1 1 BTC2 1 2.1 · 10−13
(e) GLC1 1 DCTC1 1 Feeder4 2 9 · 10−15
(f) TR1 1 BATC2 3 HotBus2 2 4.9 · 10−17

Table 6.4: Seven of 673 minimal cuts for “DCBus1 fails” - dispatched fully intact

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6.4: Six of 673 minimal cuts for “DCBus1 fails” - dispatched fully intact

It is also possible to detect the minimal cut sets for the three scenarios in just one run of
method DMC I examining all N0123 = 1 + N1 + N2 + N3 = 92580, equation (5.9), failure
combinations. However, if one or two scenarios are of interest it is more efficient to use
method DMCIIB.
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6.1.1.2 Operational reliability analysis

Because all components are required intact for dispatch, this condition is represented by
a single minimal path (np = 1) according to equation (4.4). The failure probability is
computed as Fop (1 fh) = 0.001580 using the same method - equation (3.3) - as for the safety
analysis. Thus, the electric network is unavailable for 16 in 10000 flights, after a one-hour
flight.

6.1.2 Dispatch with a failed generator

It is assumed that one of the three main generators of the electric network, GEN1, GEN2
or APUGEN, is permitted to have failed at dispatch. The safety is analysed for dispatch
with a failed APUGEN. A safety analysis for dispatch with a failed GEN1 or GEN2 will
give the same results, since the failure probabilities of the three main generator channels are
assumed as identical.

6.1.2.1 Safety analysis

Minimal path set Those minimal paths that include the APUGEN are not effective: (b)
in Figure 6.1, (d) and (e) in Figure 6.2. Thus, the system failure probabilities are slightly
higher for each scenario.

scenario nSTp nsim np Fsys,MP (1 fh)

ACBus1 ∨ ACBus2 ∨ ACESSBus energised 338 1622 20 6.5 · 10−13
DCBus1 energised 136 136 4 1.48 · 10−7

DCBus1 ∨ DCBus2 ∨ DCESSBus energised 384 2338 86 9.8 · 10−15

Table 6.5: Results of minimal path set detection - dispatch with failed APUGEN

Minimal cut set Compared to the “dispatched fully intact” case, more minimal cuts occur
for “loss of all AC busbars” or “loss of all DC busbars”, and, as Table 6.6 indicates, the system
failure probabilities are higher (though absolute values remain very low). All of the minimal
cuts listed in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3 occur as well. No minimal cut of 2nd or 1st order

scenario DMC nsim nc, (nceqv) Fsys,MC (1 fh)
n1 n2 n3 % 1st 2nd 3rd

ACBus1 ∧ I 83 3369 89127 100
8.2 · 10−13ACBus2 ∧ IIA 83 3369 89127 100 225

ACESSBus fail IIB 34 1328 26664 30 (25)
I 83 3369 89127 100

2.52 · 10−7DCBus1 fails IIA 83 3207 76399 86 2 90 415
IIB 34 1174 18148 21 (1) (45) (64)

DCBus1 ∧ I 83 3369 89127 100
3.3 · 10−13DCBus2 ∧ IIA 83 3369 89127 100 267

DCESSBus fail IIB 34 1793 47458 53 (40)

Table 6.6: Results of minimal cut set detection - dispatch with failed APUGEN
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exists, because more than two ways (and more than two sources) still remain that energise
at least one in three AC or DC busbars. Since no 1st- or 2nd-order minimal cut occurs, only
method DMCIIB saves effort by excluding most of the failure combinations. Three of 225
minimal cuts are indicated in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.5.

Fig. 6.5 cmb[1] cmb[2] cmb[3] cmb[4] cmb[5] cmb[6] FMC (1 fh)
(a) G2 1 Feeder1 2 ACEssC1 3 7 · 10−15
(b) G1 1 G2 1 ACESSBus 1 1 · 10−15
(c) Engine1 1 ACESSBus 1 Feeder2 1 6 · 10−17

Table 6.7: Three of 225 minimal cuts for “loss of all AC busbars” - APUGEN failed

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.5: Three of 225 minimal cuts for “loss of all AC busbars” - APUGEN failed

In the case of “loss of DCBus1”, more 2nd-order minimal cuts occur than in the “dispatched
fully intact” case, and the system failure probability is correspondingly higher. All of the
minimal cuts indicated in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4 occur as well. Accordingly, due to the
larger number of 2nd-order minimal cuts, fewer of 3rd order exist. Table 6.8 and Figure 6.6
indicate three of these.

Fig. 6.6 cmb[1] cmb[2] cmb[3] cmb[4] cmb[5] cmb[6] FMC (1 fh)
(a) G1 1 G2 1 1 · 10−8
(b) G1 1 ACBus2 1 1 · 10−11
(c) G2 1 TR1 1 BTC1 1 2.1 · 10−13

Table 6.8: Three of 507 minimal cuts for “loss of DCBus1” - APUGEN failed

6.1.2.2 Operational reliability analysis

If one of the three main generator channels is permitted to have failed at dispatch, this con-
dition is represented by np = 3 minimal paths and Fop (1 fh) = 0.001030. The unavailability
of the electric network is thus reduced from 16 to 10 in 10000 flights.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.6: Three of 507 minimal cuts for “loss of DCBus1” - APUGEN failed

6.1.3 Dispatch with a failed generator and transformer rectifier

Here, it is assumed that one of three main generators and one of three transformer rectifiers
(TRs) are permitted to have failed. Safety is investigated for dispatching with a failed
APUGEN and TR1. The analysis for any combination of a failed generator (GEN1, GEN2
or APUGEN) with a failed TR (TR1, TR2 or EssTR) would give similar results.

6.1.3.1 Safety analysis

Minimal path set The additional failure of TR1 does not deteriorate the safety in terms of
energising at least one AC busbar, as is clear from a comparison of Table 6.9 with Table 6.5.
Fewer minimal paths exist for the DC busbars due to the additional failure of TR1. Because
the single DCBus1 can now be energised only via TR2, the failure probability is increased
by three orders of magnitude. The same holds for the “loss of all DC busbars”.

scenario nSTp nsim np Fsys,MP (1 fh)

ACBus1 ∨ ACBus2 ∨ ACESSBus energised 166 575 20 6.5 · 10−13
DCBus1 energised 74 74 2 1.60 · 10−4

DCBus1 ∨ DCBus2 ∨ DCESSBus energised 195 517 37 1.0 · 10−11

Table 6.9: Results of minimal path set detection - dispatch with failed APUGEN + TR1

Minimal cut set The same conclusions are drawn from the results of the minimal cut set
detection listed in Table 6.10. In the case of “loss of all DC busbars”, the failure probability
is close to but still below the acceptable risk of 10−9 1/fh.

6.1.3.2 Operational reliability analysis

When one of three main generator channels and also one of three transformer rectifiers are
permitted to have failed at dispatch, the result is np = 9 minimal paths and a further
reduction in unavailability Fop (1 fh) = 0.000731 which is equivalent to 7 in 10000 flights.
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scenario DMC nsim nc, (nceqv) Fsys,MC (1 fh)
n1 n2 n3 % 1st 2nd 3rd

ACBus1 ∧ I 83 3369 89127 100
8.2 · 10−13ACBus2 ∧ IIA 83 3369 89127 100 225

ACESSBus fail IIB 34 1328 26664 30 (25)
I 83 3369 89127 100

1.79 · 10−4DCBus1 fails IIA 83 2459 51458 58 14 60 41
IIB 34 884 7130 12 (8) (28)

DCBus1 ∧ I 83 3369 89127 100
8.6 · 10−10DCBus2 ∧ IIA 83 3369 87105 98 27 461

DCESSBus fail IIB 34 1726 42593 48 (4) (36)

Table 6.10: Results of minimal cut set detection - dispatch with failed APUGEN and TR1

6.1.4 Summary

To summarise the analysis results, Figure 6.7 visualises the safety versus operational reli-
ability (unavailability) of the electric network dependent on the dispatch condition. Cases
(a), (b) and (c) denote “dispatched fully intact”, “dispatch with a failed generator” and “dis-
patch with a failed generator and transformer rectifier”, respectively. In terms of safety, the
failure probabilities computed from minimal cut sets are plotted since these are the more
conservative. The chart shows that the safety objective for scenario “loss of all DC bus-
bars” (extremely improbable) is fulfilled with almost no margin in case (c). It is clear that
additional failures cannot be permitted for dispatch.

Figure 6.7: Safety versus operational reliability of electric network

In terms of computing effort, in most cases method DMCIIA does not reduce or only
marginally reduces the number of simulations. The reason is that only subset cuts are
excluded. If no or only a few minimal cuts of 1st or 2nd order occur, then no or almost
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no dual and triple failures can be excluded. DMC IIB reduces the effort significantly, the
saving dependent on how many system components belong to the region of minimal paths
UMP , which in turn is dependent on the analysis scenario. The greatest saving occurs if
UMP covers only a small part of the electric network, e. g. in case of the analysis of a single
busbar. Even if every system component belongs to UMP , as in the case of analysing “loss
of all DC busbars”, the effort is still reduced to about half of the full state space.

6.2 Stabiliser trim system

The safety analysis of the stabiliser trim system (see 2.4) examines whether the surface
motion follows the command, dependent on the state (intact or failed) of its components.
To this end, the model is simulated for a step-shaped rate command (up for 2 s, stop for
1 s, down for 2 s, see 2.4.3). The systemStatus output FMsys (equation (2.30)) indicates
whether the system operates as intended or if it fails. The results of the analysis lead to an
improvement of the system design, in order to comply with the safety objectives.

6.2.1 Safety analysis

The system design must fulfill the following two safety objectives (see 2.4.1):
• loss of operation < 10−5 1/fh (remote),
• uncommanded motion < 10−9 1/fh (extremely improbable).

Minimal path set

Method DMP is used for detection. The np = 2 minimal paths indicated in Figure 6.8 relate
to system operation, also known as “motion follows command”. (The model is arranged so
that all components appear on one level, whereas Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show the hierarchy
of the model.) Both power-off brakes (POB) belong to each minimal path, since the actuator
can drive or hold the surface only if both brakes work correctly.

Figure 6.8: Minimal path set of the stabiliser trim system
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The calculated failure probability Fsys,MP (1 fh) = 1.204 · 10−4 indicates that the safety
objective for “loss of operation” is not fulfilled. No statement can be made for the other
safety objective, since it cannot be investigated by a minimal path set analysis.
The following summarises the number of simulations nsim required. (Detection by “brute
force” was actually not conducted.) A comparison shows the advantage of method DMP
over the mere exploitation of system “monotony only”. DMP saves effort due to the low
density d = 0.080 (see equation (3.1)) of the corresponding graph. The graph has 41 nodes
(including nr = 27 that can fail, as well as 14 non-failing or auxiliary nodes) and 66 edges.

brute force monotony only DMP
nsim 227 = 1.34 · 108 1113 333

Minimal cut set

Aminimal cut set analysis can investigate both safety objectives: “loss of operation” (FMsys =
1), and “uncommanded motion” (FMsys = 3) which covers disconnection or a powered run-
away of the stabiliser. The analysis results are summarised in Table 6.11. The numbers of
minimal cuts and system failure probabilities that correspond to the two failure modes are
listed in separate columns of the table, as indicated.

DMC nsim nc, (nceqv) Fsys,MC (1 fh) · 10−7
n1 n2 n3 % 1st 2 2nd 3rd FMsys = 1 FMsys = 3 total

I 42 846 10880 100 11 4 145 7 78 1484 2.411 1487
IIA 42 319 603 8.2 11 4 145 5 1484 2.410 1487

IIB 15 166 435 5.2 15 150 1487(9) (81)

Table 6.11: Results of minimal cut set detection of stabiliser trim system

It is obvious from the analysis result of method DMCIIA or DMC I that neither safety
objective is fulfilled: the failure probability is about 1.5 · 10−4 1/fh for “loss of operation”,
whereas it should be < 10−5 1/fh. In terms of “uncommanded motion”, the failure probability
of 2.4 · 10−7 1/fh far exceeds the 10−9 1/fh objective. Also, it is inadmissible that single failures
(four detected) have catastrophic effects.
The difference in total system failure probability computed from the minimal path set and
minimal cut set is explained by some of the minimal cuts listed in Table 6.12. In gen-
eral, a minimal path set analysis covers mode 0 and 1 (see subsection 2.3.1, table 2.2 and
appendix A.2). Component failures of mode 2 or 3, such as indicated in Table 6.12 (b),
(c), (g), (h), (i) or (j), are neglected. Only a minimal cut set analysis covers mode 2
or 3 failures, as explained. Thus, the difference in total system failure probability of
Fsys,MC − Fsys,MP = (1.487 · 10−4 − 1.204 · 10−4) 1/fh ≈ 2.8 · 10−5 1/fh is due mostly to the
1st-order minimal cut (b) and three similar cuts (stuck closed trim switches) not listed in
the table. Each has a probability of 7 · 10−6 1/fh. The contribution of further minimal cuts,
such as (c), (g), (h), (i) or (j) to the difference is much smaller (in the order of 10−7 1/fh).
The minimal cuts listed in Table 6.12 should also lead to improvement of the system design.
Minimal cuts (a) and (b) denote single trim switch failures, either O/C or (inadvertent) stuck

2 First column FMsys=1, second column FMsys=3.
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closed. Either failure is detected by the control computers which leads to shut-down of both
channels, and thus loss of system operation. (d) denotes a brake (POB2) failure that causes
the stabiliser surface to become disconnected. Three other single mechanical disconnection
failures (not listed in the table) have the same effect. The stabiliser is disconnected as well if
a control computer malfunction (loss of failure detection) occurs in combination with a wire
failure in the same channel, e. g. (g). In this case, a motion command causes release of POB1,
but due to the failed WireV1p Valve1 is not activated, so no torque is generated by Motor1.
False stabiliser motion occurs but remains undetected due to the malfunction of Computer1.
The listed 3rd-order minimal cut (j) is of the same kind, whereas the failures occur in channel 2
after channel 1 has reverted to the standby mode. (h) denotes a powered runaway caused
by two inadvertently stuck trim switches (Down1 and Down2). This actually occurs only
if the switches become stuck nearly simultaneously within the 1 s latency (equation (2.26)).
Subsequently, inconsistent trim switch signals lead to shut-down of the system. The same
holds for switches Up1 and Up2 (not listed). The safety analysis is very conservative in this
respect, but the results are indicated nevertheless.

Fig. 6.9 cm
b[
1]

cm
b[
2]

cm
b[
3]

cm
b[
4]

cm
b[
5]

cm
b[
6]

FMsys FMC (1 fh)
(a) Down1 1 1 3 · 10−5
(b) Down1 3 1 7 · 10−6

(c) Planetary 2 1 1 · 10−7Gear
(d) POB2 1 3 6 · 10−8
(e) Pressure1 1 WireB2n 1 1 2 · 10−9
(f) Motor1 1 WireV2p 1 1 1 · 10−9
(g) Computer1 2 WireV1p 1 3 1 · 10−10
(h) Down1 3 Down2 3 3 4.9 · 10−11
(i) Valve1 3 DC2 1 1 1 · 10−11
(j) Motor1 1 WireV2p 1 Computer2 2 3 5 · 10−15

Table 6.12: Ten of 245 minimal cuts of the stabiliser trim system

Figure 6.9 shows some of the minimal cuts. Intact components (active or passive not distin-
guished) appear in green; failed components appear in red and are encircled.
To fulfill the safety objectives, the system design must be improved in order to counter the
following conditions: no single electrical failure, such as (a) or (b), should cause loss of system
operation; nor should any single (d) or dual failure (g) cause uncommanded motion (except
for a simultaneous failure of two trim switches, as discussed). Accordingly, a modification of
the system design is described and analysed in the next subsection.
The results of methods DMC I and DMC IIA differ marginally in terms of system failure
probability and number of 1st- or 2nd-order minimal cuts. The reason is that two 2nd-order
subset cuts exist that cause the system failure mode to change, as explained in subsec-
tion 5.1.4. Subset cuts are not detected by methods DMC IIA or IIB, but all other 150
minimal cuts of 2nd order are issued. The 3rd-order minimal cuts (very low probability)
detected by DMCI are all subset cuts. Table 6.12 lists two subset cuts: (h), a subset cut of
(b), and (j), a subset cut of (f).
The failure conditions that require improvement of the system design become apparent from
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the result of method DMCIIA, even though it is not fully complete when compared to that
of DMC I. The results of methods DMC IIA and IIB are identical in terms of number of
minimal cuts and failure probability, but only DMC IIA distinguishes the different system
failure modes. It is thus meaningful to use method DMCIIA for this example, as it requires
considerably less computing effort than method DMCI.
For a premature system design, as analysed here, failure conditions that require improvement
of the design are revealed already by merely examining single and dual failures. This requires
relatively little effort. Once the design problems have been solved, it is meaningful to also
examine triple failures.

(a), (b) (c) (d)

(e) (g) (j)

Figure 6.9: Seven of 245 minimal cuts of the stabiliser trim system

6.2.2 Safety of improved system design

The stabiliser trim system design is improved as shown in Figure 6.10 in order to fulfill the
safety objectives. This is verified by analysis.
Introducing additional trim switches prevents a single failure of any of them from affecting
both channels. A mechanical irreversible device, a so called no-back, is inserted between
the reduction spur gear and the ballscrew to prevent a single mechanical failure or any dual
failures from leading to a disconnected stabiliser surface. A no-back can be driven only
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from the input (motor) side, but not be backdriven from the output side (ballscrew and
stabiliser surface). Refer to [66] for more detail. This no-back is typical of a fail-safe design.
Any no-back failure causes jamming, which has the same effect as the jamming of a gear or
ballscrew.

Figure 6.10: Improved design of stabiliser trim system

Minimal path set

The DMPmethod identifies np = 4minimal paths, three of which are depicted in Figure 6.11.
The trim switches are no longer shared by the two channels of the system, as (a) and (b)
indicate. The brake (POB) of each channel must be intact, i. e. not failed disconnected, in
order for the system to be able to drive the surface. Two minimal paths exist that execute
the up-command by one channel, and the down-command by the other channel. One of these
is indicated by (c). Since they include all components, except two pairs of trim switches,
their contribution to the probability of system operation is low. Here, they are identified
and shown for completeness.

Figure 6.11: Three of four minimal paths of the improved stabiliser trim system

The failure probability is Fsys,MP (1 fh) = 6.54 ·10−7, so the safety objective for “loss of oper-
ation” (< 10−5 1/fh) is clearly fulfilled. Minimal cut set detection will clarify if the objective
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for “uncommanded motion” is also fulfilled.
The required computing effort is as follows (“brute force” was not performed):

brute force monotony only DMP
nsim 232 = 4.29 · 109 16568 903

Compared to evaluating the system “monotony only”, it shows again that method DMP
works well for low density graphs. In this case, the graph has 73 edges and 48 nodes, of
which nr = 32 can fail, hence its density is d = 0.065.

Minimal cut set

Table 6.13 summarises the results of the minimal cut set detection. The failure probabilities
are Fsys, 1,MC (1 fh) = 8.808 · 10−7 for “loss of operation” and Fsys, 3,MC (1 fh) = 1.5 · 10−10
for “uncommanded motion”. No single failure causes uncommanded motion. It is therefore
confirmed that both safety objectives are fulfilled.

DMC nsim nc, (nceqv) Fsys,MC (1 fh) · 10−9
n1 n2 n3 % 1st 2nd 3rd FMsys = 1 FMsys = 3 total

I 50 1206 18688 100 8 364 4 40 880.8 0.15 881.0
IIA 50 847 2599 18 8 364 4 3 880.8 0.15 881.0

IIB 19 522 2045 13 8 368 3 881.0(6) (161)

Table 6.13: Results of minimal cut set detection of improved stabiliser trim system

Again, different total system failure probabilities are computed from the minimal path
set and minimal cut set. This is due to the consideration of mode 2 or 3 failures by a
minimal cut set analysis, as explained in 6.2.1. The difference of Fsys,MC − Fsys,MP =
(8.81 · 10−7 − 6.54 · 10−7) 1/fh ≈ 2 · 10−7 1/fh is mostly caused by jamming failures (mode 2)
of gears, such as (a). Nine of the 416 detected minimal cuts are listed in Table 6.14.

cmb[1] cmb[2] cmb[3] cmb[4] cmb[5] cmb[6] FMsys FMC (1 fh)

(a) Planetary 2 1 1 · 10−7Gear
(b) POB1 1 1 6 · 10−8
(c) Pressure1 1 Pressure2 1 1 1 · 10−8
(d) Pressure1 1 WireB2n 1 1 2 · 10−9
(e) Motor1 1 WireV2p 1 1 1 · 10−9
(f) Up11 1 Up21 1 1 9 · 10−10
(g) Down11 3 Down12 3 3 4.9 · 10−11
(h) Valve1 3 DC2 1 1 1 · 10−11
(i) Computer1 1 Up21 3 Up22 3 3 4.9 · 10−15

Table 6.14: Nine of 416 minimal cuts of improved stabiliser trim system

Table 6.14 also indicates that no single electrical or hydraulic fault causes system failure.
Mechanical jamming or disconnection, e. g. of a POB (b), leads to loss of system operation,
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but the stabiliser surface does not become disconnected. Most of the dual failures (electrical
+ electrical, hydraulic + electrical, hydraulic + hydraulic) of channel 1 and 2 cause loss of
operation. There are only a few cases - simultaneously stuck closed trim switches (g) - that
could lead to uncommanded motion, as discussed in subsection 6.2.1. The single indicated
triple failure (i) is of the same kind, in this instance caused by the trim switches of channel 2
after channel 1 has failed inoperative.
In terms of 1st- and 2nd-order minimal cuts and system failure probability, the result of
method DMCIIA is identical with that of DMC I. Due to the exclusion of subset cuts, fewer
3rd-order minimal cuts are issued by DMCIIA and IIB. The computing effort of DMC IIA
is again significantly less than that of DMC I. Method DMCIIB rarely reduces the effort
further in this case, due to the relatively large number of 2nd-order minimal cuts that occur
for the stabiliser trim system.
Finally after a system design has converged in a solution that apparently fulfills the safety
objectives, analysing it once by method DMCI for double-checking can be meaningful.

6.3 Rudder control and actuation system

A two-channel fly-by-wire control and actuation of a rudder surface is used as another exam-
ple of a safety relevant aircraft system. The purpose of this additional example is to confirm
the viability of the detection methods, particularly DMP, for a graph that is twice as large as
the previous example (see 6.2.2). The effort will reach the practicability limit for execution
on a standard computer (circa 2015). Compared to DMP, detecting the minimal path set
by a sole evaluation of system monotony becomes unfeasible.

6.3.1 System description

Figure 6.12 shows the two-channel rudder control and actuation system. The image is
actually the diagram view of the implemented system model. The different physical domains
are marked by the legend in the lower right corner. The system architecture is deduced
from a corresponding three-channel system. Three-channel control systems of this kind are
described by various references, such as [4], [14] and [22].
Each of the two channels comprises an analogue part that performs basic position control
of the rudder surface. This basic analogue control (called “direct mode”) is enhanced by a
digital part of the system that augments flying quality and stability by using sensor signals
such as airspeed or lateral acceleration in the surface position demand computation. If the
digital part fails or if the data are invalid in both channels, the system then reverts from the
“augmented mode” to the “direct mode”. The aircraft is still safe to fly, and it can land in
this condition. Each of the two system channels is capable of controlling the rudder on its
own. Both channels are active by default. In the event of failure of a channel, that channel’s
actuator reverts to a damping mode which prevents flutter of the surface.
Basic analogue (direct mode) position control of the rudder is performed by so called Actuator
Control Electronic units (ACE1, 2) that sense the position demand from an associated pedal
position transducer (P1, 2). Each ACE operates an analogously signalled hydraulic actuator
connected to a hydraulic supply and return (Pressure1, 2, Tank1, 2). An actuator consists of
a servo valve, a mode valve, a damper orifice, two pressure relief valves (PRVa, b), a double-
acting cylinder and a position sensor, as depicted in Figure 6.13. The servo-loop is closed in
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Figure 6.12: Two-channel rudder control and actuation system model
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each ACE by feedback of the sensed position from the respective actuator. The ACEs and
other control units (ADIRUs, PFCs) are connected to DC power sources (busbars).

Figure 6.13: Hydraulic actuator model

For operation in augmented mode, the respective pedal transducer signal is transmitted by
each ACE onto the associated digital databus. Each Primary Flight Computer (PFC1, 2)
receives both transducer signals via the two databuses, as well as airspeed and other data
from the Air Data and Inertial Reference Units (ADIRU1, 2). Each databus is maintained
by a Data Bus Terminal Unit (DBTU1, 2). The PFCs select one of the received valid signals
according to voting rules described in [39] and then compute a rudder position demand
from the voted signals. In doing so, the airspeed is used to adapt the ratio of the rudder
versus pedal deflection (variable gain), such that the rudder is deflected less with increasing
airspeed. Next, each PFC transmits the rudder position demand on the associated databus.
Eventually, each ACE selects (by voting) one of the position demand signals received via the
databuses in order to control the motion of the rudder.
The model implementation reflects the described functioning of the system. The physical
modelling detail is comparable to that of the stabiliser trim system described in subsec-
tions 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. As the figures indicate, the hydro-mechanical modelling considers
hydraulic and structural stiffness, damping and inertia. The discrete characteristic (cycle
time) of the digital system part is approximated by continuously modelled delays. The sys-
tem model is thus suitable not only for safety assessment but also for performance or design
parameter studies.
For the safety analyses, the system model is simulated with a sinusodial rudder position
demand (±50% of full stroke, period of 4 s). As generally described in subsection 2.2.2,
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whether the system operates correctly or fails is decided by a comparison of the “pos_dmd”
with the actual “position” (upper left and lower right corner in Figure 6.12).

6.3.2 Safety analysis

The safety analyses are conducted for the augmented mode. The following three system
failure modes are distinguished:

FMsys =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0

1

2

3

surface motion follows demands
loss of operation

loss of augmented mode
uncommanded motion

(6.1)

The system operates as intended if the “surface motion follows demands”. “Loss of operation”
denotes insufficient or absence of active motion of the rudder. “Loss of augmented mode”
means that the system reverts to the direct mode. At higher airspeed, this can lead to larger
deflection angles of the rudder than intended (due to the lost gain scaling by airspeed) but
the motion of the rudder still follows the demand. Motion of the rudder when it is not
commanded, or motion in the opposite direction than commanded is covered by the third
failure mode “uncommanded motion”.
The following safety objectives are assumed for the system:

• loss of operation < 10−5 1/fh (remote),
• loss of augmented mode < 10−5 1/fh (remote),
• uncommanded motion < 10−9 1/fh (extremely improbable).

Minimal path set

The analysis distinguishes “motion follows demands” (FMsys = 0) from any kind of system
failure (FMsys > 0). If the system was rated as operational also in the event of “loss
of augmented mode”, then the result would be that the digital part of the system is not
required. Rather, the detected minimal path set would reflect operation in direct mode.
Thus, “loss of augmented mode” is rated as the same as complete “loss of operation”, even
though this is very conservative.

Figure 6.14: Two of 16 minimal paths of the rudder control and actuation system

Method DMP detects np = 16 minimal paths. Two of these are depicted in Figure 6.14.
(a) reflects system operation on channel 1. (b) indicates that pedal position sensing, signal
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transmission and rudder position demand computation are performed by channel 2. ACE1
uses this position demand received via databus2 to control the motion of the rudder.
The failure probability is Fsys,MP (1 fh) = 4.26 · 10−7. Hence, the system design complies
with the presumed safety objectives that “loss of operation” or “loss of augmented mode” be
remote. Minimal cut set detection will identify the level of safety in terms of “uncommanded
motion”.
The system graph consists of 132 edges and 101 nodes (including nr = 36 that can fail and
65 non-failing or auxiliary nodes). Its density is d = 0.026. The numbers of simulations nsim

required for detection are as follows:

brute force monotony only DMP
nsim 236 = 6.87 · 1010 1190071 132136

Detection by evaluating system “monotony only” and by method DMP was actually con-
ducted on a standard computer (circa 2015) with 8 processors. Each of the 132136 simula-
tions required by DMP took 0.5 s of time; hence, the entire detection process was complete
after about 2 h 30min. On the one hand, by this example we see that the practicability limit
of the method is reached; on the other hand, the advantage of DMP over “monotony only”
that took about 21 h for completion is clear.

Minimal cut set

The numbers of detected minimal cuts and failure probabilities are summarised in Table 6.15.
They are listed in separate columns that correspond to the three system failure modes defined
by equation (6.1).

DMC nsim nc, (nceqv)
n1 n2 n3 % 1st 3 2nd 3rd

I 55 1413 23868 100 12 90 89 86 40 6 44
IIA 55 855 6446 29 12 90 64

IIB 19 225 3108 13 12 154
(148)

DMC Fsys,MC (1 fh)
FMsys = 1 FMsys = 2 FMsys = 3 total

I 1.163 · 10−6 2.83 · 10−7 3.4 · 10−10 1.447 · 10−6
IIA 1.163 · 10−6 2.83 · 10−7 0 1.447 · 10−6

IIB 1.447 · 10−6

Table 6.15: Results of minimal cut set detection of rudder control and actuation system

The higher failure probability of “loss of operation”, and also the difference in total system
failure probability of Fsys,MC − Fsys,MP = (1.447 · 10−6 − 4.26 · 10−7) 1/fh ≈ 1 · 10−6 1/fh, is
due mostly to single failures of mode 2 or 3 that are not covered by the minimal path set
detection, as explained. Four of these are indicated in Table 6.16 (a), (b), (c) and (d). The
presumed safety objective (loss of operation be remote) is still fulfilled. In terms of “loss

3 First column FMsys=1, second column FMsys=2, third column FMsys=3.
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of augmented mode”, the probability is close to extremely remote (10-7). No single failure
causes “uncommanded motion” (1st row for FMsys = 3 in Table 6.15 is empty), and the
system can fulfill the presumed safety objective of “extremely improbable”.

Fig. 6.15 cm
b[
1]

cm
b[
2]

cm
b[
3]

cm
b[
4]

cm
b[
5]

cm
b[
6]

FMsys FMC (1 fh)
(a) P1 3 1 1 · 10−7
(b) PFC1 3 1 1 · 10−7
(c) ServoValve1 3 1 1 · 10−7
(d) Cylinder1 2 1 1 · 10−8
(e) PressSource1 1 ACE2 1 1 1 · 10−8
(f) dataBus1a 1 PFC2 1 2 8 · 10−9
(g) P1 1 dataBus2a 1 2 3.2 · 10−9
(h) PosSensor1 1 PRV2a 1 1 2 · 10−9
(i) P1 1 P2 1 1 1.6 · 10−9
(j) PRV1a 1 ServoValve2 1 1 5 · 10−10
(k) ADIRU1 1 DCsource6 1 2 4 · 10−10
(l) ACE1 3 PRV2a 1 3 5 · 10−12
(m) PressSource2 1 dataBus2a 1 P1 1 1 3.2 · 10−13
(n) P1 3 Cylinder1 1 2 1 · 10−13
(o) ACE1 1 PFC1 3 P2 1 3 4 · 10−16

Table 6.16: 15 of 367 minimal cuts of the rudder control and actuation system

Figure 6.15: Four of 367 minimal cuts of the rudder control and actuation system

Table 6.16 lists selected minimal cuts. The malfunction (spurious signal or inadvertent
activation) of a single transducer (a), control computer (b) or servovalve (c) causes the two
channels to disagree, and hence the loss of system operation. In addition, jamming of one of
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the two parallel cylinders (d), although low probability, stops surface motion. A number of
dual failures, such as (e), (h), (i) or (j), affect the analogue or hydro-mechanical part in both
redundant channels which causes loss of system operation. The dual failures (f), (g) or (k)
lead to loss of the digital system part which causes loss of augmented mode. Uncommanded
motion can be caused by dual or triple failures, such as (l) or (o), which are a false or
inadvertent position demand in combination with one or two other failures. Four of the 367
minimal cuts are depicted in Figure 6.15.
The results of methods DMC IIA and IIB are identical in terms of number of minimal cuts
and total system failure probability, as Table 6.15 indicates. Method DMC I computes a
marginally higher (difference ≈ 5 · 10−10) total system failure probability, due to an increase
in detected minimal cuts of 2nd and 3rd order. Method DMC I or IIA must be used for
consideration of three system failure modes. Only DMC I is capable of detecting the par-
ticular failure combinations that lead to uncommanded motion, because every precipitate
failure combination is a subset cut of any minimal cut of lower order, which is neglected by
DMCIIA and IIB.
With regard to computing effort, it is most expedient to examine single and dual failures
by method DMCI. Triple failures can be examined after a design has converged to confirm
that it actually complies with the safety objectives.

6.4 Discussion of analysis methods

The sections above describe the application of the developed minimal path set and minimal
cut set detection methods for realistic examples of safety relevant aircraft systems in order to
substantiate their viability. The analysis results were discussed in terms of safety objectives
that typically apply to similar aircraft system designs.
Minimal path set detection (by DMP or DMP-ST) provides a first estimate of a system
design’s capability in fulfilling given safety objectives. The computing effort involved is
comparatively low due to the evaluation of the graph that is deduced from the object struc-
ture of the system model. Minimal cut set detection (by DMCI, IIA or IIB) typically gives
a higher total system failure probability. This is caused by consideration of different failure
modes in a minimal cut set analysis in general. A minimal path set analysis generally as-
sumes that a system and its components are two-state: intact or failed (see appendix A.2).
The following is a recounting of the component and system level failure modes considered
(see also Table 2.2 in 2.3.1 and Table 5.2 in 5.2.1). 0, 1, 2 and 3 denote the intact (operating)
state, failure mode 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 0 stands for any non-operating state.

level method mode, FMsys

component and system DMP, DMP-ST 0 1
DMCI, DMC IIA 0 1 2 3

component DMC IIB 0 1 2 3
system DMCIIB 0 0

A higher total system failure probability Fsys is computed by the minimal cut set detection for
each of the examples illustrated. This becomes obvious by comparing the result summaries
in, for instance, Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. The deviation is the greater, the more 1st-order
minimal cuts exist that are detected only by DMCI, IIA or IIB and the higher the related
probabilities are. Minimal cuts of 2nd or 3rd order of this kind contribute little to the
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difference in total system failure probability. The difference can also be observed by the
numbers of minimal cuts nceqv (stated in row “IIB” of each result summary) transformed
from the corresponding minimal path set. In every case, nceqv is smaller than the respective
overall number nc of 1st-, 2nd- or 3rd-order minimal cuts.
Thus, different results are computed if more than one failure mode is considered in the
minimal cut set detection. If two states (mode 0 or 1) are considered at component and
at system level, a minimal cut set analysis delivers the same result as a minimal path set
analysis, as do the methods developed in this thesis. In such cases, it is most efficient to
use DMP or DMP-ST because the computing effort (number of simulations) is minimised
by evaluation of the system graph. DMC I, IIA and IIB require more effort for the same
analysis depth (number of failed components) as DMP or DMP-ST. The minimal cut set
can be obtained by conversion of the detected minimal path set (see 5.1.2).
The effort required for minimal path set detection increases with the size of the system graph
and the maximum number of component failures that is investigated before the detection is
complete. In the case of the analysis shown in 6.3.2, DMP evaluates combinations of up 18
failed components from a total of 36 components that can fail. DMC I, IIA and IIB require
less effort since they evaluate only those combinations of up to 3 failed components. Thus,
the larger effort required by DMP is due to the greater depth of the analysis. As a rough idea,
we might consider the binomial C (36, 18) = 9.08 · 109 in comparison to C (36, 3) = 7140.
The benefit of evaluating the system graph is clearly indicated by comparing the number
of simulations required by DMP (132136) to the appraisal of the system “monotony only”
(1190071).
If one failure mode is distinguished at system level and up to three at component level, the
methods DMC I, IIA and IIB compute identical results. The analysis of the electric network
shows that DMC IIB significantly reduces the effort, when compared to the total number of
single, dual and triple failures N0123 (see equation (5.9) for maximum size of state space).
The reduction in effort is dependent on the kind of system and the scenario analysed. The
mere omission of subset cuts by method DMCIIA does not reduce or only marginally reduces
the effort, if no or only a few minimal cuts of 1st or 2nd order exist. The higher the degree
of redundancy of a system, the fewer 1st- or 2nd-order minimal cuts exist and, in turn, the
higher the effort becomes for DMC IIA. Method DMCIIB avoids this problem by using the
information available from the predetermined minimal path set.
Additionally, method DMCIIB works correctly if more than one failure mode is distinguished
at system level, as shown in the analyses of the flight control systems. DMC IIB delivers the
same results as DMC IIA in terms of minimal cuts and system failure probability. This con-
firms the rules for exclusion of irrelevant failure combinations developed in subsection 5.2.5.
However, DMC IIB computes only the total (summed) system failure probability. If different
system failure modes have to be distinguished for verification of specific safety objectives,
then DMC IIA or DMC I must be used. DMC I also detects subset cuts if these cause the
system failure mode to change. To prevent the effort from becoming too large, the analysis
can be limited to single and dual failures, which already reveals potential design flaws re-
quiring improvement. Once a system design has converged, it is meaningful to double-check
by conducting the analysis for triple failures as well.
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7 An integrated tool for aircraft
electric network conceptual design

As hydraulic and pneumatic power supply systems are gradually replaced by electric power
supply on aircraft, the electrical generation and distribution system grows in terms of in-
stalled power and complexity. In addition, since it supplies an increasing number of loads
that perform a safety critical function, it needs to be more safe and reliable. Thus, the
electrical generation and distribution has become one of the most complex aircraft systems,
as stated in 5.1.1 of [60].
On the one hand, electric technologies tend to be heavier than their hydraulic or pneumatic
equivalents, as stated in [26]. On the other hand, electric technologies are more power
efficient. In addition, electrification enables trade-offs across systems that use electric power,
because only one instead of two or three different forms of power is used on an aircraft.
Consequently, an electric network design has to be optimised with respect to its architecture,
operating logics, loads allocation and management to minimise the dimensioning loads, power
losses and weight. In so doing, it is necessary to carefully consider the capabilities of the
electric generation and distribution components, as well as to balance all power demands.
Since the complexity of engineering tasks grows with that of the electric network, tradi-
tional methods (such as spreadsheet processing, manual FTA or RBDA) tend to become
laborious and inefficient. This section describes a tool named ENADOT (Electric Network
Architecture Design Optimisation Tool) for conceptual design of aircraft electric networks.
It integrates the modelling approach, the safety and reliability analysis methods developed
in sections 2.5, 3, 4 and 5 with additional methods for automated electric loads analysis and
weight estimation. By automating repetitive analysis tasks, ENADOT aims at improving
the efficiency of the development process.

7.1 Overview, structure and elements of the tool

The intention of ENADOT is to support system engineers in the conceptual design of aircraft
electric networks. The tool uses the Modelica language and has been developed in the frame
of the European MOET project; see [42] for information about the project. In addition,
refer to [86, 88, 89] for further information about ENADOT.
Figure 7.1 explains the concept of the tool. The multi-disciplinary simulation model of an
electric network design reflects the electrical behaviour, the operating logics, the various
power demands that occur during a flight profile, their allocation to busbars and, in turn,
to generators. Also included are weight and failure rate data for each component. Due to
the modelling of failures, different operating cases of an electric network can be simulated.
An according electric network model implementation is described in 2.5.3. The integrated
automated analysis methods simulate the model to compute values of the design criteria:
power behaviour, rejected heat, weight, safety and reliability. This includes the dimensioning
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electric load of each component that results from the respective most demanding operating
case. An example of an electric loads analysis is provided in 7.2.4. The components weights
(and overall weight) are determined from the respective dimensioning loads using parametric
weight models, see 7.1.2. Power losses are computed during a simulation for each component.
The losses cause heat rejection, which determines the cooling demands of an electric network.

Figure 7.1: Automated design analyses using a multi-disciplinary electric network model

Figure 7.2: Optimisation process of an electric network design, as supported by ENADOT

Figure 7.2 visualises the iterative optimisation process that employs the automated analy-
sis methods. The loop is closed either by the engineer who changes (tunes) a design in a
meaningful manner or, conceivably, by a genetic algorithm that checks how design changes
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influence the results computed for the design criteria. Automated tuning requires a compre-
hensive mathematical formulation of design rules and experience, which is worthwhile if a
manual dissolving of the optimisation problem becomes unmanageable due to the number of
possible variations. Methods for meaningful automated variations of a network design are
subject to future research. For the time being, the tuning of component size parameters is
performed automatically, dependent on the computed dimensioning electric loads. The com-
ponent size parameters (e. g. nominal power or current) influence the electrical properties,
such as internal resistance, and the weight.

7.1.1 Top-level structure

ENADOT comprises a hierarchical model library and the described analysis methods. The
elements are organised in five packages (subdirectories). Figure 7.3 depicts the structure of
the main packages of ENADOT.

Figure 7.3: Top-level structure of Electric Network Architecture Design Optimisation Tool

The package named Modelica represents the Modelica standard library (refer to [59]) that
comprises universal physical modelling components and mathematical functions. The Mod-
elica standard library is not a package of ENADOT; rather, ENADOT uses many of its
basic elements and model classes, and the electrical network model described in section 2.5
is compatible with it. In addition, ENADOT contains models and analysis methods specific
to electric network architecture design that are not covered by the Modelica standard library.
The contents of the main packages of ENADOT are as follows:

• The Architectures package includes a couple of electric network architecture models.
New models of candidate designs can be created from scratch or by proceeding with a
modified copy of an existing model.
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• The Components package contains electric component models, such as batteries,
contactors, generators, voltage converters or power users, as well as corresponding
parametric weight models. Simple engine, APU and RAT models are available for use
as generator drives. Failure rates are stored as parameters in each component model
that includes failures (see 2.3.2).

• The EPDCs package comprises parametric models to account for the weight and
mounting space of Electric Power Distribution Centre racks (marked as EPDC1, EPDC2
and EEPDC in Figure 2.22) and other related miscellaneous equipment that is not
modelled electrically.

• The Interfaces package includes model interfaces for electric quantities, heat transfer
and visualisation colours. (A technique for coloured visualisation of the operating state
of an electric network model is described in appendix B.5.)

• The Functions package provides the mentioned analysis methods for electric loads,
weight, safety and operational reliability. A bill of material (a summary of all compo-
nents, individual and overall weights) of an electric network can also be generated.

Figure 7.4: Graphical modelling (drag-and-drop) of electric network architectures

Electric network architecture models are established by means of a graphical model editor
(e. g. Dymola [20]) using common “drag-and-drop” techniques. A dialog window can be
opened for each component to edit the respective parameters.
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7.1.2 Weight models

The derivation of parametric weight models for the electric component types included in
the ENADOT library is described hereafter. They serve to estimate electric network weight
as a whole, and also individual component weights. Weight models enable to quantify how
the dimensioning loads and hence nominal power relate to weight. Furthermore, different
electric network candidate designs can be compared. For the sake of brevity, the derivation
of weight models is described here for three components types only.
It is crucial to estimate weight already at the conceptual stage of designing an aircraft or an
on-board system. Thus, various literature is available that deals with the subject matter.
Raymer [73], Roskam [80] and Torenbeek [103] provide equations for estimating weights of
the main groups and major systems of an aircraft, such as the wing, fuselage, nacelle, landing
gears, flight controls, hydraulic and electric systems. Since the matter is airplane conceptual
design, the breakdown does not go into further detail. The weight equations are based upon
data of existing aircraft and have been derived by means of regression analyses. Thus, they
are valid only for aircraft designs and technologies similar to those in the database.
It is usual to employ such kind of simplified weight regression models during conceptual
design, despite of the imperfection and uncertainty. The following subsections describe some
of the regression analysis results of a literature and web-based data investigation conducted
in the frame of this thesis. The aim is to generally specify the weight of a component type
dependent on its nominal power, speed, current or resistance, as applicable. The regressions
are best fits of the data in a least-squares sense and are valid for the particular ranges
shown. Typically, the weight is composed of a constant share (zero power weight) plus a
share that linearily increases with the nominal power or current. The weight regression
models established in this way are used for a case study described in 7.2.4.
The weight is included as a parameter in each component model of the ENADOT library,
in the same way as the failure rate and probability (see 2.3.2). A weight model is selected
and its parameters, such as nominal power Pnom or current Inom, are edited using a dialog
window that can be opened for each component.
Weight data are not processed in the simulation of an electric network model. Rather, the
weight analysis function detects all components of an electric network model and then sums
up the individual weights. A bill of material can be generated that lists all components,
their respective size parameters and weights.

7.1.2.1 AC Generators

Figure 7.5 shows a linear regression of the generator weight m versus nominal power Pnom.
The regression is based on the generator data tabulated in appendix B.6.1. The denoted
weights include the generator and dedicated control unit. The weight dependency on nominal
power is considered for the regression only, because it is more significant than the dependency
on nominal speed according to the available data. A linear function is adopted to fit the
data. Due to the scatter of data points, higher order polynomials would not improve the
regression accuracy.

m = 15.0 + 0.43 · Pnom , [m] = kg , [Pnom] = kVA . (7.1)
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Figure 7.5: Linear regression of AC generator weight

7.1.2.2 Wiring

Figure 7.6: Regression analysis of wire weight per length

Figure 7.6 depicts the weight per length w of a single wire dependent on the resistance
per length r. Appendix B.6.2 refers to the underlying standards of aerospace wiring that
are incorporated in the database used for regression. The wire material is copper, and the
corresponding wire gauges span from AWG 26 to 00.
The resistance R of a wire is R = r · l = ρ · l

A
, with the length l, cross section A and

specific resistance of conductor material ρ. The wire weight per length is proportional to the
cross section w ∼ A, and consequently the weight per length is inversely proportional to the
resistance per length w ∼ 1

r
. This is reflected almost exactly by the determined regression

function

w =
251

r0.95
, [w] =

g

m
, [r] =

Ω

km
. (7.2)
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7.1.2.3 Voltage Converters (ATRU)

The weight versus nominal power regression of voltage converters of the so called Auto-
Transformer Rectifier Unit (ATRU) type is shown by Figure 7.7. ATRUs are used to convert
3-phase AC into DC voltage. Appendix B.6.3 lists the underlying data that suggest again a
linear regression. Pnom refers to the nominal DC output power.

m = 2.63 + 0.267 · Pnom , [m] = kg , [Pnom] = kW . (7.3)

Figure 7.7: Regression of voltage converter (ATRU) weight

7.2 Minimisation of nominal power

This section describes the approach of minimising the installed nominal generator power of
an electric network by optimisation of the allocation of the different supplied power users. A
filtered power characteristic is defined to distinguish short peaks from steady-state demands,
the latter of which typically determine the nominal generator power. An automated analysis
method is devised to compute the dimensioning electric loads by simulating the electric
network model for different operating cases. Finally, a case study exemplifies the effect of
minimising the dimensioning loads and hence nominal power on the weight of generators
and feeder cables.

7.2.1 Allocation of electric power user demands

A more- or all-electric aircraft systems power supply typically comprises two generators per
engine and further two on the APU to satisfy the increased demands. The reader may refer
to [19], [30] or [96] for information on more-electric aircraft power supply architectures. Since
there are a couple of generators and a plurality of power users, the question is how their
demands can be distributed in order to even out and equalise the generator load profiles as
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much as possible. If a generator is loaded evenly throughout time, the best use is made of its
capability. Besides, the maximum electric loads have to be equalised among the generators
because the same generator type is used several times on an aircraft. Even and equalised
generator loads are synonymous with minimum nominal power, size and weight.
Thus, the allocation of the different power user demands is optimised so as to minimise
the nominal power and weight of generators and other electric network components. The
optimum distribution of power demands may change dependent on the operating state of the
electric network and on how many generators are intact and available. To explain the basic
idea, Figure 7.8 (a) depicts the demand profiles (power P (t) versus time t) of two single
power users. It is advantageous to combine power users if their demands run conversely and
if the individual maximum demands occur at separate times. The cancellation effect leads
to a more even summed profile indicated in part (b) of the figure, and the maximum of the
summed profile is not much higher than those of the single profiles.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.8: Single and summed power demand profiles (both diagrams are equally scaled)

Another way of minimising nominal generator power is to temporarily reduce the demands of
slowly responding, non-essential power users, such as an electrically operated air conditioning
system or other cabin loads. So called electrical load management algorithms can be devised
that assign and manage power budgets depending on the priority and dynamic behaviour of
the different user systems. This approach is not further pursued here. Corresponding work
is described for instance by [92] and [93].

7.2.2 Generator capability

The dimensioning load of a generator is determined by the maximum and concurrent steady-
state demands of all power users supplied by the generator. Short peak demands, for instance
due to landing gear retraction or flap system operation, may be covered by the overload
capability. The capability to overload for a limited time is a common property of electric
machines that is related to their relatively slow thermal response. Long duration demands
have to be covered by the steady-state capability (nominal power) of a generator, whereas
short peak demands may be relatively higher. This is illustrated by Figure 7.9: The generator
capability PGen (T ) is displayed versus the duration T of a filtering time window. The
next subsection defines a filtered power characteristic used to compute steady-state or peak
averages of the power profile supplied by a generator, see also [5, 85].
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Figure 7.9: Generator steady-state and overload capability

7.2.3 Steady-state and peak power

A generator load profile has to be analysed to distinguish steady-state from relatively short
peak demands that should not unmeantly increase the size of the generator. A peak must
persist for a minimum duration to influence the generator size. Thus, a filtered characteristic
is defined that is computed from the load profile P (t) by

PFiltered (t, T ) =
1

T
·

tˆ

t−T

P (τ) dτ (7.4)

for t ∈ [t0 + T, te] and a fixed T ∈ (0, te − t0].

Figure 7.10: Definition of filtered power

As Figure 7.10 shows, PFiltered (t, T ) is computed at every time instant as the integral average
of the load profile for the duration T of the filter time window.
Different filtered profiles can be calculated by selecting different T. A longer T corresponds
to the long-term (steady-state) behaviour, whereas a shorter T is associated with the mo-
mentary behaviour. It is meaningful to introduce TSteady-State and TPeak and to define

PSteady-State = max
t∈[t0+TSteady-State, te]

PFiltered (t, TSteady-State) , (7.5)

PPeak = max
t∈[t0+TPeak, te]

PFiltered (t, TPeak) . (7.6)
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The TSteady-State and TPeak values have to be selected according to a specific generator design.
The following example values reflect common typical generator characteristics:

TSteady-State = 5min, TPeak = 5 s.

To illustrate these definitions, Figure 7.11 shows a load profile P (t) and the respective filtered
PSteady-State and PPeak profiles. The maximum values defined by equations (7.5) and (7.6) are
available at the time instant t = te. PSteady-State denotes the dimensioning electric load of the
generator. The generator size is denoted by the nominal power Pnom, which is ideally chosen
as Pnom = PSteady-State. Due to its overload capability, the generator can cover short-time
demands up to

PPeak ≤ k · Pnom. (7.7)

For the selected TSteady-State and TPeak values, the generator overload factor k is typically in
the range from 1.2 to 1.5.

Figure 7.11: Steady-state and peak power profiles (both diagrams are equally scaled)

If the maximum load profile (including worst-case scenarios) to be supplied by a generator is
known, the described method can be employed to establish a required generator capability
curve (or generator specification), as qualitatively shown in Figure 7.9, by filtering the load
profile with a sufficient number of different durations T, for instance {5min, 4min, ..., 1min,
30 s, 15 s, 10 s, 5 s}.

7.2.4 Automated electric loads analysis

An automated electric loads analysis is devised to compute the maximum (worst-case) load
profiles of the generators and other components of an electric network. To this end, the
corresponding electric network model is simulated for different operating cases. The electric
loads analysis is included in the Functions package of ENADOT, as Figure 7.3 shows.
Operating cases are defined by selecting n network components that can fail and specifying
the order k of failure combinations. Up to k = 3 failed components are typically considered.
Then, the analysis procedure performs simulations to compute the component load profiles
for the defined operating cases. For example, consider a more-electric twin-jet architecture
that comprises four engine-driven generators, such as the Boeing 787, and assume that up to
k = 2 of the n = 4 generators named G1, G2, G3 and G4 potentially may fail. This stands

for the following
∑2

k=0

(
n
k

)
= 11 operating cases (“x” means “fails”):
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k 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
G1 x x x x
G2 x x x x
G3 x x x x
G4 x x x x

Although the number of operating cases to be simulated increases with the binomial of n,
the computing effort remains manageable because not more than n = 12 components are
usually considered even for very complex network architectures.
Figure 7.12 depicts an example of generator load profiles computed for the different operating
cases. The maximum loads typically occur if other generators fail, because the remaining
intact generators have to take over most of the demands that were covered by the failed
generator(s). For generator G1, the maximum load results from a failure of G3 or G4,
respectively. (Note that the load profiles for the two operating cases “G3 failed” and “G4
failed” are identical. The same holds for the three cases shown with two generators failed.)
If G1 fails, then it does not supply any power (zero load). These four cases are not shown
in the diagram.

Figure 7.12: Generator G1 load profiles in different operating cases of an electric network

The results of the electric loads analysis are summarised by indicating the ratio of the
maximum steady-state load versus nominal power PSteady-State

Pnom
for each component. For opti-

misation of the electric network, as depicted by Figure 7.2, the component size parameters
Pnom can be automatically updated with the computed PSteady-State values.
Figure 7.13 shows the result summaries of two electric loads analyses performed for the
assumed more-electric twin-jet architecture (Boeing 787) that comprises four engine-driven
generators. PSteady-State

Pnom
is computed for many different components (voltage converters, con-

tactors etc.), but this example indicates it only for the generators in order to not overload
the diagrams. Reference [19] states that the total installed nominal generator power of this
aircraft type is in the range of 1MVA (mega volt-ampere).
The analysis results refer to an assumed unbalanced electric network design (a) and an
optimised design (b). The analyses considered normal operation of the electric network,
as well as single and dual generator failures. The unfavourable distribution of the power
demands in design (a) leads to unequal maximum steady-state loads of the four generators:
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G1 G2 G3 G4
PSteady-State 137 kVA 261 kVA 261 kVA 140 kVA

Since the generators shall be of the same type, this means that four of Pnom = 260 kVA are
on the aircraft.

Figure 7.13: Electric loads analysis of an unbalanced (a) and an optimised design (b)

The situation is improved by optimising the allocation of power users along with the network
operating logics, as described in 7.2.1. Then, the equalised maximum steady-state generator
loads of design (b) are:

G1 G2 G3 G4
PSteady-State 170 kVA 171 kVA 171 kVA 170 kVA

In the following, the analysis results are used to estimate and compare the weights of the
unbalanced and optimised electric network designs. The case study considers the four equal
generator channels of the assumed aircraft. One channel consists of a 3-phase 230VAC gen-
erator and of suitable feeder wires, as Figure 7.14 shows. The feeder wires (length l = 25m)
connect the generator to an EPDC. The Point Of voltage Regulation (POR) is located at
the end of the feeders to ensure that the voltage delivered at the input of the EPDC complies
with the nominal value.

Figure 7.14: A generator channel

Further, it is assumed that a power loss of Ploss-nom = 5 kW occurs over the length of the
feeders when the respective nominal power is delivered to the EPDC. The nominal current
Inom and respective voltage loss Vloss-nom are computed by

Inom =
Pnom

3 · Vnom

and Vloss-nom =
Ploss-nom

3 · Inom .
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The values are

Inom-a Vloss-nom−a
376.8A 4.42V

Inom-b Vloss-nom−b
246.4A 6.76V

for the unbalanced (a) and optimised (b) designs, respectively. Next, the maximum admis-
sible feeder wire resistances and resistances per length r are determined from

RFeeder =
Vloss-nom

Inom
and r =

RFeeder

l
.

The weight per length w is computed from equation (7.2) assuming that exactly matching
wire gauges are available. Then, the feeder weight is mFeeder = 3 · l · w. The values are:

RFeeder-a ra wa

0.0117Ω 0.470Ω/km 0.514 kg/m
RFeeder-b rb wb

0.0275Ω 1.098Ω/km 0.230 kg/m

The generator weights mGen are determined from equation (7.1). The weight regression
for 115VAC generators is used and extrapolated for 260 kVA due to the non-availability
of 230VAC aerospace generator data. To summarise, the estimated weights m4Ch of four
generator channels altogether are

mGen-a mFeeder-a m4Ch-a

127 kg 38.6 kg 662 kg
mGen-b mFeeder-b m4Ch-b

88.1 kg 17.3 kg 422 kg

for the unbalanced (a) and optimised (b) designs. The difference becomes even greater, if
also voltage converters, contactors and other miscellaneous equipment are considered.
The aim of this manually conducted case study is to illustrate the effect of electric network
optimisation by balancing the distribution of power user demands for different operating
cases. As described, the computation of component size parameters, individual and overall
weights are performed automatically by the developed analysis methods.
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8 Conclusions

This thesis contributes to the field of model-based methods for design and analysis of fault-
tolerant systems. Here, the most important innovation is that, compared to state-of-the-
art methods, model-based methods suit multi-domain object-oriented modelling based on
differential algebraic equations, and enable establishing multi-disciplinary engineering tools
for the conceptual design of fault-tolerant aircraft systems, as well as for other safety relevant
technical areas. The aim is improvement of system development and safety assessment
processes.

8.1 Summary of contributions

An approach is developed for the modelling of fault-tolerant systems in a multi-domain
object-oriented language. Component failures are categorised in a general way according to
physical effect. Modelling of failures is supplemented at the component level, and operat-
ing logics are added at the system level in order to establish multi-disciplinary models of
safety relevant aircraft systems. This modelling approach forms the basis for the analysis
methods developed. In addition, physical modelling enables simulation of static or dynamic
performances for parameter tuning, control law design and other purposes.
Two safety analysis methods were devised that automatically detect the minimal path set
of a system. To this end, the object-oriented model structure is regarded as a graph. Model
objects (components) are referred to as nodes. The detection utilises the property that
only neighboured, coherent sets of intact nodes can exchange power, material or signals in
order to cause a system to operate. Monotonous system behaviour is assumed. How the
minimal paths are situated in a system graph determines which detection method is to be
used. Method DMP removes nodes from the graph corresponding to component failures.
The model is simulated to examine if the system continues to operate or if it fails. The
removal of articulation nodes causes the system graph to become disconnected, and, since
only a coherent (connected) set of intact nodes can be a minimal path, the technique thus
reduces the number of combinations to be examined. The lower the density of a system
graph, the more articulations occur in it, and hence more effort (number of simulations) is
saved. If it is known that the minimal paths are S-T (source-to-target) paths, method DMP-
ST can be used for detection. DMP-ST shares similarities with existing network reliability
analysis (NRA) methods and requires that source (S) and target nodes (T) be marked in
the system graph. A depth-first search is employed to find all S-T paths. Unlike NRA,
DMP-ST requires simulation of the model in order to identify which S-T paths actually are
minimal paths. Because system operation can depend on the energised status of more than
one target, such as a combination of busbars of an electric network, DMP-ST also examines
unions of S-T paths. Completeness and finiteness were verified for both methods, DMP and
DMP-ST.
In order to establish a method for operational reliability analysis, the concept of minimal
paths has been interpreted in a different way. Based on a list of components for which
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failure at the time of aircraft dispatch is acceptable (the so called minimum equipment list,
or MEL), the method synthesises a minimal path set that represents the minimum system
configurations for dispatch. Synthesis of a minimal path set is performed by an algorithm
named SMP.
Whereas the concept of minimal paths assumes that a system and its components are two-
state, the approach of minimal cuts allows consideration of more than one failure mode at
component and at system level. Three minimal cut set detection methods have been devised
that differ both in terms of analysis depth and effort required. Highest fidelity and effort
result from method DMCI, which examines all single, dual and triple failure combinations,
as required, to reveal also any subset cuts of minimal cuts that cause the system failure mode
to change. In many cases, such analysis detail is not necessary, so method DMCIIA reduces
effort by excluding subset cuts from the examination. If the minimal path set is known, the
effort can be further reduced by method DMC IIB: based on the categorising of component
failures, rules have been devised and justified that exclude irrelevant failure combinations,
i. e. combinations that cannot cause a system to fail. The sole restriction is that method
DMCIIB does not distinguish different system failure modes.
All of the analysis methods, with the exception of SMP, belong to the category of state space
simulation methods. In this context, the state space denotes the set of all combinations of
intact and failed components of a system examined by the respective analysis method. The
model is simulated to examine which combinations cause system functioning or failure. All
of the methods, including SMP, employ probability calculation in order to determine system
failure probabilities from the detected (or synthesised) minimal path set or minimal cut set.
The viability of the methods has been substantiated by analysing models of realistic aircraft
systems. Also discussed here is the effort required for minimal path set or minimal cut set
detection versus the size and density of the model graph, as well as the analysis results in
terms of safety objectives that typically apply to similar system designs.
As a first realisation of the safety and reliability analysis methods, an engineering tool called
ENADOT, used for conceptual design of aircraft electric networks, has been established.
Further specific modelling, analysis and optimisation features, such as weight regression
models and an automated electric loads analysis, are included.

8.2 Concluding remarks

In order to reveal critical malfunction, safety assessment is an integral part in the devel-
opment process of aircraft systems. This is true for any safety-critical technical system.
The proposed model-based methods support the notion that safety analyses be conducted
throughout the development process, and that such analysis methods do not conflict with the
requirement to conduct a safety assessment independent of engineering in order to confirm
that a system design meets mandated safety objectives. Rather, using the proposed methods
throughout the development process ensures that the independent assessment performed at
the end of the process, when a system or aircraft is close to certification, will not reveal
previously undiscovered design flaws.
The proposed methods are an alternative to state-of-the-art methods, such as manual FTA
or RBDA. Applying them in systems engineering is meaningful, especially where multi-
domain object-oriented modelling is already in use. Modelling and simulation represent an
investment, so this step is taken only if deemed worthwhile. Since safety analysis is not
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the only purpose of the proposed modelling approach, implementing modelling only for this
purpose would prove too costly. Rather, the approach enhances the scope of application of
a system model while permitting the conducting of all other simulation tasks that initially
motivated development of the model.

A common property in all model-based safety analysis methods is that only those phenomena
are captured that are modelled. Thus, a model represents an incomplete abstraction of a
real system. However, the inclusion of effects that are not evaluated in the analyses serves
only to complicate the modelling and would be inefficient. What is needed is an appropriate
compromise between the expressiveness of a model and the effort involved in establishing,
debugging and simulating the model. To compensate for a neglected physical effect, this
thesis describes a concept for zonal analysis that is a co-product of the developed methods.
It allows for consideration of segregation aspects usually employed to counter such threats
as electro-magnetic interference, ingress of fluid, condensation, a local fire, tyre burst or
uncontained engine failure.

Scrutinising a system design is an engineering task that cannot be fully automated. The
proposed methods transfer the scrutinising of a system from a manually conducted safety
analysis to modelling. When a system model is implemented as a result of the scrutinising
process, no additional engineering effort is required to perform a complete and exhaustive
safety analysis. Whereas the automated analysis methods capture all safety relevant failure
conditions, at least in so far as implemented in the model, a manually conducted analysis
may overlook some failure conditions. In addition, analyses automation is advantageous if
design changes occur, because maintaining consistency of the analyses with design iterations
requires less effort.

Any model-based safety analysis requires that all components of a system be represented
by the corresponding model. This means, for example, that the several parallel channels
of a fault-tolerant system must be modelled, even though the channels might be identical
and operate in the same way. Since all components are included, a system model can also
be used to compute cumulative values, such as the overall weight that is summed from the
individual component weights. It is thus meaningful to use this modelling approach as a
common basis for the different types of design analysis, such as electric loads, weight, safety,
operational reliability, and to combine them in a multi-disciplinary tool.

Computing effort is a common issue of both state-of-the-art and of the proposed analysis
methods. This thesis deals extensively with the issue of minimising effort, which other-
wise increases exponentially with the number of system components and respective failure
modes, a growth phenomenon also known as combinatorial explosion. In order to render the
proposed methods feasible, techniques and search algorithms based on graph theory were
devised to minimise the effort. Their viability was demonstrated by conducting analyses
of realistic examples of safety-critical aircraft systems using a standard personal computer.
When available, advantage can be taken of parallel and distributed computing.

ENADOT, a tool for conceptual design of aircraft electric networks that includes the pro-
posed analysis methods, has been in use in industrial application for six years. ENADOT
was developed in consideration of the needs of the applicant using it to examine and to
compare architecture options for future aircraft that use more electric power than previous
designs. As the possibilities of assisting the applicant in establishing electric network models
and correcting subsequent problems are typically limited, it is important that error mes-
sages from the model interpreter are clear, unambiguous and lead directly to a problem’s
solution. Given this exception, it has been confirmed that once an electric network model
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is established and running, the evaluation and optimisation are performed efficiently with
automated analyses.
In future research, exploring possibilities for further automation of the system optimisation
process would be both interesting and worthwhile. As described, optimisation tasks that
involve a variation of size parameters (e. g. nominal power), without changing the system
structure, are already automated. Variations of the architecture or operating logics alter the
structure of a system and hence that of the corresponding model (set of equations), which
has not yet been automated. It is possible to condense design rules and experience in a math-
ematical formulation for an optimisation algorithm to perform architecture variations that
are technically meaningful. The complex and as yet unsolved challenge is to automatically
establish or modify multi-domain object-oriented system models.
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A State-of-the-art in safety and
reliability analysis

In addition to the overview provided in section 1.3, this appendix gives a detailed appraisal
of the state-of-the-art in safety and reliability analysis methods. The purpose is to enable
a deeper understanding of the existing methods, and to distinguish them from the methods
developed in this thesis. Examples are prepared for illustration of each existing method.

A.1 Fault tree analysis

The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is a deductive (top-down) analysis method based on Boolean
algebra that proceeds through successively more detailed, i. e. lower, levels of a design until
the probability of occurrence of the fault tree top event can be predicted. The top event is
one of the system failure conditions identified by the prior FHA. All logical combinations of
component or subsystem failures have to be systematically determined that lead to occur-
rence of the top event. The logical combinations are graphically displayed by a tree structure
that constitutes a combinatorial model.

Figure A.1: Example of an electric power system architecture

The FTA allows consid-
eration of different fail-
ure modes of a compo-
nent, e. g. rupture or
jamming of a mechan-
ical shaft. The prob-
ability calculation de-
pends on the availabil-
ity of component failure
rates that are typically
derived from observed
in service fault histories
of similar or same com-
ponents.
Each system failure con-
dition identified by the
FHA has to be ad-
dressed by a dedicated
fault tree. Thus, it is
often necessary to pro-
duce a number of fault
trees for just one sys-
tem.
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Fault trees are generated manually. This requires a good understanding of the system, of
its components and how they can fail, so the design needs to be quite mature. It is usually
an extensive, possibly tedious task, and the analyst needs experience to produce useful trees
in a reasonable time, as Kritzinger states in [45]. Since it is a manual process, errors may
occur due to missed fault combinations, or the fault trees possibly diverge from the system
configuration, especially when it is changed.

Figure A.2: Simplified FTA of the electric system example

Conducting a FTA is supported by a number of commercial tools, such as FaultTree+ [36],
PTCWindchill FTA [67] or the Fault Tree Analysis Module of Item Software [37]. In essence,
the tools offer a graphical editor for establishing and annotating fault trees, data sheet editing
of component failure rates, and calculation procedures for evaluation of the established fault
trees. The results computed are the minimal cut set and top event probability of occurrence.
The FTA technique is illustrated by the electric power system example shown in Figure A.1.
The system has the following properties:

• twin-engine (E1, E2) aircraft with two main generator channels, each including an AC
generator (G1, G2), control unit (GCU) and line contactor
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• a ram air turbine (RAT) with an AC generator (RATG) for emergency operation
• a transformer-rectifier unit (TRU) in each main channel to provide DC power
• a battery

Figure A.2 shows a fault tree for the example system. The fault tree top event is “complete
loss of DC power”, as listed in the FHA example (Table 1.1). The component failure proba-
bilities (Events 1 - 8) are computed for an exposure time of t = 1 fh using equation (B.14).
Failure rate data from Table B.1 are used. The RAT is a non-stressed stand-by component,
so the failure probability is computed from equation (B.15) assuming a reduction factor of
κ = 0.01 for the failure rate and an inspection interval of TC = 5000 fh (C-Check). As
the analysis example shows, the system meets the probability target of 10−9 per 1 fh for
“complete loss of DC power”.
The method can also be used to examine the operational reliability. Figure A.3 depicts
a fault tree of the example system that predicts its operational reliability. It is assumed
that aircraft dispatch requires all components of the electric system to be functional. For a
period of one day (ten flights, 1 fh each), the probability of failure to dispatch is computed
as 0.0054, which equals to an operational reliability of 99.46%. The RAT is not regarded,
since a latent failure of it would be unknown until the next maintenance check, therefore not
preventing aircraft dispatch. Certainly, this potential latent failure might affect the safety,
but the fact that it is unknown “improves” the dispatch reliability.

Figure A.3: Operational reliability analysis of electric system by FTA

A.2 Reliability block diagram analysis

The Reliability Block Diagram Analysis (RBDA) can be used in lieu of the FTA for the
comparative assessment of system designs and also to identify if a particular design will
meet the safety or reliability objectives. The method is also known as Dependency Diagram
Analysis (DDA). It is a deductive method that requires determining all logical combinations
of intact components or subsystems that lead to system function, in the opposite sense of
system failure. For the electric system example of Figure A.1, the opposite sense of “complete
loss of DC power” is “one or more DC busbars energised”. A reliability block diagram is a
graphical representation of the functioning state of a system in terms of logical combinations
of intact components. Thus, it constitutes a combinatorial model.
Unlike the FTA, the RBDA accounts for only one failure mode at component and at system
level. A reliability block diagram does not exist, as stated in subsection 2.3 of [9], if more
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than two states (more than one failure mode) have to be considered. The RBDA is thus
not as exhaustive as the FTA. It is mainly used during the conceptual stages of the system
development process up to PSSA.
In other respects, the RBDA method is similar to FTA: Every failure condition of the system
under analysis has to be addressed by a dedicated reliability block diagram, often leading
to several diagrams to be produced for just one system. The RBDA is conducted manually
which has the same implications as the FTA regarding extensiveness, experience needed,
error-proneness and adaptation of the analysis when design changes occur.
Performing a RBDA is supported by a number of tools. Some vendors, e. g. Item Soft-
ware [37] and ReliaSoft [78], offer a RBD module as part of a software package that also
contains a FTA module.

Figure A.4: Simplified RBDA of electric system for “one or more DC busbars energised”

Another implementation of the RBDA method has been proposed by Vahl [105] in 1998. It
is realised by a tool named SyRelAn that combines the reliability block diagram method for
mapping a system architecture with concurrent finite state machines (CFSM) for describing
the redundancy management of a fault-tolerant system and the related state transitions of
its components. The coupling of RBDs with CFSMs leads to a so called hybrid system
modelling approach that allows to analyse not only a fully functional system, but also the
residual safety or reliability of a degraded system, as well as consideration of failure rates
associated with different states of a component. This approach is described by Rehage et al.
in [75]. In a further step, this approach is used for a redundancy allocation method intended
for the predesign of fault-tolerant aircraft systems. As Raksch and Thielecke describe in [68],
[69] and [70], the method is based on establishing coupled hybrid (RBD + CFSM) models
for the safety or reliability relevant functions of a system design. The hybrid models have
to cover the entire space of system design solutions. The computation of other criteria, such
as the weight of a system design can be added to the hybrid models. Constraints have to be
formulated to confine the solution space to those designs that are technically feasible. Then,
optimisation methods, such as genetic algorithms, are used to determine those designs that
are the best solution in terms of the considered criteria. In doing so, the optimisation in- or
excludes parts of the hybrid model to examine different designs.
The manual reliability block diagram method is now illustrated using the electric system
example of Figure A.1. The RBD depicted in Figure A.4 has a mixed parallel/series struc-
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ture indicating seven minimal paths of the system in terms of “one or more DC busbars
energised”. The probability of system failure is the same as computed by the corresponding
FTA (Figure A.2). The operational reliability analysis is shown in Figure A.5.

Figure A.5: Operational reliability analysis of electric system by RBDA

The examples show that the results of the FTA and RBDA are equivalent. As described in
subsection 5.1.2, this is true as long as the analyses are limited to consideration of two states
(one failure mode) per component.
Since it represents the functioning state of a system, the method has the advantage that
the structure of a RBD often maps on to the related system architecture diagram, as stated
in section 11.6 of [60]. Similarities actually exist between the RBD of Figure A.4 and the
system diagram of Figure A.1, although both schemes are not fully congruent with each
other: For instance, the single cross-connection between the two main AC channels appears
several times in the RBD. The RBD of Figure A.5 is not similar to the system diagram at
all. Thus, the degree of similarity between a system architecture diagram and the related
RBD depends on the system and the analysed failure condition.

A.3 Network Reliability Analysis

The FTA and RBDA methods described in A.1 and A.2 involve manual inspection of a
system. All minimal combinations of component failures that lead to system failure or,
respectively, all minimal combinations of intact components that cause a system to function
have to be determined manually. This is feasible only for relatively small systems. For
larger systems, such as transportation or telecommunication networks, automated methods
are necessary.
Various methods, either approximate or exact, for reliability analysis of large networks have
been developed, and extensive literature is thus dedicated to the subject, as outlined in
this section. All methods require that the technical system is represented as a probabilistic
graph, i. e. a graph in which each node or edge can fail statistically independent of other
nodes or edges. Nodes represent components, i. e. sites of a real world network, and edges
the links between them. A predefined source node and a target node 1 exist in the network
graph (see Figure A.6 (a) for an example) that can be of non-directed or directed type. The
network reliability analysis problem is to determine the probability of connection established
between the source node and target node.
Approximate methods involve bounding of network reliability, such as described by Colbourn
and Harms [16], or estimation of network reliability using Monte Carlo sampling techniques,
such as described by Lin and Donaghey [49]. These methods are attractive if the computing
effort is lower than that of exact methods.
Exact methods are based on state space enumeration, network reduction, or on minimal
path set or minimal cut set detection algorithms. Then, the network reliability is computed

1Target nodes are also called sink nodes by some authors.
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Figure A.6: Network graph (a) and corresponding minimal path tree (b)

using the Poincaré formula (equation (3.3)) or a sum-of-disjoint-products (SDP) algorithm,
such as described by Heidtmann in [32]. State space enumeration is to check all possible
combinations, which is also known as the “brute force” method due to the involved high
computing effort. A method based on network reduction and then detection of S-T (source-
to-target) paths has been described by Kim et al. [44]. The first phase of the method is
network reduction: Each series, parallel or series-parallel structure of the network graph
is replaced by a single element reflecting the reliability of the replaced structure. This is
performed using

Rs (t) =
n∏

i=1

Ri (t) and Rp (t) = 1−
n∏

i=1

(1−Ri (t)) (A.1)

for the reliability Rs of a serial set, or Rp of a parallel set of n nodes or edges. The result
is an equivalent, irreducible non series-parallel network graph. Then, the second phase uses
a recursive relationship to generate all S-T paths, i. e. all non-cyclical paths that connect
the source node and the target node. This involves multiplication of the connection matrix
that defines the graph, so that the computing effort increases exponentially with the graph
size. Suresh Rai and Aggarwal [99] have described a method that obtains all minimal S-
T paths using addition and determinant operations on the connection matrix. The advantage
is that repeated matrix multiplications are not required, but only one determinant to be
expanded. Jasmon and Kai [40], hereafter referred to as JK, have described another method
that generates all minimal S-T paths. First, a recursive algorithm establishes a so called
minimal path tree that reflects all connections from the target node to the source node of
the network graph. The minimal path tree is deduced by placing the target node on top
(level 1), then placing the nodes connected to the target on the next lower level of the tree,
and so on. If a node is found that has been visited before and thus has been placed already
in a higher level of the tree, then it is placed again in the tree and encircled to mark it as
a loop point. The algorithm continues until every node on the lowest levels of the tree is
the source or a loop point. After the tree has been established, it is traversed from top to
bottom, from left to right and across the loop points to detect all S-T paths. Thus, the
algorithm is similar to the depth-first search described in subsection 3.3.3. In a next step,
the found S-T paths are analysed by another algorithm to identify those that are minimal 2.

2JK refer to all S-T paths as minimal paths, other than defined in this work - see 3.1.1. JK refer to those
S-T paths that actually are minimal as basic minimal paths, to the other ones as supplemental minimal
paths.
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An S-T path is minimal if links exist in the network graph only between subsequent nodes
of the path, i. e. if not more than one direct or indirect link exists between any two nodes of
the path. Both algorithms are described in detail by JK in sections 2 and 3 of [40].

For illustration of the method described by JK, the example network graph shown in Fig-
ure A.6 (a) is evaluated to establish the minimal path tree is shown in (b). Traversal of the
tree yields the following S-T paths, of which number 4, 6, 8 and 13 are minimal:

S-T path minimal
1 {1, 2, 4, �, 6, 5, 7, 8}
2 {1, 2, 4, �, 6, 8}
3 {1, 2, 4, 5, �, 8}
4 {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8} x
5 {1, 2, 4, �, 5, 7, 8}
6 {1, 2, 4, �, 8} x
7 {1, 3, 4, 5, �, 8}

S-T path minimal
8 {1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8} x
9 {1, 3, 4, �, 5, 7, 8}
10 {1, 3, 4, �, 8}
11 {1, 3, 6, �, 5, 7, 8}
12 {1, 3, 6, 5, 7, 8}
13 {1, 3, 6, 8} x

Many further exact methods for network reliability analysis have been published. An algo-
rithm for detection of minimal S-T paths that differs from the other methods cited so far has
been described by Yeh [109]: The algorithm starts with an initial network that has the same
nodes but fewer edges. Then, it repeatedly adds a path or an edge to the network until it
is equal to the original network. This algorithm is valid for undirected network graphs with
one source and one target node. Other published methods rely on minimal cut set detection
for directed or undirected networks, such as described by Yan et al. [108] as well as Rebaiaia
and Ait-Kadi [74].

A.4 State-event methods and guarded transition
systems

The approach of guarded transition systems (GTS) is to model each component of a technical
system as a mode automaton that includes the respective functional and deficient behaviour.
A mode automaton (or node) mainly consists of five parts: states, events, flows, transitions
and assertions. States are operating modes, e. g. normal or failure, that are memorised by
internal variables of the node. A node has a finite number of states. At each instant, it is
in exactly one state. When an event occurs, it causes the node to transit from one state to
another. A transition is a tuple g � e → p where g is the guard of the transition, e is an
event name and p is the effect of the transition. Thus, the transition part defines how the
functioning or failure states of a node evolve. Flows are node inputs or outputs. Assertions
are used to establish the output flows of a node dependent on its state variables and input
flows, by equalities or using if-then-else or case constructs, as Kehren et al. describe in [43].

The following are examples of nodes describing basic electric components: a source, a busbar
and a contactor. The nodes are written in the AltaRica language [3], a formalism for the
causal modelling of transition systems. Then, a small electric system model is assembled
from these nodes for illustration.
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node source
state ok : Boolean;
flow v : {no, yes} : output;
event failure;
trans ok |- failure -> ok := false;
assert v = case{ok : yes, else no};
init ok := true;

edon

The node source describes an ideal electric source that loses output voltage in case of failure.
The node busbar reflects normal operation and short circuit failure. The effects of a short
circuit can propagate across an electric network, dependent on the presence of protective
devices (circuit breakers). Since the modelling approach is causal and unidirectional, extra
variables have to be inserted to reversely transmit voltage and current signals that describe
the possible propagation of failure effects.

node busbar
state mode : {OK, SC}; // {Ok, Short Circuit}
flow output_v : {no, yes} : out;

output_i : {null, norm, max} : out;
output_v_reverse : {no, yes} : in;
output_i_reverse : {null, norm, max} : in;
input_v : {no, yes} : in;
input_i : {null, norm, max} : in;
input_v_reverse : {no, yes} : out;
input_i_reverse : {null, norm, max} : out;

event failure;
trans (mode = OK) |- failure -> mode = SC;
assert output_i = case{mode = OK and output_v = yes :

input_i, mode = SC : max, else null};
output_v = case{mode = OK : input_v, else no};
input_i_reverse =
case{mode = OK : output_i_reverse, mode = SC : max, else null};

input_v_reverse = case{mode = OK : output_v_reverse, else no};
init mode := OK;

edon

The electric contactor node has four different states, as depicted in Figure A.7. Like the
busbar node, it has assertions for the bi-directional transfer of voltage and current signals to
describe the propagation of failure effects across a network.
Instances of the nodes are connected by assertions linking their input and output flows,
which allows to build hierarchical system models. By composition rules for mode automata
(parallel composition, connection and synchronisation), a hierarchical model can be flattened
into an equivalent mode automaton that describes the system, as Rauzy explains in [71]. A
typical environment for developing such models in the AltaRica language offers a graphical
model editor and an interactive simulator to check the behaviour [43].
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node contactor
state mode : {O, C, F, S}; // {Open, Closed, Failed open, Stuck closed}
flow /* same as node busbar */
event open; close; failure;
trans (mode = O) |- close -> mode = C;

(mode = C) |- open -> mode = O;
(mode = O) |- failure -> mode = F;
(mode = C) |- failure -> mode = S;

assert output_i = case{mode = C or mode = S : input_i, else null};
output_v = case{mode = C or mode = S : input_v, else no};
input_i_reverse =
case{mode = C or mode = S : output_i_reverse, else null};

input_v_reverse =
case{mode = C or mode = S : output_v_reverse, else no};

init mode := O;
edon

Figure A.7: Electric contactor and related mode automaton

Figure A.8: Small electric system and corresponding mode automaton

Figure A.8 depicts an example of a small electric system and a part of the corresponding
mode automaton. Those system modes related to failures of the components S2 and BB2
are not shown, because they are symmetrical with the modes related to S1 and BB1. In the
initial system mode (1), the sources S1 and S2, the busbars BB1 and BB2 are all OK, and
the contactor TC is open. This is indicated by the state vector {S1, S2, TC, BB1, BB2}
= {OK, OK, O, OK, OK}. Both busbars are powered, as indicated by {BB1.output_v,
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BB2.output_v} = {yes, yes}. Failure of S1 causes TC to close and a transition to mode (2),
with both busbars remaining powered. Then, if BB1 fails shorted, TC is opened to prevent a
propagation of the effect onto BB2 - mode (5). If TC fails stuck closed thereafter - mode (8),
then voltage is lost on both busbars. Fault trees can be produced from the mode automaton
for the loss of voltage on a single busbar or for complete loss of voltage.
A specific compilation algorithm for generating fault trees from a mode automaton is de-
scribed in [71]. As also stated in this reference, however, the assessment of larger models
using this compilation algorithm becomes unfeasible due to the exponential increase of the
number of modes, e. g. 2m·n modes for a series-parallel system with m lines of n compo-
nents. Instead, fault trees are generated by means of a model-checker based on Monte-Carlo
simulation.
Difficulties or limitations of this approach have been reported by Bieber et al. [7] regarding
the propagation of failure effects, the completeness of the generated fault trees and the
evaluation of system models that contain loops, e. g. due to redundant channels. A work-
around for the latter problem is described by Gauthier et al. in [28]: Time delays are
introduced in the model, and a fix point iteration is used to solve for the new mode of a
system model after an event has occurred.

A.5 Model-based diagnosis

The basic principle of Model-Based Diagnosis (MBD) is to compare the observed behaviour
of a system with the predicted (fault free) behaviour given by a corresponding model. A
conflict between the actual and the predicted behaviour is an indication that a fault has
occurred in the system, as Bunus and Lunde explain in [12]. Diagnosis involves to first
detect that the system behaves abnormally and then, in a second step, to isolate the failed
component(s). In the diagnostic process, a MBD tool can propose additional troubleshooting
actions, as Figure A.9 shows, e. g. measurements, fault code or visual checks, to be performed
by a mechanic for fault isolation.

Figure A.9: MBD tool architecture, according to [13]

A couple of commercial MBD tools exist. One of them is Rodon described by Lunde et al.
in [53]. This tool is described hereafter to explain the approach of MBD.
Rodon employs the object-oriented, equation-based language Rodelica that is a spin-off of
the Modelica language. Hence, both languages have many commonalities, as Lunde describes
in [52]. The main difference is that Rodelica uses constraints instead of differential equations.
This is due to the requirement of MBD to analyse under- or overdetermined models. Con-
straints may be of various nature, e. g. logical relations, algebraic equalities or inequalities.
As mentioned, a reasoning algorithm or constraint solver is triggered by conflicts between an
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observed behaviour and that predicted by a corresponding model. Entering an observation
from the real system in the model adds a constraint to it which gradually leads to overde-
termination and thus possibly a conflict. Under- or overdetermined models are structurally
singular, i. e. the number of equations is not equal to the number of variables, or the rank of
the Jacobian matrix is not equal to its size. Constraint solvers do not require a non-singular
model. Instead of performing a simulation, the main task is to compute a diagnosis. To
this end, the constraint solver analyses the constraint network extracted from the model. A
constraint network is a set a variables and relations (constraints) between them. It defines
the admissible values for the variables and is comparable to the flattened system of equations
that results from the compilation of a Modelica model, as explained in [12].
The modelling of failures is another element of MBD. Component models have to be extended
by the respective most probable modes of failure behaviour. By checking the available modes
of modelled normal or defective behaviour, the constraint solver is able to better correlate
an observed abnormal system behaviour with failures of its components.

Figure A.10: Very simple electric circuit

A further property of Rodelica is the interval
data type. It is intended for use with values
that are subject to measurement errors or un-
certainties. For instance, a leak in a pipe of
uncertain size is described by assigning a range
(interval) of reasonable values for the leak di-
ameter. Then, the constraint solver does not
compute a single solution, but rather constricts
the values of the model variables iteratively. In
doing so, the solver uses interval arithmetic to
propagate the value ranges of variables through the constraint network. Basic arithmetic
operations for two intervals and an example can be found in [12]. The process of solving a
constraint network is explained in detail by Lunde in [54].
The described approach is illustrated hereafter by the example (taken from [97]) of a very
simple electric circuit shown in Figure A.10 that consists of a voltage source, a ground
potential, a switch and a lamp. The lamp is modelled as a resistor by the following Rodelica
code:

model Lamp extends TwoPin(fm(max=2));
public Resistance rNom(final min=0);
protected Resistance rAct(final min=0);

behavior
if (fm==0) { // constraints for normal operating mode
// actual resistance is nominal resistance
rAct = rNom;
// Ohm’s law for voltage drop between pins
p1.u - p2.u = rAct * p1.i; }

if (fm==1) { // constraints for failure mode “disconnected”
// infinite resistance between pins 1 and 2
rAct = INF_PLUS; }

if (fm==2) { // constraints for failure mode “short circuit”
p1.u = p2.u; // same potential at pins 1 and 2
rAct = 0; // no resistance between pins 1 and 2 }

end Lamp;
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The voltage source, ground potential and electric switch are modelled as follows:

mode (fm) mode name constraints
0 normal p1.u - p2.u = U0

1 loss of voltage p1.u, p2.u: undefined

mode mode name constraints
0 normal p1.u = 0

mode (fm) mode name constraints
0 normal and open p1.u, p2.u:

undefined
p1.i = p2.i = 0

1 failed open dto. dto.
2 normal and

closed
p1.u = p2.u p1.i, p2.i:

undefined
3 failed closed dto. dto.

The lamp, voltage source and switch are extended - same inheritance concept as in Modelica
- from a base class named TwoPin. It defines the common properties of electric components
with two pins:

partial model TwoPin
Pin p1; Pin p2; FailureMode fm(max=1);

behavior
// Kirchhoff’s law for current balance
p1.i + p2.i = 0;
if (fm==1) { // constraints for failure mode “disconnected”
p1.i = 0; }

end TwoPin;

Note that the number of constraints in each if-branch (mode) is not identical, which is
acceptable since the constraint solver can deal with singularities.
If all components are in normal mode, two normal operating cases occur for the small circuit
of Figure A.10. The constraint network is non-singular in these cases, meaning that a cause
(2nd column) is given, and the effect (3rd column) is computed from it.

case cause effect
1 Switch open (fm==0) Lamp off
2 Switch closed (fm==2) Lamp on

Adding an observation, e. g. the lamp status, leads to an overdetermined constraint network,
as explained. Then, the system can be diagnosed to see if it behaves as it should or if a conflict
occurs. This is illustrated by the next two cases. It is still assumed that all components are
in normal mode.

case switch lamp diagnosis
3 closed (fm==2) on System OK
4 closed (fm==2) off Conflict
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Case 4 is a malfunction. By activating the modelled failure modes, the solver tries to find
solution(s) of the constraint network that are conflict free. A conflict free solution identifies
the activated component failure modes as potential causes, in this case a failed voltage source
or lamp.
The described MBD approach can be used to also perform a FMEA, a reliability or safety
analysis, since the models describe the normal and abnormal behaviour of a system. This
allows to evaluate the effects of single faults (FMEA) and of multiple (single, dual and triple)
faults like in a FTA.
Among different methods for diagnostics, MBD is the most powerful, but also the most
resource-consuming approach, as stated in [12]. This is confirmed by Kurtoglu et al. in [47],
who discuss a competitive assessment of different diagnostic tools. Rodon is rated as the
winner of this competition, despite of it using the most of computational resources. Pure sim-
ulation engines used for behaviour prediction are significantly faster than Rodon’s constraint
solving algorithm, as is acknowledged in [53]. The performance of MBD remains a major
issue when faced with the analysis of large systems, and hence the search for performance
improvements of MBD reasoning algorithms is ongoing.

A.6 Semi-automatic fault tree synthesis

The approach of semi-automatic fault tree synthesis exploits the topology of an object-
oriented model and failure annotations that have to be included in each object. One realisa-
tion of this approach is called HiP-HOPS. It is available as an extension of SimulationX [38]
that is a commercial tool, like Dymola, for the preparation and simulation of Modelica
models. The fault tree synthesis approach and some related applications are described by
Hamann et al. in [31] and by Uhlig and Rüde in [104].
Figure A.11 shows the concept of semi-automatic fault tree synthesis and evaluation. The
process splits into five steps, the first and second of which - system modelling and fault
annotation - are conducted manually. The synthesis of fault trees and further evaluation are
performed automatically.
The first step is to create a system model. The model has to reflect the topology of the
system, i. e. its components, the material, energy or data exchange between them, as Pa-
padopoulos et al. describe in [64]. This is usually the case when an object-oriented modelling
language is used. A system model can be hierarchically structured to reflect the breakdown
into subsystems and basic components.
The second step is to establish the failure behaviour of components and the respective local
fault propagation. Each component model has to be supplemented with fault annotations
that describe the kinds of malfunction. The fault annotations define qualitatively how devi-
ations of component outputs are caused by a failure of it or by deviations of the component
inputs. Each fault annotation is effectively a mini fault tree of the component that links a
top event (the output deviation) to input deviations and component failure modes. Input
and output deviations typically represent extreme conditions such as the loss or unintended
provision of a flow or data value. The fault annotations are maintained together with each
component model and are stored in a library, which enables their re-use across different
applications.
The third step is to synthesise a system fault tree. The algorithm starts from failures at the
outputs of the system (“system failures” in Figure A.11) and follows the connections between
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Figure A.11: Concept of semi-automatic fault tree synthesis, according to [64, 65]

the model components. It is deduced from the object-oriented system model structure how
component failures can propagate and cause system failures. A parser algorithm performs
this backward traversal and evaluates the fault annotations of the components encountered
during the traversal. The system fault tree is generated by gradually substituting the input
deviations for each component with the corresponding output deviations that are propagated
by the connected components. A detailed description of this algorithm is provided in section 6
of [63].

Figure A.12: Small electric system

For complex systems, the fault trees tend
to grow very large which renders them too
difficult to inspect and interpret, as stated
in [65]. Thus, a fault tree is logically re-
duced to a minimal cut set, as described
in [64]: First (step four of the process), a
system fault tree is converted to a Binary
Decision Diagram (BDD). Then, the mini-
mal cut set is derived from the BDD (step
five), so that the probability of the fault tree
top event can be computed.

The synthesis of a fault tree is now illustrated by means of a small electric system example
(Figure A.12), the same as in section A.4.
Table A.1 lists the fault annotations of the system components. For a source, the output
deviation is loss of voltage at point a, denoted by L-a. This is caused by a failure of the
source or by a short circuit propagated to the source output, denoted by SC-a. For a busbar,
two kinds of output deviation apply: a loss of voltage L or a short circuit SC. Loss of voltage
at point d (L-d) is caused by an open circuit OC or short circuit SC failure of the busbar,
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or by a loss of voltage at all other busbar interfaces a, b and c. SC-b arises from a short
circuit of the busbar itself or from a short circuit condition propagated to one or more of the
interfaces a, c or d. Short circuit failures cause the potential to tend to zero, which involves
that short circuit effects tend to propagate. This is reflected by the fault annotations of the
busbar.

component output deviation causes
source S1, S2 L-a failed ∨ SC-a
busbar BB1, BB2 L-b OC ∨ SC ∨ (L-a ∧ L-c ∧ L-d)

L-d OC ∨ SC ∨ (L-a ∧ L-b ∧ L-c)
SC-b SC ∨ SC-a ∨ SC-c ∨ SC-d
SC-d SC ∨ SC-a ∨ SC-b ∨ SC-c

contactor TC L-a F ∨ L-b
L-b F ∨ L-a

SC-a S ∧ SC-b
SC-b S ∧ SC-a

Table A.1: Fault annotations at component level

The fault annotations include the assumption that the tie-contactor TC always closes if
either busbar, BB1 or BB2, cannot be supplied from its own source. This logic is indirectly
stated by a stuck open failure F or a loss of input voltage L-a or L-b (dependent on direction)
being the only causes for a loss of contactor output voltage L-b or L-a, respectively. If the
TC open/close logic is more complex, especially in a larger electric system, then the fault
annotations have to be modified accordingly.
Equation (A.2) combines those component faults that lead to failure of busbar 1. It is ob-
tained by starting at BB1 and successively substituting input deviations (causes) by output
deviations of connected components, as explained. Figure A.13 depicts the corresponding
synthesised fault tree.

BB1 .failure = BB1 .L-d ∨ BB1 .SC-d
= BB1 .OC ∨ BB1 .SC ∨ (BB1 .L-a ∧ BB1 .L-b ∧ BB1 .L-c)

∨ BB1 .SC ∨ BB1 .SC-a ∨ BB1 .SC-b ∨ BB1 .SC-c
= BB1 .OC ∨ BB1 .SC ∨ (BB1 .L-a ∧ BB1 .L-b) ∨ BB1 .SC-b
= BB1 .OC ∨ BB1 .SC ∨ (S1 .failed ∧ (TC.F ∨ TC.L-b))

∨ BB1 .SC-b
= ...

= BB1 .OC ∨ BB1 .SC

∨ (S1 .failed ∧ (TC.F ∨ BB2 .OC ∨ BB2 .SC ∨ S2 .failed))

∨ (TC.S ∧ BB2 .SC) (A.2)

To conclude, the semi-automatic fault tree synthesis method does not depend on simulation
of abnormal behaviour or failure, nor does it require physical modelling of component mal-
functions. Instead, fault trees are generated based on the topology of a system model and
the component fault annotations (mini fault trees) contained therein.
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Figure A.13: Synthesised fault tree for system of Figure A.12 and fault annotations of Ta-
ble A.1

Thus, the method appears to be valid for different technical domains and multi-physical
models. On the other hand, the approach is semi-automatic. Each component of a system
model has to include the applicable physical equations as usual and, additionally, its failure
behaviour described by annotations. Thus, the models have to be built and maintained in
two different ways.
There is no automatic comparison between the physical modelling and the annotated failure
behaviour. This is a possible cause of discrepancies. As explained, it can be necessary to
adapt the fault annotations of a component dependent on the use in a particular system
model. This requires extra attention to be paid by the modeller. As reported in [63], the
quality of fault trees strongly depends on the quality of the system model and the component-
level analyses of malfunction. The synthesis algorithm cannot generate fault trees if there
are inconsistencies in the system model or among the component fault annotations.
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This appendix explains some of the common basics of probability calculation, as applicable
and needed for the analysis methods developed in this thesis. The overview is intended for
quick reference. Further detail can be obtained from the quoted literature. In addition,
the component failure modes and rates considered for the analysis examples described in
section 6 are summarised. Complementary to the analyses, the general safety objectives
that apply for large aeroplanes are illustrated.
Two low-level algorithms of the minimal path set detection methods DMP and DMP-ST,
see section 3, are described. The technique and modelling additions developed for the visu-
alisation of electric network operating states and power distribution are explained. Finally,
some weight data of AC generators, wiring and voltage converters of various size are listed.
The data are used for the weight regression models and case study described in section 7.

B.1 Probability calculation

B.1.1 Definition of probability

The following experiment is suggested, as described in [57]: A box contains a plurality of
white and black balls of identical property. A single ball is picked n times out of the box
under the same conditions. It is observed that a white ball is picked n (A) times and a black
ball n (B) times. The relative frequency of occurrence is defined by

relative frequency =
number of observed events

maximum possible number of events
. (B.1)

The relative frequencies are n(A)/n and n(B)/n. For large n the relative frequencies converge
towards the probabilities

P (A) = lim
n→∞

n (A)

n
and P (B) = lim

n→∞
n (B)

n
. (B.2)

In addition, a non-empty set of events Ω and an algebra A of subsets of Ω are declared.
Then, a real number P (A) can be attributed to each event A ∈ A that has the following
properties:

1. The probability P (A) of an event A to occur is a definite real number 0 ≤ P (A) ≤ 1
for all A ∈ A.

2. The probability of the safe event Ω is P (Ω) = 1.
3. Given the mutually exclusive (disjunctive) events A1, A2, ... ∈ A, the probability of

any event occurring is P (A1 ∨ A2 ∨ ...) = P (A1) + P (A2) + ... =
∑∞

i=1 P (Ai).
It further follows that A ∨ Ā = Ω. Hence, the probabilities are

P
(
A ∨ Ā

)
= P (A) + P

(
Ā
)
= P (Ω) = 1, (B.3)

P
(
Ā
)

= 1− P (A) (B.4)
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and for arbitrary, non-mutually exclusive independent events A and B

P (A ∨B) = P (A) + P (B)− P (A ∧B) = P (A) + P (B)− P (A) · P (B) , (B.5)
P (A ∧B) = P (A) · P (B) . (B.6)

B.1.2 Failure rate and probability

To derive failure rates and probabilities from empirical data (failure histories), it is assumed
that n statistically identical items start to operate at the time t0 = 0 under the same
conditions. At the time t, an amount ν̄ (t) of the n items are still operating, the other ones
have failed. ν̄ (t) is a right continuous decreasing step function, as shown in Figure B.1.
The observed failure-free durations t1, t2, ..., tn of the n items lead to declaring the average
duration between failures, i. e. the failure-free time τ as

Ê [τ ] =
t1 + t2 + ...+ tn

n
. (B.7)

Figure B.1: Number ν̄ (t) of non-repairable items sur-
viving at time t, according to [9]

Note that τ is a random variable,
Ê [τ ] being the empirical mean
value of τ . The empirical function
of probability of survival is

R̂ (t) =
ν̄ (t)

n
. (B.8)

Next, the empirical failure rate
λ̂ (t) is defined as the ratio of items
failed during an arbitrary time in-
terval (t, t+ δt] versus the number
of items that are still intact at time
t :

λ̂ (t) =
ν̄ (t)− ν̄ (t+ δt)

ν̄ (t) · δt . (B.9)

Combining equation (B.9) with (B.8)
leads to

λ̂ (t) =
R̂ (t)− R̂ (t+ δt)

R̂ (t) · δt . (B.10)

Assuming that the number of items is very large n → ∞, an infinitesimal time interval
δt → 0 and that the derivative of R (t) exists, λ̂ (t) converges to the failure rate

λ (t) = − 1

R (t)
· dR (t)

dt
. (B.11)

Equation (B.11) is transformed via λ (t) = −d lnR(t)
dt

to

R (t) = e−
´ t
0 λ(x)dx (B.12)
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provided that at all items are new at t0 = 0, i. e. R (0) = 1. This definition of the failure
rate applies particularly to non-repairable items. It is also valid for repairable items if they
are as good as new after repair.
In many practical applications, it is assumed that a period with a (nearly) constant failure
rate λ (t) = λ exists, which is a useful simplification for probability calculations. Equa-
tion (B.12) then reads

R (t) = e−λ·t . (B.13)

Conversely, the failure function is (note that B.14 matches with B.4)

F (t) = 1−R (t) = 1− e−λ·t . (B.14)

Often, the failure function is approximated by F (t) ≈ λ · t if λ · t ≤ 0.01 holds.
The mean expected value of the failure-free time τ > 0 is defined as MTTF = E [τ ] =´∞
0

R (t) · dt (Mean Time To Failure). Assuming a constant (time independent) failure rate,
successive failure-free times are independent random variables, exponentially distributed
with the same parameter λ and having a mean of MTBF = 1/λ (Mean Time Between
Failures).
For an interpretation of the MTBF, the example taken from [50], suppose that 1000 identical
items, say light bulbs, with a failure rate of 0.001/h start to operate simultaneously. By the
time that each bulb has been lit or attempted to be lit for 100 h, a total time of approximately
100000 h is reached. In this period, 100 bulbs will fail. The surviving 900 bulbs then continue
to work for another 100 h and 90 will fail. Next, the surviving 810 bulbs will lose 81 in the
following 100 h period, and so on. As the number of surviving bulbs diminishes, so also will
the number of failures. At the time the MTBF is reached (1000 h in this example), 37% of
the initial number of bulbs survive and 63% have failed. This is reflected by equations (B.13)
and (B.14).

B.1.3 Latent failure probability

Latent failures, also known as dormant or unrevealed failures, remain undetected until an-
other failure occurs or the use of an infrequently operated system is suddenly required.
Latent failures must be prevented by adequate system design. However, if still possible, the
probability of occurrence can be minimised by demanding specific checks, for instance prior
to each flight or during maintenance. The failure rate λlatent can be decreased for passive,
non-stressed stand-by equipment: λlatent = κ · λ with the reduction factor κ and the normal
(stressed) failure rate λ. Subsection 2.2.4 of [9] indicates that the failure rate λ can be
decreased by between one and two orders of magnitude for electronic equipment under low
mechanical and thermal stress.
The probability of a latent failure depends on the elapsed time since the last check. It is
virtually zero close on after the check and 1− e−λlatent·TC immediately before the next check,
TC being the check interval. Thus, according to subsection 10.5.3 of [45],

F (TC) =
1

2

(
1− e−λlatent·TC

)
(B.15)

is adopted as the average probability of a latent failure to occur between two successive
inspections.
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B.1.4 Approximation of system failure probability

Figure B.2: Parallel-series connection of four diodes

This subsection illustrates the ap-
proximate computation of system
failure probability based on the
minimal cut set. The Poincaré for-
mula (equation (5.5)) is expanded
up to the 2nd order for approxima-
tion. The system failure probabil-
ity is bounded by the sum of 1st-
order and 2nd-order products ac-
cording to inequality (5.6).
Consider the diode circuit shown in

Figure B.2 (taken from subsection 2.3.6 of [9]). Two failure modes are regarded for each diode:
open circuit (O/C) and short circuit (S/C), with the failure rates λi = λi, O/C + λi, S/C . The
component index i can be omitted since the diodes are assumed as of the same type, thus
λ = λO/C + λS/C . The diode failure probabilities are FO/C = FO/C(t) and FS/C = FS/C(t).
The circuit works properly if it performs the two functions:

1. The circuit resistance between p and n is virtually zero if potential p is higher than
potential n, v(p) > v(n), and

2. with opposite potential difference v(p) < v(n), the circuit resistance is large.
Conversely, malfunction of the circuit occurs if it does not fulfill either one or both of the
two functions.
Function 1 is performed if diodes 1 and 3 are not failed open, or if diodes 2 and 4 are not
failed open. Hence, the reliability of the circuit in terms of function 1 is:

R1 (t) =
(
F1, O/C ∧ F3, O/C

) ∨ (F2, O/C ∧ F4, O/C

)
.

Function 2 is fulfilled if not both diodes in each branch are shorted:

R2 (t) = F1, S/CF3, S/C ∧ F2, S/CF4, S/C .

Thus, the circuit fails if

Fcircuit (t) = R1 (t) ∧R2 (t)

=
((
F1, O/C ∧ F3, O/C

) ∨ (F2, O/C ∧ F4, O/C

)) (
F1, S/CF3, S/C ∧ F2, S/CF4, S/C

)
.

The above can be transformed into

Fcircuit (t) =
((
F1, O/C ∨ F3, O/C

) ∧ (F2, O/C ∨ F4, O/C

)) ∨ F1, S/CF3, S/C ∨ F2, S/CF4, S/C

= F1, O/CF2, O/C ∨ F1, O/CF4, O/C ∨ F2, O/CF3, O/C ∨ F3, O/CF4, O/C

∨F1, S/CF3, S/C ∨ F2, S/CF4, S/C . (B.16)

The last expression represents six 2nd-order minimal cuts. The first four of them cause loss
of circuit function 1, the last two cause loss of function 2. This can be denoted by FMsys = 1
(open circuit) and FMsys = 3 (short circuit). The absence of 1st-order minimal cuts means
that the fault-tolerant circuit continues to function after any single diode failure. Since the
four diodes are identical, the circuit failure probability equals to

Fcircuit (t) =
(
2FO/C − F 2

O/C

)2
+ 2F 2

S/C − F 4
S/C . (B.17)
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Next, inequality (5.6) is evaluated for illustration. For the six minimal cuts of equa-
tion (B.16), this yields

6∑
j=1

P (MCj) = F1, O/CF2, O/C + F1, O/CF4, O/C + F2, O/CF3, O/C + F3, O/CF4, O/C

+F1, S/CF3, S/C + F2, S/CF4, S/C

and
5∑

j=1

6∑
k=j+1

P (MCj ∧MCk) =

F1, O/CF2, O/CF3, O/C + F1, O/CF2, O/CF4, O/C + F1, O/CF3, O/CF4, O/C

+F2, O/CF3, O/CF4, O/C + 2 · F1, O/CF2, O/CF3, O/CF4, O/C + F1, O/CF2, O/CF1, S/CF3, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+F1, O/CF2, O/CF2, S/CF4, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+ F1, O/CF4, O/CF1, S/CF3, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+ F1, O/CF4, O/CF2, S/CF4, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+F2, O/CF3, O/CF1, S/CF3, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+ F2, O/CF3, O/CF2, S/CF4, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+ F3, O/CF4, O/CF1, S/CF3, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+F3, O/CF4, O/CF2, S/CF4, S/C︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+ F1, S/CF2, S/CF3, S/CF4, S/C .

Assuming FO/C (1 h) = 1.000 ·10−5 and FS/C (1 h) = 1.000 ·10−4 for each diode (Table B.1), a
comparison of the approximated system failure probability (inequality (5.6)) with the exact
result Fcircuit (1 h) = 2.039799201678 · 10−8 given by equation (B.17) shows:

2.0397996 · 10−8 ≥ Fcircuit (1 h) ≥ 2.039799201675 · 10−8 .

The approximation error is less than 4 · 10−15, which is negligibly low, even when compared
to an order of magnitude of 10−8.

B.2 Summary of component failure modes and rates

Table B.1 summarises the component failure modes and rates λ considered in the safety and
reliability analysis examples of section 6. Further failure modes may exist but, as explained in
section 2.3, the catalogue is established for the purpose of system level analyses. Unnecessary
detail is avoided to ensure that the analysis methods are feasible for realistically large system
models.
All failure rates are estimates. Accurate values can be obtained from reliability databases
such as MIL-HDBK-217F [18] or NPRD-95 [77]. The databases comprise in-service fault
histories of various electrical, electromechanical and mechanical parts and assemblies. For
each kind of equipment, average failure rates are determined by the accumulated number of
failure occurrences versus accumulated operating hours, as explained in subsection B.1.2.
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B.3 Illustration of safety objectives

With regard to the FHA example shown in Table 1.1 and the safety analysis examples
described in section 6, the relation between the severity of failure effects and acceptable
probability of occurence is explained hereafter. This relation is also shown in Figure 1.3.
Further detail can be found in AMC25.1309 of the airworthiness regulations CS-25 [25] for
large aeroplanes.

Minor effect

A Minor effect is one in which the airworthiness or crew workload are only slightly affected.
This may be a “probable” occurence, meaning that the acceptable probability is greater than
1 · 10−5 per flight hour.

Major effect

The Major effect covers incidents in which the crew could reasonably be expected to continue
the flight to make a safe landing, irrespective of the difficulties of so doing. The required
level is “remote”, meaning an acceptable average probability of 1 · 10−5 or less, but greater
than 1 · 10−7 per flight hour.

Hazardous effect

The Hazardous effect covers serious incidents in which the risk of catastrophe is potentially
high and also accidents in which a small number of persons may be seriously injured or,
exceptionally, killed. Such an event must be “extremely remote”, meaning that the average
probability be 1 · 10−7 or less, but may be greater than 1 · 10−9 per flight hour.

Catastrophic effect

The Catastrophe is actually a “multi-fatality” accident. It also includes loss of aircraft which
might sometimes be non-fatal, but in practice it usually involves fatalities. This event must
be shown to be “extremely improbable”, hence less probable than 1 · 10−9 per flight hour.
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B.4 Supplemental algorithms

Function EXISTin determines if a number X exists in an Array of length n that is sorted
in rising order. The function is invoked by methods DMP and DMP-ST. It uses interval
bisection to minimise the number of computations. Interval bisection is a common method
that is described for instance in [29], p. 41 f. If X does not exist in the Array, the function
returns isin = false and also the index f of the greatest element that is smaller than X:
f = max i with i ∈ {1, n} such that Array [f] < X holds.

function EXISTin(X, n, Array); OUTPUT isin, f; CONSTANT eps = 0.1;
isin := false;
IF n==0 OR X<Array[1] THEN

f := 0;
ELSEIF Array[n]<X THEN

f := n;
ELSE

f := IF ABS(X-Array[n])<eps THEN n-1 ELSE 1;
l := IF ABS(X-Array[1])<eps THEN 2 ELSE n;
m := INTEGER((f+l)/2); // interval bisection
WHILE l-f>1 LOOP

IF Array[m]-X>eps THEN
l := m; // search left of Array[m]

ELSEIF Array[m]-X<-eps OR abs(Array[m]-X)<eps THEN
f := m; // search right of Array[m]

END IF;
m := INTEGER((f+l)/2); // interval bisection

END WHILE;
isin := ABS(Array[f]-X)<eps OR abs(Array[l]-X)<eps;

END IF;
END EXISTin;

Function EXISTinII determines if a number X that represents a set of nodes (see subsec-
tion 3.2.3) is a superset of any set in an Array of length n. The Array must be sorted in
rising order. First, it is checked if X exists in the Array. If not, it is identified if X is a
proper superset of any element in the Array. To identify if X is a subset of any element in
the Array, the function is invoked with the input arguments in inverse format.

function EXISTinII(X, n, Array, nr); OUTPUT isin;
(isin, f) := EXISTin(X, n, Array);
IF NOT isin AND f>0 THEN

i := 1;
WHILE i<=f AND NOT isin LOOP

isin := isSUPSET(X, Array[i], toBIT(Array[i], nr), nr);
i := i + 1;

END WHILE;
END IF;

END EXISTinII;

B.5 Visualisation of electric network behaviour

The behaviour of an electric network model, such as described in 2.5, can be visualised
during simulation. Figures 2.22 through 2.25 are snapshots of different operating modes
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of the Airbus A320 electric network model. The contactor states (open or closed) and the
resulting distribution of electric power are visualised by different shapes and colours. If a
component is coloured, this indicates that it is energised. The colour stems from the source
that energises the component. An individual colour (green, blue, magenta etc.) is assigned
to each source. This way, the behaviour of electric networks that contain up to about ten
sources can be visualised, which is sufficient for most cases. Passive, non-failed components
appear grey, including sources that are turned off. If power flows into a battery (if it is
being charged), it takes the colour of the source (e. g. a generator) that it is connected to.
Failed components appear red and are surrounded by a red circle or oval. For illustration,
Figure B.3 shows the visualisation of different contactor states.

Figure B.3: Visualisation of contactor status (open, closed, O/C, stuck closed)

The mode of each component can be shifted interactively (failure injection by mouse-click),
as described in 2.3.3, and the effect on the network is visualised instantly. That way, it can
also be verified if the model implementation of an electric network behaves as intended.
The real-time simulation and user-interaction features of Dymola [20] are employed for this
purpose. Current Dymola versions permit that only the shape and colour of objects are
changed, whereas connections between objects always appear in the same colour.
In the following, the technique and modelling additions developed for the visualisation of
electric network behaviour are described.

B.5.1 Modelling additions

An electric network model is enhanced with additional circuits for the purpose of computing
the visualisation colours. This is illustrated by Figure B.4 that shows the circuit diagram of a
small electric system. The power conducting circuit is black, whereas the additional circuits
are marked blue and green. The example system is the same as shown by the schematic of
Figure A.8 or A.12. A load resistor is connected to each bus(bar).
The additional circuits are established along with the power conducting circuit. To this end,
the electric source (generator or battery) model contains a so called colour source (colSrc),
the contactor and busbar models contain a colour propagation calculator (colCalc), and the
load model contains a colour sink (colSnk). Each of the component models described in 2.5.2
contains one of these colour classes (colSrc, colCalc or colSnk), as applicable. The additional
(colour) circuits are completed along with the connections between the electric components,
so no additional effort is involved in establishing a network model.
The colour classes are included on condition, which means that all of them are either present
or removed at the time of model translation. In- or exclusion is effected by setting a global
parameter in the electric network model. Exclusion of the colour classes reduces simulation
time, but then each energised component is lit with the same colour (green per default).
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Figure B.4: Circuit diagram of an electric network with additional colour circuits

If included, the number of additional colour circuits is equal to the number of electric sources
(parameter sources) contained in a network model, i. e. sources = 2 in Figure B.4, sources =
7 in Figure 2.22. (Note that turned off sources appear grey and that a battery takes the
colour of the charging generator.) The colSrc of G1 includes a voltage source in the first
(k = 1) and a load resistor in the second (k = 2) colour circuit, as defined by parameter
chNoCol = 1 in equation (B.26). Conversely, due to chNoCol = 2, there is a load resistor
in the first (k = 1) and a voltage source in the second (k = 2) circuit of the colSrc in G2.
The colCalc includes a variable resistor R between the positive pins in each colour circuit
that is shifted along with the power conducting resistor (e. g. RGLC1, RBTC), as denoted by
equations (B.18) and (B.19). The colSnk includes a fixed load resistor in each colour circuit
(equation (B.27)).
The colour propagation calculator (colCalc) is defined by

icol-A-p + icol-B-p = 0, icol-A-n + icol-B-n = 0, (B.18)

(vcol-A-p − vcol-B-p) = R · icol-A-p , R =

{
1

103
if conduct

else
, vcol-A-n = vcol-B-n ,

conduct =

{
mode = 0

closed

cable, busbar
contactor

, (B.19)

icol-B-p =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
icol-B-p-1

icol-B-p-2

...
icol-B-p-sources

⎞⎟⎟⎠ , vcol-B-p =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
vcol-B-p-1

vcol-B-p-2

...
vcol-B-p-sources

⎞⎟⎟⎠ . (B.20)
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Pcol-abs = |vcol-B-p � icol-B-p| =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
|vcol-B-p-1 · icol-B-p-1|
|vcol-B-p-2 · icol-B-p-2|

...
|vcol-B-p-sources · icol-B-p-sources|

⎞⎟⎟⎠ , (B.21)

Pcol-max = max (Pcol-abs) . (B.22)

The product Pcol-abs-k = |vcol-B-p-k · icol-B-p-k| is determined for each colour circuit, similarly
to electric power. Then, the index k of the maximum element of Pcol-abs is stored in the
channelOn vector (equations (B.23) and (B.24)) to identify the active colour circuit of a
component. The colour used to highlight the component is set by the colourOn vector.
colourOn is defined in RGB-format and computed from the product of the transposed
matrix colourOnChT that includes the colours of all different electric sources with the
vector channelOn that identifies the active colour circuit. In the example line after equa-
tion (B.25), the columns of colourOnChT correspond to blue, green, magenta and yellow.

channelOn =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
c1
c2
...

csources

⎞⎟⎟⎠ , (B.23)

ck =

{
1

0

if Pcol-max − Pcol-abs-k < 10−4

else
, k = 1, ... , sources (B.24)

colourOn = colourOnChT · channelOn . (B.25)

e. g.

⎧⎨⎩
127
0
255

⎫⎬⎭ =

⎧⎨⎩
0 0 127 240
0 127 0 240
255 0 255 0

⎫⎬⎭ ·

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0
0
1
0

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ , sources = 4 .

The colour source (colSrc) is defined as well by equations (B.20) through (B.25) plus:

icol-B-p + icol-B-n = 0,

vcol-B-p-k − vcol-B-n-k =

{
vcolSource

40 · icol-B-p-k

if k = chNoCol

else
, k = 1, ... , sourceCh

vcolSource =

{
100

1

if mode = 0

else
. (B.26)

vcolSource varies dependent on the mode (operation or failure) of the electric source.
Equations (B.20) through (B.25) apply also to the colour sink (colSnk), plus the following:

icol-B-p + icol-B-n = 0,

vcol-B-p − vcol-B-n = 40 · icol-B-p . (B.27)
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B.6 Weight data of electric equipment

B.6.1 AC generators

Table B.2 lists 3-phase 115VAC generators of various nominal power and speed for aerospace
applications. The related data regressions are shown in subsection 7.1.2.1.

nominal power nominal weight
apparent active speed
Pnom Pnom N m
[kVA] [kW] [1/min] [kg] type manufacturer

78 66.3 8700 40 GN02-75A-1 Innovative Power
Solutions

100 85 6300 47.73 GNA3-90A-2 www.ips-llc.com
10 8.5 7500 16 ver. 1 forM346A/C ASE
20 17 15660 16 ver. 2 forM346A/C www.ase-spa.com
10 8.5 12000 8.1 for EF2000 dto.
45 38.25 8400 28.8 for G222 aircraft dto.
5 4.25 12600 6.9 for AM-X aircraft dto.
10 8.5 12600 8.16 for A129 helicopter dto.
4 3.4 9000 21.5 GO4PCh4 LEPSE
16 13.6 8080 30 GO16PCh8RS www.lepse.kirov.ru
7 5.95 9350 22.5 GT7PCh4A-7 dto.
10 8.5 9350 22.5 GT7PCh4A-10 dto.
8 6.8 9000 32.5 SGO-8, ser. 3, 8TF dto.
11 9.35 8000 36 SGK-11/1.5KIS dto.
16 13.6 8000 36 SGK-11/1.5KIS M dto.
12 10.2 9100 34 SGO-12 series 3 dto.
30 25.5 9300 30.2 SGS-30B dto.
30 25.5 8700 45 SGS-30-8RS dto.
30 25.5 8570 41.5 SGO-30U-RS dto.
22 18.7 8570 41.5 SGO-30URS-3 dto.
35 29.75 8570 41.5 SGO-30URS-A dto.
40 34 8350 41 SGS-40PU, P ser. 2 dto.
120 102 6300 67.5 GT120PCh6A, AB dto.
15 12.75 12600 12.5 5145 Pacific Scientific
10 8.5 12300 10.27 5165 www.psekd.com
5 4.25 12000 9.85 5211 dto.
5 4.25 13200 7.22 5256 dto.
10 8.5 13200 10 5297 dto.
7.5 6.375 12000 11.82 5482 dto.
7 5.95 13200 7.5 5498 dto.
10 8.5 12900 10 5521 dto.
3 2.55 11881 7.27 5555 dto.
25 21.25 12400 16.77 5571 dto.
15 12.75 13200 9.77 5609 dto.
7 5.95 12000 8.09 5638 dto.
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nominal power nominal weight
apparent active speed
Pnom Pnom N m
[kVA] [kW] [1/min] [kg] type manufacturer

120 102 24000 83.36 IDG 120 EGS 05 Hamilton Sundstrand
for B777 www.hamilton

40 34 12000 34.77 40 IDG 02 sundstrand.com
75 63.75 12000 45.45 75 IDG 10 dto.
90 76.5 12000 66.95 90 IDG 01 dto.
150 127.5 12000 86.5 150 IDG 06 dto.
50 42.5 8000 35 50 IDG 08 dto.
60 51 8000 65.23 60 IDG 08 dto.
60 51 12000 20 60 IDG 12 dto.

180 153 17480 67.7 MOET VFSG Goodrich
www.goodrich.com

Table B.2: Available sizing data of 115VAC aerospace generators

B.6.2 Wiring

The following is a tabulation of wire size data according to MIL-W-22759/41C, a standard
that specifies wiring suitable for use in aircraft engines (harsh environment).

wire size diameter resistance per length weight per length
AWG D [in] r [Ω/1000 ft] r [Ω/km] w [lb/1000 ft] w [g/m]

26 0.0159 42.2 138.5 1.7 2.537
24 0.0201 25.9 84.97 2.3 3.419
22 0.0253 16 52.49 3.2 4.757
20 0.032 9.77 32.05 4.7 6.987
18 0.0403 6.1 20.01 7.2 10.70
16 0.0508 4.76 15.62 9 13.38
14 0.0641 3 9.843 13.8 20.51
12 0.0808 1.98 6.496 20.5 30.47
10 0.1019 1.24 4.068 32.4 48.16
8 0.1285 0.694 2.277 64.2 95.44
6 0.162 0.436 1.430 96.8 143.9
4 0.2043 0.275 0.9022 163 242.3
2 0.2576 0.177 0.5807 246 365.7
1 0.2893 0.144 0.4724 314 466.8
0 0.3248 0.113 0.3707 421 625.8
00 0.3248 0.089 0.2920 518 770

Table B.3: Wire size data according to MIL-W-22759/41C

The complete database used for regression (subsection 7.1.2.2) of wire weight versus resis-
tance covers the following standards of wiring suitable for aerospace use up to 600V rms:
MIL-W-22759/1F, /2G, /3D, /4C, /5B, /6B, /7B, /8B, /13D, /15B, /16A, /16B, /17A,
/19A, /32C, /34D, /35D, /41C, /42B, /43C, /44A, /45A, /46A, MIL-DTL-25038/3D, MS25471
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and MS27110D. As well, MIL-W-81822/4 and /6 that specify aerospace wiring for use up to
300V rms are included in the database.

B.6.3 Voltage Converters (ATRU)

A regression of the available auto-transformer rectifier unit (ATRU) sizing data is shown in
subsection 7.1.2.3.

nominal power nominal voltage weight
Pnom input output m
[kW] [VAC] [VDC] [lb] manufacturer
1.5 115 270 3 ELDEC Corporation
1.6 115 270 4 www.craneaerospace.com
2.0 230 270 6 dto.
4.0 115 400 7 dto.
8.0 115 320 10 dto.
30 115 270 29 dto.
80 115 270 60 dto.
135 230 540 75 dto.
120 230 540 87.6 Thales
150 230 540 89.8 www.thalesgroup.com

Table B.4: Available ATRU sizing data
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Nomenclature

Roman Symbols

A cross section

C capacitance, component, set of components (array)

c mechanical stiffness

cmb failure combination

d damping coefficient, density of a graph

E number of edges in a graph

F probability of failure

f mechanical force

FMC probability of occurrence of a minimal cut

Fop operational reliability (unavailability)

Fsys system failure probability, as safety is concerned

FMsys system failure mode

G hydraulic conductance, groups of minimum equipment list (array)

g number of groups of minimum equipment list

I electric current, mechanical gear ratio

i electric current, counter

J mechanical inertia

j counter

K fluid bulk modulus

k order, order of failure combination, factor, generator overload factor

kR electric torque coefficient

kT electric force coefficient

L inductance

l length

m weight

MC minimal cut set (array)



194 Nomenclature

MCeqv equivalent minimal cut set (array) resulting from the transformation of a system’s
minimal path set

MCi a single minimal cut

mode mode of a component: intact (0), failure mode 1, 2 or 3

Modes the set of modes that a component can be in (array)

MP minimal path set (array)

MPi a single minimal path

N rotational speed, number, number of nodes in a graph, number of failure combina-
tions

n number, number of paths

N0123 number of all single, dual and triple failure combinations (maximum size of state
space for minimal cut set detection)

nsim number of simulations

nc number of minimal cuts

nceqv number of equivalent minimal cuts resulting from the transformation of a system’s
minimal path set

np number of minimal paths

nr number of components in a system model that include failure behaviour

nSTp number of S-T paths

P power, probability

p hydraulic pressure, counter

pfail probability of failure

PS path set (array)

q hydraulic flow

R ohmic resistance, reliability

r resistance per length of an electric cable, radius, counter

s translational position, Laplace operator, counter

sm Boolean or integer state of state machine

StateSpace set of failure combinations (array) examined for minimal path set or minimal
cut set detection

T duration, time constant, time window

t time

trisk time of exposure to a risk
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u input variable, counter

UMP region of minimal paths (array)

V electric voltage, volume, displacement of a hydraulic motor or pump

v electric voltage

Vnom, V0 nominal and off-load (generator) voltage

w weight per length of an electric cable

x state variable, displacement, counter

y output variable

Greek Symbols

αD turbulent flow coefficient

η efficiency of power conversion

κ failure rate reduction factor for non-stressed equipment

λ failure rate

μ friction coefficient

ω angular velocity or frequency

φ rotational position

ρ specific electric resistance, fluid density

τ mechanical torque

Subscripts

0 initial value

a, b interface indices

BS ballscrew

C carrier

e end value

elec electrical

eqv equivalent

F forward (conductor of an electric cable)

FM failure mode(s)

fric friction

G gear

geo geometric

in input
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ini initial

int internal

leak leakage

lmt limit

loc local

M motor

MC minimal cut

mech mechanical

MP minimal path

N normal

n, p electric interface indices (negative, positive)

nom nominal

norm normalised

NR neutral or return (conductor of an electric cable)

op operational

p path

PG planetary gear

R rotational, ring

rel relative

S sun, supply

SG spur gear

sys system

T translational

V valve

Abbreviations

A/C Aircraft

AC Alternating Current

ACE Actuator Control Electronics

ADIRU Air Data and Inertial Reference Unit

AGC APU Generator line Contactor

AMC Acceptable Means of Compliance

APU Auxiliary Power Unit
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ARP Aerospace Recommended Practice

ATA Air Transport Association

ATRU Auto-Transformer Rectifier Unit

AWG American Wire Gauge

BAT Battery

BDD Binary Decision Diagram

BTC Bus Tie Contactor

CAD Computer-Aided Design

CB Circuit Breaker

CCA Common Cause Analysis

CFSM Concurrent Finite State Machine

Cmd Command

CS Certification Specifications

DBTU DataBus Terminal Unit

DC Direct Current

DDA Dependency Diagram Analysis

DFS Depth-First Search

DMC Detection of Minimal Cut set

Dmd Demand

DMP Detection of Minimal Path set

DMP-ST Detection of Minimal Path set (method detects minimal S-T paths)

Dymola Dynamic modelling laboratory (or language)

EFCS Electronic Flight Control System

EMER Emergency

ENADOT Electric Network Architecture Design Optimisation Tool

EPDC Electric Power Distribution Centre

EPGDS Electric Power Generation and Distribution System

EPGS Electric Power Generation System

ESS Essential

EXT PWR External Power

FBW Fly-By-Wire

FCC Flight Control Computer
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fh flight hour

FHA Functional Hazard Analysis

FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

FMES Failure Modes and Effects Summary

Fortran Formula translation

FTA Fault Tree Analysis

G, GEN Generator

GCU Generator Control Unit

GLC Generator Line Contactor

Gnd Ground

GPU Ground Power Unit

GTS Guarded Transition System

H/W Hardware

HiP-HOPS Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin and Propagation Studies

IDG Integrated Drive Generator

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

INV Inverter

L/H Left Hand

MBD Model-Based Diagnosis

MCSA Minimal Cut Set Analysis

MEL Minimum Equipment List

MOET More-Open Electrical Technologies

MPSA Minimal Path Set Analysis

MTBF Mean Time Between Failures

MTTF Mean Time To Failure

NRA Network Reliability Analysis

O/C Open Circuit

P Position transducer

PC Personal Computer

PFC Primary Flight Computer

POA Power Optimised Aircraft

POB Power-Off Brake
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POR Point Of Regulation

PRV Pressure Regulation Valve

PSSA Preliminary System Safety Analysis

R/H Right Hand

RAMS Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety

RAT Ram Air Turbine

RBD Reliability Block Diagram

RBDA Reliability Block Diagram Analysis

S Source

S-T Source-to-Target

S/C Short Circuit

S/W Software

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers

SDP Sum of Disjoint Products

SMP Synthesis of Minimal Path set

SSA System Safety Analysis

STAT INV Static Inverter

STC Stabiliser Trim Computer

T Target

TC Tie Contactor

TR, TRU Transformer Rectifier (Unit)

VF Variable Frequency

VSCF Variable Speed Constant Frequency
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